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At 1.80 o’clock the procession formed on
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Saturday, Memorial Day, the people from
suburbs and surrounding towns began to
assemble early, and when the time to form
the procession arrived there was a large
crowd in town. All the public offices, banks,
and manufacturing establishments were
closed for the day, and stores and offices
from I to 4 o'clock r. m.
Flags were at halfmast and everything about the city betoken-
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the
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Nation's Dead

and the streets dried up so
was
quite easy, and the
weather was warm enough to make out-ofdoors exercises comfortable.
The Memorial services of Thomas H. Marshall Post for the year 1890 will long be remembered by the veterans and their friends
f t the success which attended every part of
the exercises. With favorable weather, both
for Memorial Sunday and Memorial Day, the
attendance at all the services was large.
Last week we gave a report of the services
of Memorial Sunday, and the excellent-sermon preached on that occasion by Rev. Geo.
S. Mills is published in full on the dtli page
of this issue.
sun
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Honor or

The veterans were peculiarly favored in
regard to the weather on Memorial Day this
year. Friday, the day previous to the holi-
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Exercises

in Belfast.

Births .Marriages ...Death>.
.Sell. Anna 1). Price Abandon-

Marshal, Charles iiaker.
P. Lombard and J. H. Stinson.
Belfast Band, 25 pieces, B. A. Roundy,
leader.
Belfast Division, U. R., K. of P.,
F. H. Welch, Sir Knight Captain.
Canton Pallas, P. M., I. O. O. F.,
I. T. Clough, Com’d’c.
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R.,
•J. W. Wilkins, Commander.
With members of Sons of Veterans on the

Aids, G.

oriai

in

Day

Day

was

Post

tigs
•lief

Monroe.

observed in Monrue by
and

E.

Pollings

M.

Corps, as follows: At 7 a. m.
:sited the different cemeteries
decorated the graves of all sol-o tin- decorating squad inarched
marked the
igo cemetery and
the marching eolflags: at
rmed in front of Union Hall in
s

left.
Co.

ng order:
of The Day. H. H. Wingate.
Music by drums and fife.
; uni. commanded by Thomas Clenir.g of Ten comrades and twenty
young ladies.
gs Post, (». A. R., Geo. 1«. Ordway,
( ommander.
Woman's Relief Corps. Mrs.
me Durham, President,
iron carrying flowers and flags.
on foot and in
carriages.

marched to the village

•rmed

around

The route of the procession was down
Market street to High, thence down High,
up ('Lurch and Grove, over Congress and
Main to Grove Cemetery, where the usual

held at the Grand Army lot
yard. The graves of all soldiers
and members of the Relief Corps bail been
previously marked with dags and decorated
with dowers, and the cemetery as a whole
never looked more attractive.
The lots are
all neatly cared for, the stones erect, the
avenues free from weeds, leaves or other
unsightly objects, while dowers prevailed
everywhere, especially on the graves of the
veterans of the late war. Arriving at the
Memorial lot, on which the dag was hoisted
at half mast, the procession formed a hollow
square, while the spectators formed about
exercises

ceme-

the

■

Ritchie, Department Treas-

r:\

the

in

monument
i.press;ve ceremonies of the dead
Tin Newburg male quar-:.'•<! the singing at the cemetery,
of aii soldiers were decoratg ladies who were stationed
The monument was deDepartment President of the
m tn's Relief Corps of Maine,
!’aimer ! Monroe, assisted by
N alley, Department Secretary,
fl

B., Boys’ Brigade,

Wilson Ellis, Captain.
Disabled veterans in carriages.
Chaplain and Orator of the Day.
City Government.
Citizens.

were

new

appreciates the honor that
time in our history "iir Moimovared by the President of the
icf Corps of Maine.
<■> at the monument
them.
were very
li was a scene not soon to he
The exercises opened with the dirge,
f
ile
y
rising generation, and could
“Come, ye Disconsolate," by the Band, fol•a !h>- top of
our monument j
situation he would have said, 1 lowed by prayer by the Post Chaplain,
good and faithfui comrades.'' [ Hiram W. Trundy. Capt. Baker acted as
... was re.-ited b\ Miss Helen !
commander during the ritualistic service
iclimn then marciied ba<k to
ami Capt. .James F McKcen as Officer of
1
wbt re dinner
as pi i.\ ideal,
':
P 'St and Ci>rps marched to j the Day.
After the service, which included
Mid carried out the, following | the
tribute to the unknown dead, the pro-
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(i'-orge Parker

f Monroe;
1 ers b\ Adjutant, Isaac Cook ;
<• New burg
quartette. ••Brot hi-'urloiiglied Army.'' Post cxer•muiaiider (i "o. R. (drdway;
Tic
Weeds of the (iraud
ng,
Dept Pres., Mrs. Be'ie J.
t reading. “I'over Them Over
UioWM’s," Mrs. Carrie Duri■•lit of the Relief C nrps. Reading
Mr.
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ROLL OF 11 ‘Noll,

Isaac Jordan.
'riuiothy Jewell.
Andrew ,1. Knuwitoii.
John !’. Lane.
<diaries I-arrabee.
K tins a. Larrabee.
John E. Mansur.
Levi H. Mitchell
Alva \V. Mansur.
Anthony F McKay.
Aaron F. Martin."
Lenneas Mason,
Bradstreet Mason.
Joseph Ma.-on.
Horace Nealley.
Samuel B. Patterson,
Jeremiah Putman.
AVarren L. Piper,
Jeremiah Parker.
AA arren H. Parker.
Benjamin P. Randall,
Leonard B. Ricker,
Marshall Rand,
Dennis F. Ricker.
Aaron (i. Smith,
AValdo 1’. Stevens.
William L. Staples.
Alfred B. Staples.
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in hunting of the national colors.
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were

old
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of
Post,

one
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the

with him.
to steal down the
soldiers as he told of Hook.n. ellorville, Grant at Vicksburg,
Gettysburg, Sheridan in the valan at Antietam, and of the final
at Appomatox. How his words
hoys hack to the old days, and
of them must have felt proud to
wiped to do his part ;n the strugrator spoke of the sinking of the
By the ICearsarge, and you could
at tear in a comrades eye as the
veterans

tear was seen

a

lie old

1

^depicting tin-stone; that comNye of Newbarg who was
ICearsarge at the time she sunk

A'arreti
■

The audience greeted the
••arni'.y after the. meeting closed
y rest assured that there will ala
warm welcome for him by the
f Monroe.

•ima.

comrades,

a

every year our nurngrowing less and we soon shall be
out. and while we await the linal
!<*t us obtain all the information
ait the country into which we are
march, and come into possession
utersign while it is possible to ob■

H. R. D.

the church
I»av were interesting and the lacked hard to beautify the church
ropriate decorations. It is hoped
-Tlwr year even more interest will be
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birth of a baby girl....G. F.
Jr., left for Chelsea Saturday.
Cuuningham has gone to East
'•<» business-Chas. Decker, who
visiting friends in town has gone
*'»r Jesse Frye, Montville-A. Eu!’■
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ADDRESS.

the

the officers of the Post and orator of
the day on the stage. The hall was appropriately decorated. Large flags were hung
above the stage, stacks of arms stood at each
side, and the G. A. R. altar and speaker’s
desk were covered with the Stars and
Strips, while the front of the balconies were
ornamented with Hags.
with

was

carried out

substantially

extemporaneous prayer, which was followed
by the welcome by the Post Commander, J.
\V. Wilkins, who said that while he came
prepared with an address of welcome, the
prayer of the Chaplain turned the current of
his thoughts and he must speak in another

y quartette, “He was my routit ion by
Hugh R. Chaplin of Bang by quartette, “My Country ’tis

:

in

announced last week, as follows:
The overture "Orpheus,” by Offenbach,
was finely rendered by the Band.
H. W. Trumly, Post Chaplain, offered an

Eli Whitten.
Horace Jellerson.
David Siearns.

J'hs.
ifords.
Jewell.
i'Tsun.

o’clock

evening Belfast
Opera House was completely tilled. The
Post and Relief Corps were seated in front,
7 •>')

The program

Albion K. P. Tasker,
John A. Tasker.
Albion K. P. Twombly.
Lemuel B. Wingate.
Horatio Woodbury,

taut.

THE EVENING SERVICES AND

At

as

Henry Sparrow,

rv.

i-hiott.
filler.

cession marched back to the place of starting and disbanded.

kerson is at home from Portland.

line. His address was brief but earnest.
He first referred to the influence of the
Bible in shaping our national history, and
its effect on the patriotism and love of country of our people. He spoke of the recent insult to the Grand Army by the President of
Harvard College, and closed with a tribute
to American citizenship as the highest of
honors.
Billeter’s patriotic hymn, "Praise of Our

Country,” was feelingly sung by a quartette
composed of Miss Maud Milliken, soprano;
Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, alto; Mr. Emery White,
tenor; and Mr. E. S. Pitcher, bass; with
Mrs. Willis B. Fletcher at the piano.
Lenz’s serenade, "Love’s Longing,” was
given by Belfast Band.
The song, "America, the Land of the
Free,” arranged by Wilson from II Puritana, was very prettily sung by 57 little
girls dressed in white, who marched upon
stage from the two sides in double coloppothemselves in a double line hv a very simple yet
The children received
pretty movement.
vigorous applause and were called out a
the

umn, each file to the side of the stage
site their entrance, and arranged

second time.
A.

Chase, acting Adjutant, read the
honor, which includes 14!> names,!) of

I>.

roll of

which have been added since last Memorial
Day, as follows: J. C. Cates, Wm. M. Erskine, Silas M. Fuller, Daniel R. Maddoeks,
Chas. B. Piper, James R. Piper, Daniel J.

Roberts, Arthur
.Wadsworth. The

W.

Charles
of honor is pub-

Robinson,

full roll

lished

on our third page.
quartette then sang a Memorial Day
Ode, adapted to Kellar’s American Hymn,
and the Band played a selection from
Reeves’ medley of popular airs, “Vets.”
Commander
Wilkins then introduced
the orator of the day, Rev. Charles H.
Wells, who gave an address having

The

the

true

patriotic ring,

from

the

stand-

of one who was born siuce the
close of the troublesome times which
gave rise to the Grand Army of the Republic.
In the minds of all patriotic citizens,
said Mr. Wells, Memorial Day stands for all
that is most sacred and beautiful in the history of our country. It is a reminder of
those who fought for the preservation of our
nation, and if we can bring the unthinking
to devote a few thoughts to the day and

point

what it signifies, we have
accomplished
something. It is a day set apart to honor

Obituary.

tor

The sudden death
Thursday afternoon
of Mr. Maurice C. Hervey, only surviving
son of Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Hervey, was a
great blow to the aged parents and two sisters, and was a shock to the community in
which the deceased had been so long and
favorably known. Only a few days before
he had been on the street apparently in his
usual health, and it was hard to realize that
he had passed away at the early age of 39
years. Mr. Hervey was born in this city,
and when a young man learned the jewelry
business with his father. He then went to a
last

the memories and decorate the
graves of
those who offered their lives in their couns
try service. It is a day when the dead are
borne in mind. To-day we have met to
honor the dead, to decorate their
graves. On
every mound which marks the grave of a
soldier we have placed a
flag and strewn
flowers. Wherever the members of the
Grand Army can be found, from the Atlanthe Pacific, from Canada to the Gulf,
there to-day. has loving tribute been
paid to
the fallen heroes. There is something in
the hearts of men to
prompt them to this
tic to

j

here,he took the part of John Alden.”

The funeral

from the late residence at 2 p. m. Friday and the interment at
Oak Hill cemetery.
years.

nature, and many a friend can look back to
the time when her voice was heard and her
presence brought cheer and comfort in their
hour of need. She was one of those companions who was always willing to help
bear the burdens of life; was a true and
faithful helpmate, an affectionate sister, a

closed out his Augusta business and engaged
neighbor and friend, respected by all
with Ripley, Howland & Co. of Boston, the good
who knew her. Floral offerings in the form
leading jewelry manufacturers of New Eng- of wreaths, crescents and bouquets covered
land, as a traveling salesman. After live the casket, all bearing silent testimonials of
love and esteem for the departed. The
years of this service, the firm was changed burial service was held at her late residence
to a stock company, of which Mr. Hervey
on Church street, Rev. R. G. Harbutt of
and two others became members. His eyes Searsport officiating. The bearers were A.
man just
starting out full f life, courage
Staples, L. M. Partridge, J. Mudgett and J.
and patriotism lor the scene of the conflict. had begun to trouble him before this time, Lafolley. The remains were laid at rest in
his sight became so affected as to
and
filially
the village cemetery. S. B. Merithew had
See the aged father as lie presses the son’s
hand in farewell. See the, tear-stained face compel his retirement from business and he charge of the funeral arrangements.
firm.
For nearly two
of the mother as she presses the son to her withdrew from the
Dan forth L. Clark, of the firm of Clark &
bosom in a long, perhaps last embrace. Who years he was under the care of au oculist in Sproul, grocers, of
Bangor, and a citizen who
Boston and at his home in Belfast. His was held in high esteem, died
will name or number the martyrs of our
Tuesday
morning, May 26th, of cancerous affection of
nation iu that conflict ? As we think of all friends feared a total loss of sight, and for a
the heart. The disease developed from a
but
time
he
was
he
bore
this
blind,
nearly
these thiugs, which arc represented by this
small scratch ou his toe,made by a penknife
day, we learn to love the day for the day great affliction uncomplainingly, as he did several weeks ago, which at the time was
his
care
his
last
illness,
only
seeming to be not considered serious, not even painful.
itself.
Soon the toe began to swell and symptoms
Memorial Day now stands as a day of to avert care from others. When recovered of blood
poisoning appeared. The toe was
from this trouble be went to Seattle, WashThe
war
is
over and peace reigns.
peace.
amputated, but the symptoms continued to
show, and despite doctors’ skill resulted
We sometimes hear the threatenings of war ington, and with Ben Hazeltine, a life-long
fatally. Mr. Clark was 73 years old. He
and see the war-cloud rising, the mole-hill friend, organized The Pacific Carpet Co.
was father of Charles D. Clark of the firm of
of insult magnified to a mountain of crime; The firm dealt in carpets aud house fur- Clark & Hazelton. His wife who survives
yet the cooler judgment of real statesmen nishings and for a time did a prosperous him, was Mary Cook of Ellsworth, a sister
of Mrs. Charles E. Stevens of this city.
clears the atmosphere through arbitration. business. Then came a general collapse all
I he observance of Memorial Day is making along the Pacific coast, and the business,
Lydia C., relict of the late Samuel Keene,
itself felt in the interests of peace. The war which had run six years, was closed. Mr.
of Prospect and for some years a
Hervey spent a couple of months traveling formerly
was inevitable on account of a threatened
resident of Bucksport, died at her home on
in
and
Southern
then
returned
to
California,
Pine street, Bucksport May 28th, after a
separation. We must not oniy count the
Since then he had suffered from short illness of bronchial pneumonia. She
cost in blood and treasure, but we must Belfast.
was 75 years of age and has a number of surcount the effect on future generations.
Let eczema and been under a physician’s care
viving sons and daughters from a large famthe greater part of the time. This finally
us bear iu mind these things and work toily. The funeral was held from the late resideveloped into heart disease, and two days dence Saturday, and the remains taken to
gether for concord and peace.
Prospect for interment.
We love this day because of those who are after the first attack death came to the relief
here. We honor them with a growing ap- of the patient sufferer. To the last he was
City Government.
preciation from year to year. Their number uncomplaining and mindful of those about
that
he
overtax
those
might
is growing smaller. Let us see to it that the him, fearing
The June meeting of the City Council was
remaiuing years are honored as they de- who so lovingly and tenderly ministered to held Monday evening. There were two j
him. Words are inadequate to soften the
serve.
Let us care for the spirit of this day
absentees, Alderman Russ and Councilman j
and see to it that it suffers not from the blow to the afflicted family; and eulogy is
Woodbury. The roll of accounts was long,
hands of vandals.
hardly called fur in the case of one so well hut of small
amount, including only the
known
and
so
esteemed.
and
Memorial Day tills us with a renewed
highly
Quiet
routine bills of the month.
sense of peace.
We are outgrowing the old unassuming in manner, rather reserved with
The Committee on Lights reported favoridea that every insult must he settled by strangers, Mr. Hervey was with his intiably ou the petition for a street light at the
war.
Arbitration is gaining in favor. We mates a most genial companion ; a reader of corner of
High and Field streets, and an
should maintain our dignity as a nation, good books, well-informed on the questions
order was passed to establish the same.
but it is not necessary to tight with every of the day and an intelligent observer of
Sanford Howard, Inspector of Buildings, 1
men and events. In one of bis memorandum
little cur that barks at our heels.
on the condition of the McClir.reported
books
the
two
were
items below, clipped j
As this day stands for all these things, so
tock block, at the corner of Main and High
dear to the heart of every patriotic citizen, from some newspaper, and which all who
streets. He found the building sound and in
knew Mr. II. rvey will accept as an index tu
may it be to us the day most sacred of ail
good condition, and the doors, walls and
his character:
the year.
roof well secured.
Don’t flatter yourselves that friendship
The exercises closed with singing “AmeA communication was received fror.j the
authorizes you to say disagreeable things to
and
the
with
rica,” by
audience,
quartette,
School Committee, asking for the transfer
your intimates. On the contrary, the nearer
Band accompaniment, ami benediction by
you come into a relation with a person, the
of SI,000 from the general school appropriathe Chaplain.
more necessary do tact and courtesy become.
tion to that for free high schools, and S000
A man who can meet misfortunes as they
come and continue on in the even tenor of
from the general school appropriation to ;
Transfers in Real Estate.
lus way, is sure to prove his moral worth to
that for contingent expenses and salaries.
his
w
fellow
man
ithout
effort
on
his
part.
The following transfers in real estate were
This is in accordance v. itli a recent decision
were
The
funeral
services
held
last
Sunrecorded in Waldo Couuty Registry of Deeds
by State Superintendent Stetson, who says
for the week ending .June
lK'.iti: Ludella day afternoon at the family residence, 10C>
that funds appropriated for general school !
B. Harding et al., Prospect, to John B. High street, Rev. J. M. Leighton officiating.
purpose, can be
put to u« other use, and i
that the free high schools must be support.-1
Harding, do.; land in Prospect. Gardiner
ed wholly from funds raised by the towns or
Skidmore, Diamond Bluff, Win., to A. J,
Mellie S. Hatch, wife of Lieut. E. E. cities aim The btat<- tor that purpose. He
Skidmore, Liberty; land in Liberty. Mary Hatch, U. S. A., died at Fort Sain Houston, also decides that the Superintendent of ;
Schools is a city official and that his salary 1
A. Upham et al., Union, to Marcia A. PalSan Autonio, Texas, May 111, 189(5, alter a must l>e
paid from the same fund as the
land in Liberty. James
mer, Liberty;
long sickness of consumption. Mrs. Hatch other officials, and not from the general
L.
to
Abbie
Moody, Liucolnville,
True, do.; was the daughter of George M. Rowe of school fund
An order was passed making
the transfer as recommended.
laud in Lincolnville. Atwood W. Harding,
Palermo, Maine. In that town she was horn
An order was passed to pay Conant &
to
E.
Francis
Troy,
Noyes, Benton; land thirty-four years ago. In 1884 she was mar- Howard S'.M3 for
repairs on the upper bridge
and buildings in Troy. Frank R. York et ried to Lieut. Hatch and
during her married under their contract. Alderman Shute, of
al., Brooks, to Chas. A. McKenney et al., life she has followed the fortunes of her the committee, objected to the bill on the
a poitiou of the piling used
Winterport; land and mill in Monroe. Hor- husband to almost every point of the United grounds that
belonged to the city and was not a portion
atio Twitchell, Dixmont, to A. C. Ferguson,
States. With her husband, at army posts, of the old bridge, and which the contractdo.; land and buildings in Jackson. Dex- she has resided in Montana, Kansas, at The ors were allowed to use in the repairs; that
the bridge was not according to the specificater E. Woodbury et al., Knox, to Emily L.
Maine State College, Texas, and New York. tions in
being two feet higher at the eastern
Smith, Cambridge; land and buildings in Of a
nature
than formerly, and that some of the
she
lent
end
the
gentle, patient
Knox.
Harvey Larrabee, Montville, to sunshine of her
used
was smaller than the. contract
piling
presence to every occasion
Cora E. Woodbury, Knox; land and buildspecification. In regard to the city’s piling
of duty. The long journeys by rail, and the the contractors consented
to deduct the
ings in Montville. Lucy A. Cochran, Belstage rides of one hundred and two hundred price of the same. As to the bridge being
to
J.
laud
and
do.:
buildfast,
Mary
Hoag,
than formerly, they claimed that it
miles, were for her but a pleasure so that t higher
was made so bv advice of the County Comings in Belfast. A. L. Blanchard, assignee, kept her with her
family. Two years ago, missioners and was better therein, and the
Unity, to James Libby, Jr., do.; land and while in New York, she compacted a couftfc;
City Council took the same view of the
buildings in Unity. James Libby, Jr., to ami although every effort of climate and of the matter. As to the size of the piling
E. B. Hunt etal., Unity ; land and buildings*
claim that all were of full size and
they
medicines were made she slowly sank and
were driven as per contract, some to a depth
in Unity. Frank E. Rice, Unity, to E. B.
passed away. With her death, passed away double that of corresponding piles in the old
Hunt et al.; land and buildings in Unity.
When a young girl, bridge.
a true and noble soul.
In joint convention the resignation of M.
Mrs. Hatch became a member of the Baptist
Good Templars.
R. Knowlton as City Marshal was received
church. During her life, she was a true, and
accepted. In voting for City Marshal
liberal Christian.
Her kind,
Luther W. Hammons
received 7 votes,
Belfast Lodge had for its entertainment consistent,
Pembroke
S. Staples 3, and Edwin A. Jones
won
hosts of
Monday evening the drama “A Brand from gentle, sympathetic ways
and Dr. Hammons was declared elected.
2,
the Burning.” The piece was well played friends wherever she was known. Her true*
Iwo bids were received for collecting the
and proved highly entertaining to the lodge. pure womanhood endeared her to all hearts. taxes, each for .015 on the amount collected
and paid in. They were from Howard F.
has left a lasting imHer
noble
character
The cast was as follows:
Mason and Bancroft H. Conant. Mr. Mason
all friends that she has left
Henry Morton, A Hanker. I Dr. L. W. Hammons. pression upon
received 10 votes and Mr. Conant 2, and Mr.
Rev. Archibald Smith,
behind. A kinder friend, a truer, purer Mason was declared elected.
J
Geo. Deane, One of the boys
( has. E. Rhoades.
Ax*d W. Wiley and Augustus D. Hayes |
woman, a nobler soul never inhabited the
Tom Douglas, A bad man,*
Warren lvnowlton.
Sam Hughes, alias Slippery Sam, ( Addison
earth. At her old home, in Palermo, she were elected Assistant Engineers of the Fire j
A Policeman,
Department.
) Pendleton.
In separate convention the Boards passed
Lute Hammons. was laid to rest, amid her relatives who
Joe, A colored servant,
Alice Merton, The banker’s daughter,
have gone before. A husband and two chil- an order fixing the compensation of the ColFlora E. Webber.
at .015, all poll and personal
dren, with sister, brothers and father mourn lector of Taxes
Annie Douglas, The wife of Tom Douglas,
property taxes to he paid in within one year
Mae Pendleton
their loss. After life’s journey she rests in and
suits
to
be
on all real estate tax»s
begun
Ophelia Morton, Of uncertain age and temper,
not paid within that time.
peace htlast:
Sadie Richardson.
The
Belfast
Water
Co.
was authorized to
“Leave her to God’s watchful care,
Miss Minnie Page sang very prettily the
stretch telephone wires to their pumping
Trust her to the Hand that made her,
Maand
Mrs.
pathetic song‘‘Nellie Bawu,”
station for use of the Fire Department in
Mortal love weeps idly by,
case of fire.
bel Webber furnished music during the
God alone has power to aid her.”
In the. Board of Municipal Officers the
drama.
petition of Dr. S. W. Johnson and others for
The regular quarterly session of Waldo
Henry L. Murcli died at his home in Ells- appointment of an Inspector of Milk was reand Dr. Frank E. Freeman, V. S.,
District Lodge will he held with Winnecook worth Memorial Day, suddenly, of heart dis- ceived,
was appointed to that position, with a salary
Lodge, No. 208, at Burnham village, Satur- ease, at the age of (59 years and 10 months. of $100 per year.
The bill of E. M. Cunningham for repairs
day, June 13th, beginning at 0.30 a. m. The He was horn in Belfast and learned the
which was broken while at
credential committee will he in sessiou at block-makers’ trade with his father, the late to his plow,
work on the highways, was laid on the table
the hall from 0 to 0 30, when all attending Lewis C. Murch. He afterwards went to in the Board of Aldermen. In the order
are requested to report.
The regular order Ellsworth and carried on the business in
fixing the compensation fur labor on the
company with his brother Isaac. He was highways, no pay was allowed for use of
of business will be carried out, including an
tools, etc., the City Council bolding that
address of welcome by Brother Wilbur Rey- twice married. His second wife, one brother, men should provide tools when at work fur
nolds; a poem by Sister Ada Wood, respond- George of Ellsworth, and one sister, Miss the city the same as when working fur pried to' by District Templar, E. L. Bartlett; Susan Murch of Bangor, survive him. He vate parties. Mr. Cunningham takes the
ground that if the men furnish the tools the
also a discussion. There will be a picnic 1 was active aud energetic in business and
city should pay for damages. The Aldermen
took
in
much
interest
matters.
municipal
dinner, Winnecook Lodge furnishing baked ;
thought otherwise and tabled the bill.
The Committee on Sidewalks asked for
He
his
in
the
State
represented
city
Legisbeaus and coffee. Let there be a large atand were granted further time on the various
lature
one
term.
He
was
a
member
of
tendance.
Grand Chief Templar Grant
petitions pending before them.
Rogers and other Grand Lodge officers are Esoteric Lodge of Masons of Ellsworth and
Adjourned to Mondaj, July (3th.
Ins remains were accompanied to Belfast for
expected. Parliamentary practice will be
burial by a brother of that Order, arriving
News of the Granges.
exemplified by the Grand Chief Templar,
and there will be exercises
Winnecook here by Monday evening’s train.
remember the martyrs of our country,
from those of the earliest days to the iate
war.
The number of our nation’s martyrs
is incalculable. Go back
thirty-five years to
the country farmhouse.
See the young

by

Mr. John McNamara of Camden was in town Saturday and Sunday visiting relatives-There will be a dance at
Morrill’s Hall Saturday evening, June 6th,
to which the dancing public are cordially invited.. .Miss Gertrude M. Thompson, who is
in Morrill at work for Mrs. A. M. Daggett,
was in town Sunday visiting at Mr. and Mrs.
N. B. Allenwood’s.
Belmont.

Mrs. Newell

Mansfield

went

to

yesterday for a visit.
Douglass McAuley of Camden spent Sunday with friends in Belfast.

John E. Hanley, Esq., of Boston was in
on legal business.

Islesboro last week

Willie A. Mace arrived last Friday for
his aunt, Mrs. A. J. Morrison.

a

visit to

Geo. F. Merritt of Boston visited his sister, Mrs. Francis Whitmore, last week.
Mrs. Wm. F. Triggs returned last Thursa visit to friends in
Bueksport.

|

Thursday evening a supper of
baked beans, etc., was served, together with
ice cream and cake. The question discussed
was, “Has the policy of our government in
opeuing uplands for settlement been a detriment or a benefit to the best interests of our
country ?” The question was opened by the
Lecturer and the discussion was very inter-

esting.

Misses Lillian and Lucie Ryan
relatives in Rockland.
Rev. G.

Tuesday

on

are

visiting

G. Winslow went to Portland
business.

Mrs. Geo. O. Bailey visited friends
Rockland the first of the week.

in

Charles Spofford is at home from Springfield, Mass., for a vacation.
Mrs. Hannah Thorndike left Monday fora
visit to friends in Portland.

C. B. Hall and James C. Durham
Boston last week on business.

were

in

Edgar G. Pratt was at home Tuesday
from Bowdoin College for a single day.
Miss Essie Sanborn is in Castine attending the graduation of the Normal School.
Mrs. W. B. Rivers left by the 1.l\1 train
Tuesday for New York, where she 1ms a
situation.

day from

Mrs. Z.

S. Richards and daughter Evelyn
a visit .if a

Erva D. Hubbard visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. V. Miller last week.

went to

S. Smart arrived home last Thursday from Boston, where she spent the win-

Mrs. Bertha Light and daughter, Mrs. L.
Jipsou, went to Sidney Tuesday for a
short visit.

Mrs.

Mrs. R.

ter.

Misses Maude E. and Mabel R. Mathews
Monday from a visit in Boston and

Rockland Tuesday for

few days.
H.

vicinity,

Mrs. Clara I. Mears of Lynn, Mass., visited relatives in Belfast and Searsmont the
past week.

L. M. Poor of Augusta has visited relatives in Belfast and Searsmont the past
week.

Albert B. Otis, Esq., returned Saturday
from a visit of several weeks in Boston and
New York.

returned

Chas. J.

Konitz

left

York, where he expects
foreign voyage.

Monday for New
join a vessel fora

to

Charlotte Benson Frost of this city has
been elected by the class of ’bb, Kent’s Hill,
tOjbe class poet.

Fred Dyer of Brockton, Mass., arrived
Mr. and Mrs. B. C. Dinsmore visited their
Wellington Dinsmore, in Waterville I Tuesday to visit his grandmother, Mrs.
Simeon Staples.
last week.

son,

of

W. Young of Owl’s Head, formerly
Lincolnville, has been granted an increase of pension.

Mrs. F. P. Alexander returned Tuesday
morning from a visit to Boston, Providence,
and other places.

John E. McNamara of Camden spent
Memorial Day and Sunday with friends in
Belfast and Belmont.

baggage

Zealer

Ralph Richards and wife of Camden spent
Sunday with Mrs. R’.s parents, Mr. and
Mrs.

Robert Waterman.

Martin S. Gray and Fred Racklitfe
to

Bangor Monday

in the

to

serve

as

went

grand jurors

U. S. District Court.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. P. Field of Boston arrived Saturday for a short visit to Mr. F.’s

father,

B. P.

Field, Esq.

John MacDonald of Boston spent Sunday with his wife, who is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Bicknell.
Mr.

Mrs. Charles E. Stevens went to Bangor
last Thursday to attend the funeral of her
brother-in-law, Danforth L. Clark.
Charles Dilworth. wife and c’::idr<

Springfield, Mass.,

are

visiting

Mr.

..f
]>.

s

parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. C Di; worth.
Mr. Will Smith of

Rockland rude

to

Bel-

miles, on his wheel, over the heavy
roads Saturday in two hours and a half.
Iliram Bliss, Jr., Esq., ef Washington
w ,s in town Monday on his way to
Bangor
to attend the Republican State Convention.
Mrs. Laura Sylvester, Mrs. Cora Simim-ns
and their friend, Mrs. Lurrabee of Rockland,
fast.

were

guests of

Mrs. Francis

.Muon

Edwin Crawford of Burnham, formerly
master on the Belfast branch, was

last

Charlotte T. Sibley spoke before the
State Christian Endeavor Convention at Laconia, N. II., Tuesday.
Miss

Dr. F. A. Knowlton and wife of Fairfield
arrived Tuesday evening for a visit to Dr.
lv.'s father, J. W. Knowlton.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Field celebrated
the tenth anniversary of their marriage

Tuesday by

John Damren, foreman of
work of the Maine Central
crews, was in Belfast Tuesd t;

returned home Monday from a
relatives in Brooksville. She was
panied to Belfast h\ her sister, Mias
ton

visit to
accom-

Hon. S. L. Milliken arrived

iimue

frmu

evening, and left u
train to deliver Me-

Mr. and Mrs. Julian L. Franck were here
week returning to Boston Thursday.
They will come to Belfast in July for a few
weeks sojourn. Mrs. Franck will be remembered as Miss Bessie May Cube.
last

Rev. Geo. W. Field made the opening
convention prayer at Bangor Tuesday: S.
H. Mathews of Belfast was vice president
for Waldo county, and L. M. Paitridge of
Stockton Springs a member of the committee on resolutions.
C. H. Merrill, who recently sold his

in Newport, is in Bangor for a
short visit. He will leave in the early part
of June for Montana, where lie will in the
His family are now at Northfuture reside.
port, and after passing the summer at that
will
Mr.
Merrill. [ Whig & Courplace
join

property

ier.

In a full review of the recent presentation
the opera Princess Bonnie in Rockland
by amateur talent, the Tribune of that city
says of a former resident of Belfast:
Mrs. W. C. Pooler gave the part of Aunty
of

Crab, a New England spinster, a very intelligent conception, singing with great clearness and being effective in her lines.
Her

work
opera.

was one

of

-a

t

ami

on

-■<.

Mrs.

,[
ay

and Mrs. Edwin Frost will go on FriKent's Hill to spend Commenc-ment
Week and be present at the graduation ,i
their daughter Charlotte.
Mr.

day

to

Mr. and Mrs. It. M. Prentiss
friends in Brewer. Mr. E. J.

supplies

Port!and

'.'mg

are

Fan

>f

railway p>.sfti

as

o-rk

while Mr. Prentiss is away.
the annual reunion and isi>i.al

Knights of Co!um
Saturday Jum.es Foley
tie

!\

as

,.f

\V

rat,

n?ei

>f

>n

:st

n.ami
or;

was

elected Auditor of State R-s.-rve Kami
Hannah J. Cottrell will vs;' re iLaconia, N. II.. and B<»>t m. af:*w rn ml:n
:ng the Uni ersaiist State Uonv.-nt:
Auburn.
Mrs.

morial addresses in Clinton and Wat-erviHe.
He returned at once to Washington.

Mr.

st

iist:

in

Hawes.

Washington, Thursday
the Saturday morning

tu
■

>hns
Ralph U.
vnu-j,
daughter arrived Wednesday
from Wushiugt
steamer Peiiobsc.
spend the summer.

At

Haskell and daughter .-f Bus-

family gathering.

a

Frank Davis and R. C. Barton went to
Bangor Wednesday morning to attend the
U. S. District court as petit jurors

week.
Mrs. Nellie

Wednesday.

in town

Mr.

i.

the best, features of the

Captain William Larrabee arrived here
last Tliursday from New York, having visfriends and relatives in Rockland on
the way. Thirty years ago he sailed from
this port, but for several years has >een an
inmate of the Sailors’ Snug Harbor at New
Brighton, Staten Island, New York. He
finds much pleasure in visiting Ids old
Maine home and places once familiar to him.
ited

William Doe, tlie projector of the Sheepscot water power enterprise, was in Augusta, Saturday, on his return to his home in
Bradford, Pa. lit* came in by carriage from
Palermo, and was accompanied by his sister, Mrs. Cyreue Haskell, who will make a
visit with her daughters, Mrs. (Hidden and
Mrs. Stetson. Mr. Doe left for home Sunday by boat with his team. Pressure of oil
business and the coming political campaign
demand his
attention in
Pennsylvania.

[Kennebec Journal.
Mrs. Frank P. Fames arrived home last
Thursday from Putman, IT., where she
spent the winter with her daughter, Mrs.
Ellis. Mrs. Fames is in feeble health and
was accomponied by her son, Dr. Geo. F.
Fames of Boston, and her daughter, Miss
Cora E. Fames, who spent the winter in
Portsmouth, Va. Dr. E. returned to Boston, and his sister will remain here with
their mother.

Silver Harvest Grange of Waldo is in
Six new members
flourishing condition.
The following, from the Brooklyn, N. V.,
have been admitted and several propositions
Daily
Eagle, relates to former residents of
for membership are pending. After the inthis city:

itation last

I). Larrabee went to Bangor Tuesday
business.

V.
on

Bangor

Cora, wife of Sewall Vyles, died in StockMrs. Fred S. Hutchins and children are
Springs, May 19th, aged 02 years and 1
month. Though sick for some time she was
relatives in Brooksville.
visiting
not considered dangerously ill until two
Mrs. Mary Patterson went to Boston Monweeks before her death. She was the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
day to remain an indefinite period.
Staples of Stockton Springs. She leaves a
Walter P. Carter arrived home from Lynn
husband and one sister, Mrs. Henry Overlook. She was of a large and sympathetic last Saturday for a short visit.

the jewelry business in Augusta, Me., but
after a year or two there his health broke
down and his physician advised him to
He therefore
abandon a sedentary life.

The Bangor Daily News says of the recent
death in Providence, 11. I., of Dr. B. Harry
Winslow: “Dr. Winslow had many friends
in Bangor.
He was a resident of this city
for several months, while acting as head
physician of the Bangor branch of the Morrell Liquor Cure. He led the singing in
Grace M. E. church and was popular not
only with the members of the church but
with all who made his acquaintance. He
took part in social affairs and in the opera
Priscilla,given by local talent while the doc-

PERSONAL.

Mrs. Allen Orcutt is visiting Relatives in
Rockland.

was

to

Juvenile Temple. Reduced rates of fare are
given over the Maine Central railroad. The
fare from Belfast and return will be $1.60;
Brooks and return, $1.00.

PERSONAL.
W. B. Snow spent Sunday with friends in
Belfast.

ton

in

is not

our

was

NUMBER 23.

Mrs. Betsey Atwood Snow, formerly of
Winterport, died at the residence of her sister, Mrs. Mark Gray on upper Main street,
Bucksport, May 24th, of paralysis, aged 73

watch manufactory in Waltham, Mass., and
perfected himself in watch-making and engraving. After a visit at home he engaged

loving remembrance on this day. It is not
simply because it is a holiday. It, is not because of the
spirit of war or resentment. It
because we remember the deeds of
heroes on no other day. We reverence
the day because of the men it reveres. It is
a time to remember the war and to rehearse
the deeds of our
country’s defenders; a day

JUNE 4, 1800.

John F. Gould entertained a few of his
friends on Thursday evening at his home,
42 Fifth avenue, the occasion being the anniversary of his birthday. The members of
the JEolla Mandolin club rendered several
selections and violin solos by Master Walter
Stoecker elicited favorable comment. Selections by J. Harry Gould were performed
with care and precision and displayed marked ability on the part on the part of the
young performer.

Mr. ami Mrs. .T. C. \V. 1'
ry 1 !’• •:' i.md
and Mrs. Frank Kipm-lnoi and da,_:.:n Tuesd iy to
Alice of Camden were m

attend the
Thomhs.
Geo. E.

wedding

of

Miss

Marsh returned

to

Jest n!

N*w V

me

as'

Friday, after spending a year at h n- a id
taking a course in the Augusta Bus.ness
College. He is to engage in the commas on
business.
Prof. Charles H.Woods spent Sunday v itlv
friends in Belfast. He was on ins way from
Middletown, Ct., to Orouo, having been recently elected Professor of Chemistry of the
Maim: State College.
Rev. Ralph Gillam arrived I.<> boat T osday morning and his wife and child md sis
ter, Mrs. Lillian David, arrive.! !t\ tram
Tuesday evening. Tiny w :i visit rej o
in

Swanville and Belfast for two weeks

Chas. O. Clark was one of the smlVvers by
the western cyclone, but escaped ( ••.> >.ai
injury. He was proprietor of the N ttional
Hotel, East St. Louis, which was dest. ■>;., d.
with many of thesurroumling buildings.
Dora Wiley is appearing with other vaudeville artists in the concerts at the Casino
roof garden, New York.
Jack Mason and
his wife, Marion Manola, are among the
other artists

and there is

a

big

lot .-f iesser

lights.
The following Belfast delegates are attending the State Convention of the People’s
Party at Auburn to-day, and will attend the

District Convention at Waterviih*

'Howard,

>-m >r-

Fletcher. Ge >.
W. Pendleton, A. T. Stevens ami
vV.
Patterson.
F. A.

row:

S.

B.

Notice.

During the week beginning M- mLi> .-It,<with t\.
«*s
s, if any om- hav ing troul
will rail at my «u:*• t- I wdl make ghi*s> s t.o
correct it, mounted in any style th
-!i.
free of charge. These glasses may '•> » ikeii
ami

they

tiny

days
are

and

wishes

one

make

at

jieif.-.

m t

may he returned

If any
and

1<>

worn

time it

me

\\
to

the

end

tis

sat’>l e-'

f that

yv
:h> lit any expense.
.til at their house

examination, drop a card to
me, Box 424, and I will do so free of charge.
See advertisement.
II. H.Small
an

Ophthalmic < )ptician.
Don’t think tha* your liver needs treating
if you are bilious.
It don’t.
It's your stomach. That is. yorr stomach is really what
the biliousness.
causes
It has put y .ur
liver out of order.
See what's the matter with your stomach.
Sick stomach poisons liver and then there’s

trouble.
stomach
case

in

a

Shaker

Digestive Cordial

and then
nutshell.

all's

well.

cures

That's the

Shaker Digestive Cordial is no secret.
Formula’s oil every bottle. But it's the
honest way it’s made, the honest
Shaker herbs and other ingredients of winch
it's composed, that make it so efficacious.
Any real case of indigestion and biliousfew bottles of
ness can he cured with a
Shaker Digestive Cordial. Try it.
Sold by druggists, price 10 cents t.» yl <hi
per bottle.

simple

From the Canaries to Turk’s Island. : to let her go until sure the dividers’ point
will not interfere with the same hole it
♦ apt. Richardson Spins an Inlcrcstins Yarn lor
last pricked on the general chart; like to
Journal Readers.
the squares and to see that we are
The better end of my last communica- jump
in
a new place and farther onward than
tion sii] pod out of the hawse when our
when the position was last calculated.
The CaaLchoi was let go off Tenerilfe.
This childish method may not be good
nan Islands are worth telling about, but
navigating, and certainly not according to
I have refrained from writing to The
the old school, but with more than a
Joiuial it guiding them because by the
of a century’s practice we have
last } at ei received I saw that a regular quarter
never failed to get there just the same.
and
in
the
< "i u
nt was
Madeira?,
When near the land or other dangers, enno del bt I bo natural sw ing of her orbit
tirely different habits should, of course,
and
in
the
Canaries
hiLiit' li
dry
high
be maintained.
But the sea is always
befoie 1 hached them.
When a few days out, some 200 miles
mine : 1 * 1 i may write of it without l'enr
northwest of the Cape de Verdes, we
of *ii v wing.
As a rule, no good, natural
a broad belt of the rare
I
liaiLois exist around auy volcanic islands, i passed through
red fog,” sometimes
! phenomena of
or ah
g the shores of any other lands of
That particular
called
“sirocco
dust.”
j
tl at kind.
is
not
one
natural
Tlieie
safe,
locality is where it has been most often
harbor in all of the

Azorean, Madeirian,

in the

place

these aids to

offering

morality,

the

easy spring to the tread
when going up stairs and theofttime duty
of getting on deck becomes a pleasure.
The next tiling was to re-gild the trailrubber lends

an

billet-head.

boards and

No

more

j

1

oi

one

Mikael and at Puerto de la Luz, Gran I fusoria and organisms not of Africa but
anuria. The latter place now has a mole of South America, to be found near the
Ilis
ne
id a quarter milts long, starting 1 upper Orinoco and Amazon rivers.

j

<

horn of the crescent bay aud ex- theory, entirely agreed with by Maury, was
wing like a bar toward the other point, ! that in the dry seasons the dust was wliirl■wiving inward towards the end, so that ed upward in strong winds and then carwhen c« in j lei ed the harbor will be large ried towards North Africa in the upper

lii

n.

m-

tra

i

I
j

oui pellet/ lv safe.
it is built of concrete

of

currents

air which

the trade

overlay

blocks, each winds and blow in an opposite direction.
tons, all placed b\ ! Why the dust happens to fall no sooner
divei> in perfect order. It is laid in an no; yet farther on, but almost always near
(Ujlh of »>0 feet of water and the one place where we met wirli it, no
igi irg In

•At

>t

Is to

in

]‘» Let

o

|

The I

above the surface.

one

has been able to advance

a

even

tlieo-

it is of a brick or ciuna■works have been tbit teen years under con- ! reiical reason,
s* luctioi). witl; an annual
expenditure of ] nma color, and covers the vessel, sails and
:• looking over the slow and
loti.iit■!!.
rigging with a thick coating. We were
•mP v.oik. tin brilli.int thought struck | passing through it for some 200 miles;
■

in.

h

moving

the horizon—at other times looked exact-

spare harbors of Maine to
i< ?•- tavoied and unsheltered ]*arts
fhetart!.
We cannot profitably raise

ly like a full moon, neither red or golden,
but just a white silveiy sphere.
One
meeting this for the tirst time, who had

oii;jdisli,

:a i.

111<*

'1

a wide opening tlic’.e is to the
observation was not greater than half a
^
ui)":,11;s ol wealth for some Amer- league at any time, and the sun—not to
incur to undertake, aim suceessbe seen at all when within ten degrees of

what

!
\

■!

contracts

for

ti.c

•:

to share his joys and sorrows.
wheels of time rolled round, five

rusty and uncared for.

nowhere

so

from

four knots up to
swing all sail to.

drift of three

a

much

as

as

one

are

as

pressive. Almost every

one

slightly

There is

reversed.

a

polar

cur-

lower than will

degrees

ten

similar latitudes
the

force

■•••

■■

1

>

1

bn she will send

a

the map

of

over

do, though

and wipe America
All European

thewi-rld.

<

;ia <'l ie speak
Ameinng

the United States as
1 their general
ignorance
our government
regardrn
would cover
•v !i a
larger continent. We. the United
of

ii<

"••pie.
l'<1

have

course

n

v'>

■

iM‘

!

are

always glad enough |

J,y

1

a sort of
unpatented right,
‘‘gieasy Mexican." and many
imt less objectionable cannot in
be denied the use of the
same
!i'

U’.M

h'1"]1.•Ynukce’'—given to

toreignei desires

l'1:i "!'•
Aiiirii,
ki

>»

b,

an

little

e,

p!oo

in

bat

.it

speak in

to

re-

dares, any U. S.
mistakenly calls him “Yana

Down Easter’s

being a 1 ankee is only second to
being an American. On being
,,H' li'ttei be
tingles with pride and

1

pat]in;ism: when termed the former he
ecmsii’cis it a
commendation,

1

;

|

asbehmgino j

to a

raec

ol

physically-strong,

uul

intelligent people; hence
eproaeh is entirely lost.

puritanical

the intended

were

scattering days

idleness.

ot

We might have worked .Sundays had w e wished, but were not brought
up that way, and so with the loss of the

days kept holy by

the

Homans, and those
such, there was hut

ouiselves revere as
little time for work, and I could not
help
but to meanly calculate how much the
maintenance of two kinds of
religion was
costing me. When a mutual working
we

happened
ond

to be found

there

was

on

any mutual

handi-

blocks

these

were

longer

long ago forgotten.

changes

nut

day
calendar,
working hours
the

agreeable to Dago

at

nor

all in

comformity
Twentylanding twelve

with hi** desire for moderation.
vhreod;'\s at the islands,
hundred

and

fifty

measurement

tons,

tl ctigh we could easily have handled it
all in Jive days <>i less.
Ib-w the labor of sueli

a tired people
induce enough for their large numbcis to live on is a question; but it seems

can

to be

<

ne

(»f ti

c

world's laws that the

least tneigetic people are
into the easiest and most

always turned
surely produc-

tive pastures.
1

leave port,
glad
an dwe
hurriedly getaway on the 9 th of
April, just at the very down of night,
while the wind was fair and fresh.
At
was

never

more

to

breakfast-hour

next morning the log indicated 1:!0 ndles from port, which was
much better than to be just starting out
with the land’s morning calms.
The
northeast trades had just fairly set in on

that latitude and
the

we

southwest, easily

sped away, first to
and

pleasantly,

with

pcifectlv clear and open sea of :l,200
miles to Tuik’s Island before us.
Fine
weather and fair winds with no cares of

a

navigation— the

compass and an occasional meridian altitude would carry us there
with safety.
Some good commanders
make

continuous

else alloat was

out

seen

an

also

track which

a

After the

wire-rigger

and

;

one

while

would be occasiona

dull

one

allowed

other

shore

mechanics turn the button

they do the
The mates and sailors may be just
willing and ambitious as ever, but the

rest.
as

calculations wherever

P.

Bennett of Boston. This ranch is situated

school of necessity is less severe, hence
their education is, and must be, neglected.

on

A

locatiou

highly respected grandfather

was once

hile

of mine

fitting bis little yacht’s jib stay

young sailor looked on and asked
if he had been to sea.
“Yes,” said the
w

old

a

gentleman,

do

you
hand?”
know.

“I

was

an

able-seaman;

know what constitutes such a
The young man did not claim to
He was told that it was one who

mold the

frame,

her and take her to

build

sea

as

a

ship, rig

commander.

to ever hold that kind of a certificate.
One of my first jobs, on this smoothweather passage, was to put up a solid,
sheif-like table, shellaced, polished and
varnished, for this typewriter, which f
men

had tended

on

a

pillow through spells of

bad weather, more than long enough; Insides I have considerable regard for that
trite

advice, “'lave a place for everything
and keep everything in its place.”
Now,
in Hie captain’s oilice, you can sit on a
turnstile and swing to the ealigraph or
revolve to the writing desk without loss
of time

or

wasted

necessity be
through that

the

energy.
Surely, if
mother of invention,

same child she readily betl 10 grandmother of legitimate ease.
Any one who has been to sea, or more
especially one who has traveled even a lit-

comes

tle

steamboats, may have learned how
ungracefully he can slip down over
smooth, oil-polished, brass-bound stairs.
Such wicked Jdevices often cause good
men to say things impolite and virtuous
women to
show yards of edging and
lengths of hose never intended to be fully
measured by strangers’ eye, while she
surprisedly gasps “Mercy’s Sake!’’
though the grinning, polished brass feels
on

Beaver

which

Hill and

were
is

consists

of ten

aie

composed

of

Shropshires,

Hampshires and American Merino, besides
large lot of native sheep bought in Freedom and vicinity.
Each breed of she* p is kept by itself, and

a

nected.
This season’s lambs number about L’OO,
with numerous additions each day.
Some
of these lambs now weigh over 00 pounds.
It is Mr. Bennett’s intention to breed and
make his dock mostly of American Rambouillets, as lie is much pleased with their
Electric

“The

Kind

Cures.”

“What are you advertising now ?” asked a
Camden Democrat of the Republican Town
Committeeman, as he saw him attaching a
poster to an electric light pole. “The kind

they art—grasping at every chance for no mercy, shame or remorse.
Hence that cures,” replied the Committeeman, as
observations, both day and night —as job No. was first a glad work of vandal- he drove a tack into a notice for a Republicon caucus.
[Camden Herald.
though afraid of slipping off the world ism in ripping off the mischievous brass
unless a strict knowledge and a strong plates; then cleaning and polishing anew
HOOD'S PILLS cure Liver Ills,
hold of the changing position be care- the ashen stairs, fitting a right sized piece Biliousness, Indigestion, Headache.
fully maintained. In an open sea I like of thick, fluted rubber on each step with A pleasant laxative. All Druggists.
~

men were

placid

no

Per

waters of the

gently flowing

are

some

1

early home)
ed in

t«>

a

shall

distant

mercantile

never

forget the

town

business.

and engag-

They

were

successful and became wealthy men.
All
of uncle sawyer’s family have been ferried

and equal to the best.

across

$75.

their three

*

except the

score

_

Belfast, Mai

j>r,r

v1Ci i\ ,\

nu.
Kill! N.ILK Hi

They

are

the

best

Spring

tonic.

They

cure

all bilious dis-

eases.

They clear the complexion.
They give an appetite.
They take away drowsiness.

They

are

made

wholly of

roots, barks and herbs.
They stop that dizzy feellintj.
They are pleasant to take.
A

pint bottle for

50 cents.

DRUGGISTS.
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j
IF

SecrnidHand
Having retired from the lirm
PITCHER, ami heiny »i»'iir**-1
account

of

the

illness

of
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e
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_
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wife.
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FOR SALE AT VERY LO/V PRICES
A >' I'M It Eli

M

TO RENT

Second-Hand Orpi and Pianos,
ALL IN GOOD CONDITION.

Organs

from $15.00 I p.

two

m.

CALL

AND SKK T11KM

No. 6G

High Street,

A I

Place your ad\ertisement in the

Belfast.

REPUBLICAN

JOURMA

Photographer.

IIORATIO
April 2. liWi,—14tf

Stockton Springs.

M IC.VH^

False and Gross Insult.
of

SCROFULA CURED

meeting of Edwin Libby Post, No. 16,
II., of Rockland, held May 22ml, the
following resolutions were unanimously

E. O. Caswell of Brockport, N. V. says
"1 was terribly articled with scrofula, and
hart Install hopes of beiiit; eured.
A friend
advised me to take.

As Such Edwin

Libby Post Regards Remarks
the Harvard President.

At

a

(«. A.

TMK

:

passed:
Whereas,

|

SWAN & SIBLEY
,!OKHKK!«

the president of Harvard college
his own words engraved on the soldiers' monument in Boston common, expressed tin* true fee'ing held by the country
towards the soldiers of the war of the rebellion, and
Whereas, Harvard college lias erected a which 1 did with great benefit, and I recomIt restores tie- liver to
beautiful memorial building to the memory mend it to others."
<■! the soldier graduates who
participated iii ;i healthy condition, and cures constipation,
the war. and the students ot that
scrofula,
rheumatism,
dyspepsia, and all
college
by unwritten but inviolable law require ! kidney, bladder and urinary diseases
those who enter the rooms of that
building j
to uncover, and
Whereas, President Eliot, now, as appears
in the recent issues of the Bostou
Journal, liaim >/inr/iij
has used uncalled for ami disgraceful lan- nostrils,
lii'ii ir
guagi* in relation to the survivors of lSbl-bf), I breaths
thr'< nij
now members of the G. A.
1L, in that he tie- ; nose. I si thru
• lares
that the G. A. It. are doing nothing a tin i/, after nan
except drawing money from this govern- ferrn/, dial ht/ore retirin'!.
and
ment.
Whereas, we believe our work of charity a
great help to our deserving poor and that
our three
principles are teaching true patriotism to the rising generation, therefore,
be it
Opens and cleanses the
Resolved, that Edwin Libby Post denounce Nasal Passages, Allays
the statement made hv Eliot as false and a Pain and
Inflammation
■
«
Heals the Sores, Pro
gross insult to the men who for years stood
iBfc"r*1*
as a wall of tire
tents
the
Membrane
the
of
forces
rebelagainst
from Colds, Restores the Senses of Taste and
lion and destruction.
Smell. The Halm is quickly absorbed and gi\es
relief at once. Price 50 cents at Dnurgists or hv
mail.
KLY 1!R<) I’ll K KS,
Lip=Service.
5(5 Warren Street, New York.

has

JZiZT

FEE‘3.
SEEDS and

Lord, hear my lips, and not my heart!—
Lntempted lips that purely plead
Allegiance to the better part:
O hear the word, ami wait the deed!
As winds will shake some wretched reed,
Perchance to spare, perchance to kill,
My wavering heart ’twixt word and will
Is

Then let my

Above my heart’s rebellious cry.

anything
It is my heart,
in

hath erred,
it is not 1!

me

quality
~

L< 0 3. 1 ^
>

TELEPHONE 4-2.
I

The Nose and Throat
IVo.

(1>

IV«*

\v

l>i« i*>

(\KAK (.'oltSKKOK FAIHFI Kl.l*

^

Si

MAV’

BOSTON,

in

*

«*'ORDFR3 PROMPTLY FILLtl
.V.V, />.>, .V T Front St,, lid Jo

Hours. 12 to 2. (>ther hours l»v
Oct., 18H5.—1 y r45*

Garden Seeds.
largest stock and the best variety

ol

«’•**>•

Blacksmith

AM)

The

1>4>I”f

Anthracite and

Grass Seeds

shaken still.

loyal lips he heard

_

Ik!

Dealers in t!u* finest

CREAM BALM

HEAD

$

GROCER?
I

CATARRH

COLD

Oh

CRAIN,

m

FAVORITE REMEDY

If

POOR & SON,

Hk

BKLKAST. MUM.

BARGAINS

Under VV. L. Hull.
e.

no-rr-v

!!, II. WOODY,

ELY'S

Bitters!

iltfSl

44 Main Street,

■

years and ten.
j.

COME IN

Restorative

dark river

youngest sons and the widow <>f the eldest
son, who has reached the four score limit
of human life.
The sons have reached

EOR LADIES OR UENTLEflEN.

Indiaii

the

a

siimlr:

The great remedy f. r ne:vou>
-ost
mu an
diseases <if tin enerativo
.•ill:*■; s.
Nervous Pros: rat it n. Fai-ine ..t
Ni ant••
Nightly Etnissa.us, Y.-i.tl.Pi Et r
Mri.n
eessive use <.f '1 >iiai'i'< or
w'ai.d.
a
Opium.
t on and
Insanity. W iili .-ver\
guarantee to cure or renin.] ■'[.<■ m.
l>er box. i> boxes h :•

traveller returns.

journey.

cp

P^Q/I

*

some

from the “golden regions” they moved
(with their brother, who resided at their

DR. OSGOOD'S

T
1

little stream

years time brought but
few changes to the aged couple; hut after
.1 while uncle
Sawyer was taken suddenly
ill and in a short time he rent bed the end
of life’s

AND SAMPLE

(Ipn
VJCU*

Mi

>ele

farmers'

calm, peaceful look on his countenance as
he lay shrouded for the grave.
11 is companion soon joined him “over there.”
After the two youngest sons returned

Bitters.

That

The

home.

DIAMOND OR LOOP FRAME.

NEW and SECOND

all their hniiichrs

trallies and vuI.

engage in any
The mothers of

j
I but no grandchildren gladdened their
1
hearts by their winsome ways in the old

PRICES $100 -$85.

good qualities.

Electric Bitters is a medicine suited for
any season, but perhaps more generally
needed in the Spring, when the languid exhausted feeling prevails, when the liver is
torpid and sluggish and the need of a tonic
ami alterative is felt. A prompt use of this
medicine has often averted long and perhaps
fatal bilious fevers. No medicine will act
more surely in counteracting and freeing
the system from the malarial poison. Headache, Indigestion, Constipation, Dizziness
yield to Electric Bitters. Only fifty cents
per bottle at A. A. Howes & Co’s.

smartest

in

Uncle Sawyer and his invalid wife were
cared for by their son and his companion,

trip, $1.00.

there

are in all about 13 docks.
Four or
live men are employed all the time caring
for the docks.
It is the intention, the coming summer, to yard the docks every night,
during their stay at pasture by means of
movable fences, and afterwards to cultivate
the lands.
The pastures are inclosed by
wire fences, the wires being closely con-

our

none

lii

I>ra/.ing
supply of

to

honest labor.

from which

stand file test.”

-

Tires

distance away where the stream unites
with a larger brook.
The owner of the
mill and his companion and most ail of
the children have gone to that bourn

W. H. QUIMBY.

docks

of

where it stood
an

PRICES $85

enamel.

The

disparagement

in*

cay.

ll

farms

bought by Mr. Bennett. The
specially adapted to the sheep

the seed to

daughters, who thought it an honor to
help lighten the burdens of their parents.
The old mill has long ago gone to de-

TOM WINDER

Cost for repairs for entire

dropping

I am a;;ent I.
t lirs*' w :
wheels, and have ail e

girls would do the
spinning and weaving. They felt that it

business.
HAND WHEELS.
*
W. J. Greeley, the efficient superintendent,
showed the Journal man about the farm.
Terms.
Discount.for cash.
The first Hock of sheep shown was the Easy
American Rambouillets, about 100 m number, bought of VV. L. Townsend of Michigan.
In tins dock were about ten bucks of the i
same breed.
The American Rambouillets
have very fine long wool, are heavy, tough
Bellast, April 2, 1800.—4ml4
and good clipping. They are also very ♦
...lsoo
4
and
when
at
are
peaceable,
pasture
always
found in sung docks by themselves, and 444from
tin*
other sheep.
away
The next sheep to he inspected were a
large dock <4 Sou h Downs brought from
Kentucky. A very handsome dock they
The
were, too, with their long deeees.
other

cloth.

many of

i

BICYCLI

girls in the fields raking and loading
hay. In planting time they made themsee

made

Bennett’s Flock of American Rambouillets.

The Liberty correspondent of the Kennebec
Journal, recently enjoyed a visit to Beaver
Hill sheep farm in Freedom,owned by Frank

bear the burdens of life.
In
it was not uncommon to

haying season

kind

••They

were

to

The old-time farmers went in for home-

path and nothing
for a run of more than

Rode 21,000 miles on

COLUMBIA ^
HARTF j

The girls of
interested in helping their

selves very useful in
be covered.

outward-bound

Besides
many to come up from astern.
there were deep -w ater ships and other ves-

Mr.

days

our

a

fast

the

was

large trade in English
coals to the West Indies, there was at all
times a straggling string of vessels on this
was

ones

When

farm to look after.

parents

<faUS.“<”B1^?lFTSk^KlM!ceSCO*i«&a?,,y

no

And, truly, the grey-liaired old man, in
his time, had dune it all; but the world
lias given up raising any more able-sea-

rate

crossed

longer sels, crossing different parts of the path,
tilings as “turning in” a shroud, to or from the equator, in trade with
putting on “quarter seizings” or capping either the United States or Europe; of
the ends; no lanyards to hitch oft without these there are still many, though not
opening the lay or allowing the whole to happening to be much in evidence just at
sag: no sword mats, grafting or cross- this time.
pointing; no knots to make and no tancj j After making “goml time” to within a
diamond or solid eye splices to be worked I day’s sail of our objective point the winds
in tar.
The serving mallet is split and gave out and three or four days of life
mislaid, the marlinespike is kept in the were completely lost iu maddening calms
old iron box, and the tar bucket is only and lusty showers.
Arrived on May 3d, after the not long
hunted up once a year in order to slobber
time of L4 days at sea.
over the service of the
Richaudsox
rigging.
Turk’s Island, May 4, ’00.
All that are now needed is a tinker and
a carpenter, a machinist and a
roustabout,
A Waldo County
Sheep Ranch.
with a couple of scrapers and
there is

e;ug«»
views

a

days

ship

ally overtaking,

no

could

abor,

two

British,

way to turnbuckles and springs, ratlines
are being made of
gas-pipe, while rope-

There is

between the differences of Spanish and
American meal-times, we thrashed out
*.1

W hen

gender.

to the feminine

you tty it*

; old enough they were very useful in tending the mill for theii father, as lie had a

painters.

in Eas Palmas Passion Week
will, its many holidays, and while in the
two ports had
many other
Ue

regarding

we

once

The older

belonged

those

such

to, if he

knowing that

we

there

With

England;

a

than

any hemp
used* except for the service on wire ropes
and for the seizings on the fore and aft
stays. Dead eyes and lanyards have given

strapped

ourselves the name
us by tlie Indians

■n.'i meant by them for
“English”—means
“■ ’y
tl.c !•••..j.le of New
but
"ben

What

equipped.

‘A nier-

hi. in is generally understood

v

"

things

work, will soon be one of the lost arts; it 2,400 miles, when, west of the (51st meridis not entirely steamships that are causing ian we saw a small sehoouer, probably
it, but is largely due to the improved ways bound to the Guianas.
In the days of cotton ships, and when
dnstim- ! iu which modern vessels are rigged and

i-ii(i: i-eyond the w<ud

apj

1,1

u‘

<1

of different

did in times gone by.
called good seamanship,

making maple sugar, and
of making it lasted he
callers as Job had in the days

season

large family of children.

large
for which f'.s.s. is the most reliable cure. A few
bottl ’s will afford relief where all else has failed.
1 ?ntit'- 'd from, a severe
thick of Mercurial
Rheumatism, my arms and 1«beinp swollen
to twin- their natural size, cau-inp the most
excruciating pains. I spent hundreds of dollors
without relief, hut after ittkinp a tew bottles of
i improved rapidly and am
now a well man..completely cured. I can heartily
recommend it to any one
suffering: from thi- painful
disease. W. F. DALEY,
Brooklyn Elevated R, R.

in

engaged

had as many
i of his prosperity.
Near Uncle Sawyer's home was an oldi lime grist mill. The own.a- of ii had a

•-

1

The umpire now decides that
BATTLE AX” is not only
decidedly bigger in sice than any
other 5 cent piece of tobacco, but the
quality is the finest he ever saw, and
the tlavor delicious* You will never
know just how good it is until
u

panion was an invalid the last years of her
life; he treated her tenderly, and spared
no pains for her comfort.
After giving
up the cares of his farm, his busy hands
found plenty of work to do. Every spring
tie

Is the result of the •: -a:
-f blood
.tm-mi
1 with Mercury and
Potash remedies—n>t’< io-.-aded than the
t o
i- in n far worse
disease—and in a sir
condition than .before, Th-t vmon result is

In*

brotherly kindness; and to brotherly kindUncle Sawyer’s virtues
ness, charity.
shone brightly in the family circle: he
was kind and pleasant there.
His com-

while the

disorders. Thosysi.”

to love the Master,

ance; and to temperance, patience; and to
patience godliness; and to godliness,

;

i•

■

professed

added to his faith virtue; and to virtue
knowledge; and to knowledge, temper-

j

the

sought

sons

living faith, and he certainly had

a

who

be found in

produces

also

The two youngest

"Judgment!!”

works to go with it.
He did what St.
Peter was very anxious for those to do

Ayer's l*iUs Cleanse the lion ets.

the western side of

on

It

ocean.

resided at their home to care for his

had

Admitted at the World's Fair.

running southward off the African coast, carrying a
temperature in the air above it of some
of moderate

rent

s»m

Uncle Sawyer never publicly professed
that 1 know of; but no doubt he

Aver’s qSk Sarsaparilla

western Europe, but all may not know
south the conditions are

that farther

an

religion,

they were My bri'ine^s. which
is that of ;t cab-driver, reoniiv?, tne to
be out in cold and wet weather, often
without gloves, and tin* trouble lias
never returned."—Thomas A. .Johns,
Stratford. Out.

northeast coast of North America is very
much colder Ilian the same latitudes in

in the town where he resided
officer in the civil war.
The third

man

and

parents.

as ever

knows that the

son

their fortunes in the “far West.”

Free from Eruptions

squalls following one after another
days at a time, while the temperature has become higher and more oprain

for several

The eldest

a

nent

“I was afflicted for eight years with Salt
Rheum. During that time. I tried a greatmany medicines which were highly recommended. hut none gave me relief. 1
was at last advised to try
Ayer's Sarsaparilla. by a friend who told me that I
must purchase six bottles, and use them
according to directions. I added to his
persuasion, bought the six' bottles, and
took tin contents of three of these bottles without not icing any direct benefit.
Before 1 had finished the fourth bottle,
my hands were as

can

1

minister in the Free Baptist denomination. The second son was a promi-

A CAB-DRIVER’S STORY.

the most even and generally dry,
you gather over towards the Windward Islands there are sometimes spells
of calms and other changes, with heavy

they

but

make the world better.
was

AYER'S H

On the eastern side

and

daughters gladdened their home.
One of the daughters passed away iu the
bloom of youth: the surviving one settled
and was one of the women who helped to

Permanently Cured by Taking

or

As the
sons

two

Affliction

even

anywhere

offer

Johns.

A Common

The force of the trades is
as may be read of; they

be found.

can

1

of years, and I never knew what his
In early manhood he ;
name was.
built a home, and selected a “life partner” i

Thom an A.

phenomena of coolei weather on the
coasts, from Senegal down into the Gulf
*;
■of Guinea, in the summer than they have
j
''!•!. r. i:>idi r:iig the
way that vessels ed to his reiravks regarding the. matter in the winter although it is all in north
•s*
In summer the rainy southwest
"baind”
it h chains and anchors with more than common interest.
It has | latitude.
"ha: lit* ha\c in accept for harbors been met with most often in April or
May monsoons blow in off the polar current,
-i
theii wanderings from home.
and sometimes in October, but, all t<>- cooling the coasts, while in winter the
Tiad'b there isbut a short mole, so gether, its appearance is rare.
1 had wind off the land brings the dry and burn;
1 o.
general protection for sliip- passed through the same waters very ing heat from the Desert to the coastThe sickly season is the former,
ti > are eontinually at work, how- i many times and never before seen the lands.
]
f- '1
v.nkiiig rough stone by which in : phenomena, to any noticeable extent. the cooler time of summer, when tlie sky
Ann- a brea.kwater
Humboldt wrote of it. and 1 think his is overcast and the atmosphere excessivemay be produced.
A*'w. were in the ports of Santa belief regarding its origin, coincides with ly humid.
•
In last writing plaintive mention was
I. a !*aimas our Hag was to those those of Elirenberg and Maury.
After emerging from the depressing and made regarding the scarcity of sails now
"1
]•' ]de like a red cloth to the tor1,1'
On this track there was aldulls vliieh ]>roduee their chief uncanny strangeness of the red fog the met at sea.
nmn-emciiT.
1 was earnestly assured that weather became very line and there is ways rather less than elsewhere and this
j
a->* as soon as
Spain properly subdues plenty of work for might-be idle hands to time their absence was most remarkable.
(

I

given

a vessel’s appearance than
the carved work to become

we have harbors to I novel heard or read of the wonder,
might
whole Penobscot Jkay, 1 well be surprised and uncomfortable,
it> bi; ladu s, is one grand, safe
liming Maury's works on board, 1 turn-

J’

:\

1

was

score

Maine, but

in

for he

or

knows

San

It could well be
the noblest work of God;

was

was an honest, upright man.
lie
familiarly called “Uncle Sawyer,”
a1 ike by the aged and youthful.
The last
of his life I lived near him nearly a

lone-

And so with cabinet-making, tinkering,
why.
the nearest land, painting, gilding and varnishing there is
The
work for a handy hand to do,
To were never credited with producing or always
tion, is all that nature has afforded.
while the vessel runs herself and the
and to produce being in any way responsible for it: for
overcome the dangers,
winds push her along; hence the
s< me
little convenience for their com- many years it was supposed to come from trade
the African deserts, hence the name, time need never “drag” except in soulmerce. artificial harbors, at great expense,
Professor Ehrenberg, torturing calms.
have been or are being made; the greatest “sirocco dust.”
Running down the northeast trades of
woiks of the kind undertaken amongst however, made careful microscopic and
tl e blends are at the Azorean port of analytic studies and found it to be of in- the Atlantic is about as mild sailing as
|

though no
Cape de Verdes,

met with,

Cape de Verde groups. Bends
in the coast, forming one-sided protec-

Canaiien

Journal:

the sweat of his brow.
said that lie

lack of value to

by allowing

The

of

Sawyer was a man who lived in the j
“long ago.” He was a quiet unassuming I
man, who seemed to enjoy life in attend- j
ing to his own business. He was not a |
wealthy man, but gained a livelihood by

Uncle

undignified position can
be found at sea than working alone on a
slow job out under the bowsprit! but it
must be done, for there is nothing that
more quickly and surely adds years and
situation

some

Editor

To tiie

j

could look neater, be more conducive to J
good masculine language or more ably up- j
Behold feminine grace and serenity.
sides

SAWYER.

over

Nothing

of each stair.

edge

UNCLE

narrow, curved
the rounded

clean, wear-taking,
strip of smooth brass
a

to-.vn

aiq'oiut

agen
WE! HAVE! butNO direct
WW Ih

■

I

t»

w

ha

sell

at wholesale r
anywhere for
before sale. Ever
runted, ioo st> >
riajjes, 90 st\ U
ness,41 styh Kiddies. Write for
ELKHART

A. A. HOWES & CO.

er

*

<

Pass not my prayer and pledges by :
My patient lips shall steadfast sue,
That stubborn citadel subdue,
And make them true.
[Louise Betts Edwards, in Harper’s Maga
zine for June.
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large oblong stones
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and much more sturdy race
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e.“s, and as remarkably clean on both sides by low forests.
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ire dirty.
Always dressed iu by steep pathways, sometimes over rock.ite as snow, the women look
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Market

of the world with whom he has exchanged
Recently he received a package
stamps.
from France containing stamps and a letter
written in French-H. H. Powers while
driving out of the village recently was met
by two bicycle riders. The horse was

man

and

ever

employment

we

all wish him success
he undertakes.

No

each way, are the thatched huts
of the Indians who comprise the bulk of

or

the

more

population.

Never was

of skulls and

shade them from the

around

central cruci-

of it is

Children Cry

Grammar and Intermediate schools held
their graduating exercises at Union Hall,
Thursday evening, May 21st. The Riverside
schools held theirs at the same place May
22nd.
Music was furnished for each hy
Smith’s orchestra-Walter Mansur, a lame
boy of this village, lias made quite a business
of collecting stamps.
He has about 1,200
different varieties, and some of them
quite rare, all nicely arranged in an
album. He has correspondents in all parts

in

wiiit-

Opp,

INational

13teo\vl5

Telephone, 14-4.

USi

j
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more
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occupied by
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sun.
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hole side

church and convent

for Pitcher’s Castoria.

Hood’s

and easy to operate, is true
of Hood's Pills, which are
up to date in every respect.
Safe, certain and sure. All

*11

■

III
III

druggists. 25c. C. 1. Hood & Po.. Lowell. Mass.
The only Pills to hike with Hood’s
Sarsaparilla.

!

FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.
Thirteen

Over

Millions ($13,000,000)

Springfield Fire
Association-

and

Philadelphia,

ok

WRITTEN

BISKS

Capitol Fikk Ix-Cuax. k
i. rli, Conn.

UUKHENT

and

Accident Insckanck Co.

Coffee=Making.
good

are

hotel that finds

■

on

buildings arcrptabln,

voOctl c.mtf

Hats! Hats!!

great coffee-drinkers,

coffee must

AssetsFire

r
c...

KATES.

TORNADO INSIRANCE WRITTEN COR 5 YEARS, at low ratex
COKRKSPONRKST OF MKRCRANT MARINE INSURANCE CO.
INVESTMENT SEClHITIES KOK.HT AND SOLD.
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
REAL ESTATE BOUGHT AND SOLD.
AS-Corrcspondence xollcltrd.

‘‘Americans

i:an< k

AT

Trayelkks Like

and

Insunnue

Insurance Co., ii Ain

National Fikk

DESIRABLE

Fire

Marine, Granite State Fire In>i

be

had at every
writes John Gil-

favor,”
Speed in an article on “Conducting a
Great Hotel,” in the June Ladies’ Home

We aimed well and hit the mark

mer

on

Journal.

“I was curious to learn how
the great quantities were kept constantly
on hand, and,
at the same time, always
fresh.
The coffee-pot is a huge affair in
which several gallons could be made at
It is upon the French plan, and
once.
boiling water is poured over finely-ground,
freshly-parched coffee. One man is kept
making coffee all the time. He makes it
in six-quart quantities, using for breakfast coffee six quarts of water to four
pounds of coffee; for dinner coffee the
water is reduced to five quarts to four
pounds, and for after-dinner or black
coffee to four quarts.
The coffee-pot is
enameled inside, because this can be kept !
clean, which tin cannot, as the coffee eats
off the tin in a little while, and then in
that pot it is next to impossible to make !
satisfactory coffee. 1 have mentioned !
these proportions and this
matter of j
cleanliness of the pot because good coffee !
is just as easy to make as bad, if the material and the utensil be right.
Foiled
coffee is no longer served at first-class
hotels and restaurants.

Walker, A.
Walker, Solomon.
Napoleon B.
Waterman, Allred P.

Waterman. Alfred T.
Watei•man, Augustus.
Webber, Winslow H.
West. Daniel J.
West, Daniel R.
West, George W
White, George O.
White, John A.
Whitman, Isaiah J.
Whitmore. George.
Whitmore, James.
Wilson, Augustus J.
W ilson, JA.
Wilson. Jones K.
Wilson. John.
Winslow, Nathan S.
M'itham. Samuel.
M ui'il, Stillman.
Wool >, ('ha rles \
Wooster, Amos Ji.
Worthing, ('. L
W\ man, b'redes ick H.
Young, A. M.
Young, Ezra.
Young, < leorge S

Isaac McLellan’s

It will pay you to lay aside last seaHat and buy one <>t our NEW

sons

STYLES.

We offer the

J30STQN

/IMItTCS

Birthday.

McLellan, who,

Isaac

as

the autl..»r

of;

“Poems of the Pod and Gur,’* lias touched t ilt* heart of many a
ortsman. celt
bra.ted his ninetieth birthday Max L'lst at

;
1

THE

his home in Greenport, L. i.
lit- was
born in Portland, Me., Max iM, isOn. and
is still hale and hearty enough to enjoy a
day afield with his rod or gun.
Mr. McLellan is the last of the sportsSPUING SCHEDULE.
men of the “Frank Forester” peri'Ml. and
among his intimate mends m im-s, days
FlYK TRIPS A AYkKK TO BOSTON.
The Duties of the City Marshal.
were Genic ('. Seott, William T.
1 *«• r toi.
Ned Guntline and Ilarry Keuw. <»d.
i
Few citizens have an idea id the duties
The poet expects to handle the gun and
and responsibilities devolving upon The City the
r>ul, as well as the pen. for many
Mar.-hal, and that they may be bettor in- years vet Income, and To gratify the wish
formed we quote-from Chapter o of the city of Oliver Wendell Holmes, who, writing
to him in 1 >S<», said:
ordinances as follows:
“I hope you still enjoy t he orddutu liie
1.
A city marshal shall lie elecied !
Sin
1
lit* siiall give which you have helped t.o render attiaeannually by the city count
Commencing .Tonday, Hay 4, IS96, steamers bonds, as city marshal, in the sum of two tive, and that you will tiirow a ily and
j
wi'.l icave Beilast as toilowsf
hundred dollars, with sureties to the satis-1
For (amden, Rockland amt Boston, Mondays
bring down your bird after you am •mut \
and Fridays at 3.45 P. m.. Tuesdays, Thursdays ! faction of the mayor and aldermen.
ed among the centenarians."
The
Sec.
marshal
with
the
am* Saturdays at 5 v. m.
city
mayor \
Mr. MeLellan received yesterday tinF'»r SearsjM.i t, Wednesdays and Sundays at8.JO | and aldermen shall nominate all police ofj
of numerous friends and'
A. M
livers, nol exceeding sixteen in number, who congratulations
F'.r Bucksport, W interport and Bangor, Tues- siiall be elected
by the city vuiiucil in an- ! relatives who came together to elehrate
and
at
a.
7.3"
Wedm.,
day'. Thursdays
Saturdays
N. Y. Times.
uual convention assembled; who shall be his birthday’.
nesdays and Sundays at 8.10 a.
upon arrival
sworn to the faithful discharge of their du"f steamer from Boston.
ties.
How the Word
“Teetotaler”
was
RETURNING.
Ski ■>.
Tne city marshal siiall lie the head
Coined.
From Boston every week day except Thursday of tlie
police department of the city, and
at 5 r. >i.
The late ltev.
Joel Jewell of Troy, !
From Rockland, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat- siiall have control of said department, its
officers
and members, and of all constables
at
5
a.
and
m., Wednesday
urdays
Sundays at (J
Pennsylvania, is said to have originated
anil other persons when engaged in its sera m
the word “teetotaler.”
The story goes
From Bangor, Mondays and Fridays at 12 noon,
vice, and shall determine its precedence in
the police force when two or more of its that at a public temperance meeting in
Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturday s at 2 P. m.
From Searsport, Mondays and Fridays at 3.15
New
in
members shall be on duty together.
lSi's, In introducHe Hector,
York,
p. M.
shall report to the mayor and aldermen all ed into the pledge the letters “O. P.*‘
E.
C.
J( >HXSON, Acting Agent, Bellas’.
instances of neglect of duty, or misconduct for “old jdedge,” which pledged against
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt., Bostor.
in office of those under his charge, as soon as distilled
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager, Boston.
liquors, and “T.” for “total,” j
the same shall come to his knowledge. He
both distilled and fermented
and his police officers shall be under the di- including
When names were being taken J
rection and control of tlie mayor and aider- liquors.
a young man in the gallery said:
“Add ;
men, and shall wear such suitable badge of
office as shall lia\e been prescribed by them. my name and a •T." for I am a T-tota4.
He and they shall be vigilant and ler.
Mr. Jewell adopted the word in j
Sec.
Winter Arrangement—In Effect October
active in the discharge of their official duties, speeches and writings.
Some four years
to preserve the peace, good order and clean- later an
1, 1855.
Englishman named Dick Turner
of
the
and
liness
to prevent all disordercity,
employed the word, and its origin has
^ STEAMER (A8T1NK, weather perly conduct and unlawful practices within
mining, will run every week day tlie city limits, ami to this end they shall en- also been claimed for him. [June Ladies’
in connection with B. A B.S. Co., as follows:
force and execute the laws of the State, the Home Journal.
Leave "West Brooksville at 7.2<> a. m.; Castine,
ordinances of the city, and the orders of the
7.45: Hughes Point, 8.30; Ryder’s Cove, 9.00;
The Journal ami 1 he Tribune.
Lime Kim, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.
city council.
Sec. 5. He shall from time to time inspect
Last year The Republican Journal Pub•Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and .Satur- the streets, lanes, wharves and other public
days.
{daces of the city, and take notice of all
had a six months’ contract
Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 P. m., for the nuisances, impediments or obstructions lishing Company
above named landings.
with the publishers of the New York Weekand
shall
remove the same or take
therein,
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
ail proper measures relative thereto, accordly Tribune by which the two papers were
from Belfast at 2 00 p. m., every Monday .Wednesday and Friday. Take steamer next day fur ing to law.
furnished to new subscribers at .$‘2, and to
all la dings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
He shall attend daily at some consec. b.
in advance for >2.25.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport ana venient place at stated hours to receive com- old subscribers paying
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
plaints of any violation of the laws i>f the Another contract has been made on even
2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take steamer
State or ordinances of the city. He shall
more liberal terms, as set forth in our adFrank Jones next morning for all landings from
take the names of the offenders that they
Castine to Machias.
vertising columns. New and old subscribers
be
and
also
of
the
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
may
prosecuted,
complainRyder's Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J. ants and other witnesses, and shall attend are now placed on an equal footing and all
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.
punctually the trials of all offenders by him who pay for The Journal one year in ad50tf
C. W. SMALLIDGE, Manager prosecuted in behalf of the city, and shall vance can have The New York Weekly
use all lawful means for their effectual proseJ Tribune without extra charge. In remitcution and final conviction.
He shall keep full and complete
Sec. 7.
ting it should he stated that the. Tribune is
records of the business of the police departwanted, as it will not he sent unless the reand
shall
enter
thereon
the
in
name
ment,
The New York Weekly
quest is made.
full of every person arrested, and the ofTIME-TABLE.
Tribune is acknowledge d to stand without a
lence for which arrested, the time of the arOn and after \0V. 4, 1895, trains connecting at
rest, and the name of the officer making it;
rival as the leading Republican paper of tin
Burnham and Waterville with througn trains tor
and shall annually on or before the iirst
ami from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and BosIt is a twenty-page journal and gives
ton will run as follows:
Monday in March make a detailed report to day.
all the news of the world, while; its different
the city council of the business of the police
FROM BELFAST.
department for the preceding year, stating departments, political news, editorial, etc.,
'» M
P M
I* M
the number of arrests, and for what offences ;
1 25
make, a most, valuable paper to all. The
Belfast, depart. 7 20
3 25
the number of convictions and the offences;
+7 25
+3 32
City point
+1 30
j
the estimated value of the property received | Tribune is very cheap at >1 no per year,
Waldo... +7 36
+1 40
+3 55
Brooks
7 41)
at the office, as found or stolen ; the amount which is its price.
1 51
4 35
The Republican Journal

WILCOX.

leading Spring Hat.
by any hat on the

The

1

celled
any

Look

\va\.

n

marker
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in
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Karoldson.
RACE RECORD, 2.25 3
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1

1!•!.* 11;,*
Will stand .it no
tlu* hov t.. ,.t TI N 1*01 1 VRS
well known that little need

Belfast, afljjastine

Knox

8
8
8
8
11

03
12
22
45
55

+2
2
2
2
4

03
12
22
42
50

3 13

7 15

5 35
920

1 40
5 58

PM

AM

7 45

9 00
830

1100

120

P M
AM

7 15

AM

AM

9 00
9 20
9 30
+9 37
9 53
tlO 06
tlO 19
10 25

...

lo
32
50
15

AM

7 10
7 50
Thorndike. 8 12
Knox. t8 25
Brooks
8 50
Waldo
+9 02
Citypoint. +9 15
Belfast, arrive. 9 25

Burnham, depart..
Unity.

15
5
5
0

4 30
1 40

of the fees and the rewards received by himself or members of the department, together
with such other information and suggestions
as he may
deem important showing the
operations of Iris department. And he shall
also on the first Monday of each month
make a report to the mayor and aldermen,
giving the information and statistics required in this section to be stated by him in
Ins annual report.
If the city marshal shall be absent
Sec. 8.
from the city, or unable from any cause to
discharge his duties, the mayor and aidermen shall appoint some member of the police
force who shall exercise all the powers and
discharge the duties of the city marshal during such absence or disabilities.

will he maintained at its

j

with

!

news.

05
25
32
38
50
02
15
20

)Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at$5.00
from Belfast ami all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northwest via all routes, for sale by F. E. Crowley
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vgent, Belfast.
Vice Pies, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. Boothby, Gen'l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 25, 1895.

Fiction in the June Atlantic is repre
sented by a further installment of Henry
James’ absorbing serial, The Old Things;
a short Story of Alabama life, The Price
of a Cow, by Mrs. Elizabeth W. Bellamy,
The Whirligig of Fortune, an incident of
the French Commune, by T. Bussell Sullivan.
The old
after the
the
road.

man

shaded his eyes and looked

fleeing bicyclist disappearing up
“I
wonder,” he ruminated,
or my girl.”
[Chi-

“whether that’s my boy
cago Post.

attention

l.
4t»eowl7

IMicuix

1

local
at

and

State

any time.
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:j- m.,rk
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Steels Pennyroyal PiiJs
rriM-ll":,,"riFi
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11

11
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!

Th e subscriber oilers for sale at a jireat bargain
bis house on Northport avenue. The place is one
mile from the post oflice, with sidewalk the whole
distance; house 1 1-2 stories, new, 1-2 acre of land,
city water. One of tlie pleaFantest locations in
the city, overlooking the bay.
Impure on the
premises, or at Mathews Bros.’ mill.
( W. CBOSS.

Belfast, Aprilt20,18tK>.—20tf

I!. H. MOODY, BELFAST ME.
FOK i'.ITUF.It sr\.
Tl»i.s rersedy being injerled <•; »<!"> f<• tin*
neat of iIuim* disefiNew
of the bcitifo-5 rinary

Organs, retjuiren no
••liaritfe <>f die.*. 4’i;re
Cuaraiitceil in 1 to 5
dayn. Kmall plain puckby mail, #1.00.
r* TT W I1
1-r U
Jin Sold only by
K. H. MOODY,

BELFAST.
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Splendid curative agent f..r NVrvous or Sick
Headache, Brain Exhaust ion, S
special or general Neuralgia, also ho Itluai;d I »\-•
mutism, <lout,Kidne> I Murder-,
pepsia, Amentia. Antidote f.u \:,.diolic
and other excesses, l’nce, Id. t!5und .'a cents.
Effervescent.

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO
Avenue,

151 S. Western

by

all deuIrrM.
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Largest Practical

Art

Magazine.
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ir
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Gripe

you
big. old-fashioned, sugar-coated pills, which tear you all to
pieces, are not in it with Hood’s. J'asy to take

Huntoim, W. C.
Hutchins, Frank
Ingalls, Enoch.
Jackson, .lames I..
Johnson, Ralph.
Jones, William.
Kelley, L. A.
Keimail. Warren.
Kiug. Wi!Siam .1.
Knowles, Constantine.
Lane, John K.
Larrabee. Simeon 11.
Lewis. George W.
Lindsey, Edwin.
Einseo’ti. James E.
Littlefield. Charles M.
Lothrop. Sumner i’.
l.owe, Fred J.
Lowney, Axe! J.
Luce, Albert S.

Bank, Belfast.

In Bicycle Phrase: “No, sir,” said the I Bangor.
extinguished by nine o'clock, and the
a m
statesman, whose mind has been taken
people who, like others of the tierra can- with the prevailing fad, “I don’t believe up
Waterville
9 16
in
p m
arise
the
a
before
sun
are
sound
serious
of
business
on
iente,
making
long
travelling
12 25
Portland.
wind. You
seem to skim along very
E- D.
416
asleep. Like all {Spanish towns, Tieul is nicely for a may
Boston
Boston,
time. But the iirst thing you
( w D. 4 20
laid out with a central plaza and streets know you strike a puncture, and then where
TO BELFAST.
are you?”
Star.
[Washington
from
it
at
right angles; but unradiating
> E‘ D.
Boston
Boston,
like most cities of Mexico, the important
jW£).
buildings are of stone instead of stuccoed
Portland.
AM
adobe.
These are all grouped around the
6 10
Waterville.
plaza, and back of them, extending amile
Bangor
When
take Hood’s Pills. The

glimpse
a

Loyal Temperance Legion, and she has a
happy faculty of interesting the children as
well as the older ones... .The Lancey street

Heath, William S.

FRED H. MATHEWS,

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Warren,

Hinds, Prescott D.
Hodsdon, Fred A.
Hollis, Rohie F.
Holt, Charles W.
Howard, Adoniram J.

please

j

M.

Haugli, Henry.
Hawkins, Aurelius.
Hayes, < harles W.

boarding

Chandler, Sr.!
Albans, I’res.; Mrs. M. F. Bunker, North
Anson, Hon. I’res.; Mrs. A. S. Vining, St.
Albans, Sec.: Mrs. Levi Taylor, l’ittsfieid,
were

all

■

I

ners. Lobsters, Clams and Oysters, and all other
fish in their season. Having one of the largest
refrigerators in the city, I am prepared to furnish
peddlers and jobbers at market prices. All goods
delivered at trains or steamers, or any part of the
city, free of charge. Orders by mail or express
attended to at once, and promptly tilled at lowLiberal discount to
est market rates.
houses and hotels. Ice cool milk always on hand.
JOHN STEPHENSON, who was with Mr. Knowlton nine years, continues with me.
The patronage of the public is respectfully solicited. and no efforts will he spared to
vi'tomers.
Tg''Remember the place,

The eleventh annual convention of the
County W. 0. T. L’. was held in
the Free Baptist church May lbth and
2oth. The convention was called to order
Devotional exercises j
hy the president.
were conducted
at lU.oO by
Mrs
M. F. |
Bunker of North Anson.
All the officers

no

baskets and sombreros, their fect picture of repose than that presented
'ben playing around them; past
by the Tieul plaza, overgrown with rank
unpo santo, (grave-yard,) grass in which a few hobbled goats and
'">se
high arched gateway you donkeys are browsing, without a tree to
lies

af all kinds' and that I am handling Fresh Cod
haddock. Hake, Halibut, Salmon, Bluedish, Butterdish. Sword=Fish, Mackerel, Alewives. Cun-

Somerset

frightened and 1 olted, overturning the outtime to Huger by the fit, breaking the wagon considerably and
wayside amid prehistoric things, for al- giving the judge a bad shaking up_H. 0.
ready “darkness was upon the face of the P< oler, who has been in poor health for
earth.”
Words fail to convey an idea of some time, is improving-C. H. Bowden
one’s impression in such a time and place has gone to Portland, where he has obtained
employment in a printing office... .Harry
—our beasts pattering over stones cut by
was called to Plymouth recently
hands long since turned to dust, and Ferguson
by the death of his grandmother-H. F.
us
around
the
monuments
of
everywhere
Libby went to Portland to attend the sesa vanished race.
sion of the Grand Lodge, K. of P.
Though so near to the Capital and one Mr. and Mrs. James Robbins have returned
<>t the most important cities of Yucatan,
r«> their home in
.Work
Washington, I).
with a population of perhaps 17,000— has been begun by the contractor, C. C.
on the S. & M. round-house west
Woodruff,
Tieul might well pass for a deserted vil- ot the Maine Central
station.... There was
lage, especially when acquaintance is M’dte a heavy frost in this vicinity Tuesday
n ght. Lay lbt.h... Fred F. Willey has gone
made with it after nightfall.
The keroto Ih « kiand, where he expects to spend the
sene lamps
hung above the doorways, summer. Fred is a good, steady young

tion

having beeu made of stone which dimly illumine the
ruins, even the fronts of the evening when Luna is

ornamented
■i

1

Fresh, Salt and Pickled Fish

one

mountains at

not

afflicted with semi-blindness.
afternoon

•

Having bought the market formerly conducted
by M. R. Kuowlton, I wish to announce to the people of Belfast and vicinity that it will continue to
be headquarters for

plain,

i.

■i:

..MAR.K.ET..

level with the tops of adjacent houses, and sitting there in tire
sleepy sunshine one seems to be living iu

Maddocks, Alex. H.
Maddocks, Daniel K.
Maddocks, Ephraim.
Marshall, Thomas H.
Mathews, Adelphus B.
Mason, James C.
Mayo, Nelson N.
McColley, Augustus.
Melody, Michael.
Merrithew, Abial C.
Michaels, George.
Michaels, Samuel.
Miller, George.
Miller, Sheridan F.
Milliken, John F.
Mixer, Jackson.
Monroe, Nahum P.
Moore, Albion, K. P.
Moore, Oliver G.
Mudgett, Andrew G.
Murch, Charles A.
Myrick, Stephen.
Newbert, Andrew.
Newell, Robert 1.
Nickerson, Aaron W.
Nickerson, Edwin.
O’Connell, John.
Parker, Augustus A.
Patterson, Alexis G.

Patterson. Frank.
Pat terson, Henry A.
Patterson, Isaac.
Patt erson, John C.
Patterson, Robert O.
Paul Edgar.
Payne. Miller.
Pillsbury, John M.
Piper, Charles B.
Piper. James R.
Crosby, George.
Poor, Hollis M. A.
Pottle, William.
Crosby, Wm. Henry.
Cullnan, Michael.
Pottle, William F.
Cullnan, William.
Prince, Isaac,
Cunningham, Cornelius. Quimby, Albert.
Cunningham, Henry W. Quinlan, Richard.
Rankin, Walter B.
Cunningham, J. W.
Daniels, Thomas M.
Reardon, Michael.
Richards, Emery.
Darby, Isaac -i.
Davis. Edgar B.
Richards, Svlvanus.
Rideout, William F.
Day, George E
Dean, James E.
Ripley, Charles.
Dickerson, Frank W.
Robbins, James.
Doe, W illiam D.
Roberts, Daniel J.
Doran, John.
Robinson, Arthur W.
Dorsey, .Michael.
Robinson, Alonzo.
Robinson. George W.
Downes, Daniel.
Drinkwater. Alonzo J.
Rogers, Fred A.
Dunbar, S'. F.
Rowe, Harrison.
Dunbar, Win. M.
Rowe, William.
Dunnells, John B.
Sawyer, John K.
Scanlan. James.
Dyer, Fred 11.
Eaiues, Frank 1'.
Scott, Leroy S.
Eastman, Israel G.
Severance, F. E.
Shales, Wm. T.
Eldndge, It. G.
Ellis, Franklin A.
Shaw, Alplieus.
Ellis. Horace E.
Shaw, Joseph.
Shaw, William.
Emerson, Calvin.
Sheldon, Ford.
Erskine, William M.
Emmons, Everett.
Shepherd, Albert.
Farrow. Thomas J.
Shepherd, Elbridge.
Shuman, John F.
Forbes, Ransom.
Fowler, Willard R.
Sleeper, S. A.
Fuller, Silas M.
Smalley, Castanus M.
Gardner, Wm. H.
Smart, Hollis.
Garland, Mark.
Smith, Joseph B.
Gay, Edmund.
Speed, William E.
Gilbert, Fitz W.
Spinks, Charles.
Giles, Charles.
Starke), George L.
Gilbreth, David.
Stearns, John Y.
Gilbreth, John T.
Stephenson, A. J.
Stevens, William O.
Gilbreth, Samuel G.
Gilman, Alonzo M.
Stickuey, Alonzo H.
Gilman, F.
Sweeney, Dennis.
Gilmore, Charles T.
Sweeney, John.
Glidden, Frank.
Sylvester, Eugene.
Gordon, Jason.
Sylvester, Geo. W.
Gray, John.
Sylvester, William.
Greer, Andrew.
Tenney, L. S.
Greer, Rilev.
Thompson, J. B.
Thorndike, Timothy.
Gupull, L. H.
Haire, Roswell.
Toothaker, .John A.
Hall, Albert L.
Tripp, Rufus.
Hall, Augustine E.
Tufts, George F.
Varnum, Joseph B.
Haney, < harles W.
Harmon, Benjamin F.
Wadsworth, Charles.
Harriman, Joseph W.
Wales, John, Jr.

have been in harmony with the
grandeur
of tlie convent, has shared its fallen fortunes.
Traces of parterres and flower

all, but the Treas. Noontide hour of prayer was <d> j
k be la-gins operations b\ worst hills in Yucatan, being nothing but served each day after which dinner was :
ur feet wide apart and eleimmense, irregular heaps of stone, wholly served in the vestry. A bountiful supper !
was also served each day in the vestry.
All i
is at an angle of -lb degrees,
devoid of verdure. By and by the day bethe addresses were very interesting. Mrs.
own
with a mighty jerk came
and
the
of
the
sun
scorching,
glare
Bice of Boston is one of the most interesting
around in a circle, with oeupon the naked rocks was indescribably speakers we ever listened to. She
speaks i
n dashes in unexpected dipainful to the eyes. Between this eternal distinctly and clearly and every word tells.
d always, however remote
glare, the heat, the dust and the entire She gave several addresses and all listened
human habitation, inter- absence of oculists in
Yucatan, it is no with the most profound attention to her elospring up by the score wonder that so many of the people are quent words. Her work is chiefly with the

a

i

FAILURE?”

doub- 1

their ancient proprietor would
t•
identity them in a court of

be able

me

the

Black, Henry.

Brackett. Rufus E.
Bray, James.
Bray, George W.
Brewster. Lewis.
Brier, Eben F.
Brier, Francis E.
Brown, Charles.
Brown, Joshua L.
Bucklin, Herbert L.
Bucklin, Wm. D.
Bucklin, John.
Burgess, Daniel E.
Burgess, George Y.
Burgess, Tolman Y.
Burgess, Wm. Austin.
Burgin, Cliessabrook.
Burd, Samuel F.
Cain, Arthur 1’.
Carter, Americus.
Carter, Preston J.
Cates, Jediali C.
Clark, Job.
Clark, Joseph E.
Clements, C. II.
Colburn, Eben.
Collins, Charles C.
Cottrell, J. T.
Cottrell, ,1. W.
Cousins, John II.
Cox, (leorge.

inscription—in

of course :

storied casas, embowered in trees
and overgrown with flowering creepers.
led from the elbow, the hands supporting i
Except when the air is vexed with the
the head: but when touched, the whole i
clangor of matin and vesper bells, the
framework fell in pieces.
The skeleton i
stillness is almost unbroken—for all busiwas not in the centre of the sepulchre, but
ness and visiting is
accomplished in the
in one corner, and beside it was a large, j
early morning, the inhabitants remaining
rough rock, bedded lirmly in the earth. I quietly iu doors the rest of the
day to
On the rock were needles of deerliorn, i
avoid the heat.
There is a postoilice dehaving a sharp point at one end and an partment and a telegraph
agency and a
e\e at the other, and a few rude jars, in- j
tiende grande, or “general store,
where
eluding a canliro, or water pot, much like merchandise of every description is
kept,
those used by the Indians of to-day. Says
from muslin to fresh meat; bread, soap,
was
Mr. Stephens “It
strangely interest- j hardware, millinery, musical instruments
ing, with the ruined structures around us, and what not. c-inoe time out of mind
to bring to light these buried bones, after
Ticul lias been celebrated for two things
a
lapse of unknown ages. Whose were —the excellence of its
hull-fights and the
they'.' Little did the pious friends who beauty of its women; and for
climate,
placed them here imagine the fate to pleasant surroundings and good society,
which they were destined— to be borne far
it is considered the best town in Yucatan,
away from the bones of their kindred. In ; outside of Merida.
I'a.nmi: IS. \Vai:u.
thmr long rough journey on the backs of !
Pittsfield Paragraphs.
mules ami Indians they were so crumbled !

against the stomach,

bent

b

bur-

a

sides

Bean, H. M.
Beckwith, Martin W.

MARRIAGE A

“IS

H. Marshall Post, fi A. K., Beirasl, Maine,
Memorial Day,

Adams, Scott.
Allyn, Wm. B.
Baker, Albert.
Baker, Edward.
Bartlett, Joseph V.
Bean, Amliew D.

Marriage.

Of

| beauty,

rounded over

having

turned toward the west.

er

lie wretches feels

above

with

a

several

earth,
it

sepulchre,

ancient

an

structure
stone
square
four feet high, the top

X

one

opened

He also

Thomas

j

hundreds id'

are

catecos.

o;

Tiie instant

Spanish

stone, with
of upright

more

ROLL OF HONOR.

Man’s View

It is not uncommon for men to bewail the
fact that marriage so seldom means a real
companionship that man and wife are
separated by difference of taste, of mental
Oli man!
outlook, of general interest in life. It is
Behold the end of all
your troubles—
perhay even more common to hear women
Death, earth, nothing!
blamed for what is called breach of contract
A nearby altar is decorated with severIf the wife be
in the marriage relation.
al skulls and
run-down, nervous and irritable,
delicate,
groups of marrow bones,
her
spirits have taken
if her smile and
*nd in the rear of the
sanctuary is a char- flight, it worries her husband as well as
worse symptoms may folEven
nel-house full of ghastly
herself.
horrors, too low—the woman suffers from sleeplessness
soou evicted from rented
graves, await- and fainting spells, her head is in a whirl,
ing their turn for cremation. The ad- her back acV.es, and she has that awful
n feeling in the abdomen.
It
joining convent is much larger than the crowdir.g-dm.
depeir.'..- on the woman whether she will
church and connected with it
to continue day by
by a spa- permit thesetotroubles
a life of misery.
dav leading
cious gallery. A
magnificent portico, upThousands have been cured by taking Dr.
held by lofty stone
pillars, leads to the Pierce's l;avc rite Prescription, and why not
central corridor from which a broad stair- you ? A healthy wt-man is always interestj ing : she passes for a beauty because she is
case ascends to a second
corridor, :.'U feet ! happy, and her good spirits are contagious.
mure goes with health ; irritability
wide, running through the entire immense j G
vi huess with sickness.
ar.
building. The upper corridor is paved
Those who suffer from the derangements,
and diseases of the sex should redisorders
with stone and
lighted by twro great = nieiiiber that
Dr. K.V. Pierce, chief consultdomes, and on either side of it are the ing I hysici.m to the Invalids’ Hotel and
Institute,
Burfalo, N. Y., has, for
once
Surgical
cloisters,
occupied by a numerous or r a
quarter of a century, made the disbody of Franciscan friars. Most ox the eases of women a specialty. Send twentycloisters are now untenanted, only a few one <2i cents fin one-cent stamps) to him,
at above address, for his great medical book
of the principal ones
being used for shops, i of 1000 pages profusely illustrated with
offices and lodging apartments.
Doors \ wood-cuts and colored plates.
contains photographs, names and
It
and w indows are
broken, grass springs up addresses f
vast number who have
out of the floors and in crevices of the
been cured.
You can correspond with them and
walls, and bats and birds make their learn how they cured themselves without
homes unchallenged iu the
dilapidated having to consult a doctor.
roof.
The old garden which must once

less than 4U artificial mounds may be
counted here, and each of them once held
aloft a structure, whether temple or

■'•.■fedted.
'i

for

plumage,

birds is that, however beautiful,
most of them are songless.
lu this great

tropical

:

-■

is

a

gorgeous

(juaiutanoe with my
urasse-i by spectators: bu:
a

i-vc

city

by grove of stunted trees with
thick foliage, the haunt of silent birds of
marked

and most substantial
little graiu, cotton and
ated—-merely for the needs
u'ii-nda family—henequiu is
ywhere else now-a-days in

m

The site of the desolated

ers.

head-dress very similar to those on the
carved and stuccoed walls of l’alenque.

.a

;<•

wood-ticks, the latter the most pestiferous iusect that ever tormented traveland

other

■

proportions, built more than two
centuries ago by monks of
the order of
San Francisco and then
ranked among the
grandest of these gigantic structures with
which that powerful
Brotherhood marked
its entrance into Yucatan.
The interior
of the church is sombre
and gloomy
enough. The first thing that meets the
eye is a big black urn in a niche in the
wall near the
door, which contains the
ashes of a young
lady once the belle of
the village.
Beneath it a queer monument, shaped like an old-fashioned pump,
bears this unorthodox

covered with wild flowers

are

and other accessories

ii.-es

■

dozen

a

A
very
conviuees

Xcanhakau

■a

and

splendid estate),

pv father of half
and daughters.

of vast

then down a rural lane choked with

bushes that

very low

price.

A. A. HOWES & CO.

A story and a half house, pleasantly located
tine view of Belfast bay; ten rooms all finish's!,’
ne cellar,
city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, plum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. T. D1LAVOKTH
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.
44tf

with full

j
L

HARLES A.

j

PILSBUKY,

gatherings

1

and

Republican

Messrs. Bicknell & Hopkins took a splendid two pound and a half trout from their
weir last Saturday. The puzzle seems to be
where did he come from? as there are no

of the party in recent years,
by the many

fresh water brooks
cape, from.

made memorable

acclamation of lion.
Iloultou.

The President vetoed the river and harbor hiil, aiul Tuesday the House passed
the hi .I over the veto, 220 to 00.

proceedings,

|

at

space
of only

|

j

a

Llewellyn

regret that

We

oiigressinan
dress in Waterville

was

worthy

of the

Powers of

the limited

disposal at this time permits
general outline of what was said

and of the orator.
It was listened
with close attention and elicited fre-

to

than

fitly characterized the “mendacious utterance'' of President Eliot of Harvard Col-

Army.

The veterans escaped what had almost
come to be considered the regulation wetMemorial Day; and it was a narescape, too, for during the exercises

ting

ou

row

Cemetery the c!nuri£ threatened
but fortunately did not empty their floods

in (hove

here.

sky

The

day

overcast

was

atmosphere

tin-

nothing

of the time, and
hut there was

most

chilly:

was

interfere with the program and
out in full with complete
recorded

as

s>.

>

The

carried

was

sin

to

pleasant.

not

was

other columns.

ir

The t" al fatalities

by the

recent

cyclone

in M.

Louis and East M. Louis is 0U0

lat■

estimates, ami the property damage

t

Loiiis alone -d1 *,000,000, with

ir St.

by

an

aggregate damage caused by the storms of
Wn.iKKt.t 0o.
These storms are not a
‘•modern invention”

oi

nature

as

some

The American tornado is as
suppose.
«o .is the count
ry. says the Dost on Globe.
As lai' back as ]s !g a
cyclone” landed in

Missi>s:ppi that destroyed 50<» lives. Ju
Esv4 ’.h« re were «i0 cyclones iu the west,
killing

s111 *

persons,

iujiuing

'the storm of

buildings,
the Louisiana

“•••• "ii

Ol

l.OO(>

the lives

>ast cost

e

jn'i'.;«*US.

M'pl\ ing

L

i!,o00 and de-

t"

w

a

riter who seeks to

ar-

es-

endorse the statement of

cm*

•:

1.11. "In (

••

it

cures
ot

Leavitt, an artist of Boston
cottage, has executed an excellent likeness in oil of Mr. Ambrose Elwell, an aged and well-known citizen of this

the Portland

and will return this summer to constudies. He has also finished a
very successful portrait of Master Leon
gubernatorial chair to say that the pres- Pitcher. Those desirous of procuring a fine
painting of themselves or tlieir friends would
ent generation has hardly seen a governor
[ do well to call at the cottage and interview
j so much respected, so generally beloved
Mr. Lea\ ittj and so universally trusted as is Henry B.
Probably not another district in town con! Cleaves.”
Among other things Gov.
|1 tains such a happy smiling set of neighbors
! Cleaves said:
as those who reside up in the Priest neigh*
If any Democrat desires to speculate
borliood.
Why, it is really surprising to
tlie
result
of
tlie
fall
election
upon
you
note the wonderful change the residents of
can say to him that
we will give to the I
Republican candidate for Governor one nf that section of the town have experienced
tlie grandest majorities ever rolled up and m the past week. Their former grave and
in November will be seen one of the bigstern countenances now shine with radiant
gest majorities since the time ol‘ Lincoln smiles. The lovely blush of the rose, adorns
with a victory which we hope will be the
cheeks of the maidens and the young
under the leadership of the son of Maine,
men are gay and jubilant. even the old men
Thomas B. Reed.
are renewing their south, delighted in the
.Nominations foi Governor were- then in j1
feeling of completing their fullness of years
order, and the eloquent. Judge A. R. Sav- m that calm serenity of mind which makes
of
Auburn
in
a
brilliant
age
speech named i the end of the journey of iife so tranquil and
as the candidate for the next Governor of
so beautiful.
Just think, all this delightful
j Maine lion. Llewellyn Rowers of Iloulton. I change in the minds and hearts of the good
and moved that the nomination be made 1 people of that district was brought about, by
by acclamation. Col. F. N. Dow of Rort- ] the simple fact that a certain farm in their
land seconded the nomination in well ; midst stands vacated of the tenants, who
have taken their departure to a town where
chosen words, as did 1>. L. Smith, Lsq., of j
| it is hoped they will feel more contented
Ratten
inn
The
nomination
I
ringing speech.
; and be on more friendly terms with their
i of Mr. Rowers was then made by acclaI neighbors than they v. eie here.
m ition amid gr-at enthusiasm.
The eomOur hustling meat, peddler. M. G. Black,
: mittee on 1 ookiT.ions now reported, and
in our streets
tinue his

j

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

iOOU S

j

as

; closing,feong.
j; Crosby
Sister Downs’ paper

is not important
i you can make Better
bread* Mcc; bread a-'d

price

ana

|

can* vviiii

|

|
j

!

j

appeared

Monday morning in
n which lie bought

j

1

!
1

I

J

U

I
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Screens and
Screen Doors,

Following
referred t

j
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HARTFORD BicJcles

REDUCTION IN PRICE.
Patterns Nos, 1 and 2,from $80 to $65
Patterns Nos. 3 and 4,from $60 to $50
Patterns Nos. 5 and 6,from $50 to $45
This is the best value for the money ever
offered in medium grade machines.

Columbias
The Standard of the World
acknowledge no competitors,
and the price i< fixed absolutely
for the season of 1896 at

I

if you can’t buy a Columbia
then buy a Hartford.
All Columbia and Hartford Bicycles
ready for immediate delivery.

in

question

and the 1 nion, published the address in
lull.
The l nion said: “Mr. Colley’s address was an able effort and was

despatch from Halifax
states that the schooner had just taken a
haul of 17:. barrels of mackerel, the sailthoroughing cutter Vigilant being alongside at the ly enjoyed by his audience.
He handled
his subject eloquently and made a
t ime, whose officers assured them that the
stirring
fish were about 200 yards outside the appeal for patriotic principles.’’
a

three-mile limit.

Soon

afterwards the
Aberdeen came alongside and seized the
schooner on the charge of fishing inside
the limit, towing her to Halifax.
The

Cape

Advertiser says, editorially:
The proper thing to do at this crisis is
for the Government to send a cruiser to
those w aters to protect the American fishmen.
The mackerel season has been very
poor for many years, and pursued under
the most discouraging circumstances.
rI his year the prospect is more
encouraging. and oui fleet has been fitted out to
pursue their calling. Are they to he hampered ami their voyages broken up in oilier that Nova Scotia cruisers may
reap a
harvest? Let us have a little fair
play in
this matter, and not have it all one-sided.
What say the authorities at
Washington?
Ann

Concerning

Local

Industries.

The Belfast Machine & Foundry Co.
shipto T. M. Nicholson of

ped a hoisting winch
Bueksport last week.

Hutchins Bros, lately set a handsome Oak
Hill granite monument in Grove
Cemetery
for I). L Cook, and one in South Belfast
Cemetery for Elisha Flanders.

Perry received last week a hale of
I8»i pounds of Sumatra wrapper in the
original package, as imported. A tobacco runwho
was
in
town
ner,
when it arrived, said
it was the first full bale of
imported SumaI

tra

L.

tobacco

ever

received in Maine.

Mark Wood &

Son have, among their
orders, a tablet with Old English inOur Maine seafarers have a world wide scription for the late George O.
Bailey ; a
reputation as skilful and successful navi- tablet to match one now in the yard for the
gator.". and have no superiors in any point late William Holt; and a set of markers for
of seamanship. Not a few of them have the Woodbury lot in Morrill.

literary ability

as

well.

The letters of the

“Kcnncbeeker
were
long a welcome
feature of the Boston Journal, and the
genial old skipper of the good ship Sea
Witeh had many mourners when he was
summoned aloft from his home haven in
Gardiner.

Capt.

port published

E. I'. Nichols of Sears-

paper at
“Ocean Chronicle,” which

friends as

a

a

letter,”

and he

sea

called the

was

was

“sent to

his

own

ed-

recent

J. II.
ment

Healey &

7 feet li

lately made a monuinches high, with polished
Co.

black die, for Hiram P. and Hartshorn Farrow of Belmont.
They are making a number of handsome marble tablets for parties
in Searsport and Stockton Springs.
The Dalton Sarsaparilla Co. has moved its
laboratory to the Skoda building on Bridge
street. They are arranging the place to accommodate their growing business, and will
have a very convenient laboratory when

they get fully settled. The Dalton has
itor, publisher, compositor, proof-reader joyed a steady, healthy growth from

and press-man. It was a unique little
sheet, copies of which were highly prized
by the recipients, and a file of them is at
write.

as we

one

time

White, later
engaged

now

at

John W. Kane,
of brig Ned

in the bark Monrovia, and
in the patent medicine busi-

Ellsw orth,

the tariIt

Capt.

in command

and

on

strong writer
questions relating

was a

on

to

shipping, many articles from his pen appealing in The Journal in years past.
Now we are glad to number among our
contributors Capt. Ed. Richardson of the
schooner .N. 6. Haskell.

He

comes

from

of seafarers, and himself has had a
quarter of a century’s experience on the

a race

ocean.

He has

articles

are

taining,

as

a

pleasing style

and his

botii instructive and enter-

his contribution

on

the second

page of this issue of The Journal will

testify.

The stockholders of the Rodolf Medicine
a meeting at the laboratory in this
city last Tuesday and appointed W. P.
Thompson and James W. Wallace of Belfast and A. E. Chase of Brooks a committee
to see what could be done towards leasing
or selling the business.
The meeting was
then adjourned to Monday, when the committee reported a bid from Clias. E. Lane
and Dr. A. E. Kilgore of Brooks to lease the
A committee

was

This!

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any
of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall’s
Catarrh Cure.
t J. CHENEY & CO., Props.. Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J. Cheney
for the last 15 years, and believe him perfectly
case

honorable in all business transactions

ciaily aide

to

carry

out

any

and finan

obligations made by

their linn.
Wkst & Trvax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
W ai.dino, Ki.nwan «.t Marvin, Wholesale
Drug-

gists, Toledo, O.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting

directly

upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Price, 75c. per bottle. Sold by al
4w22
Druggists. Testimonials free.

Commencement
Following

at

Bucksport.

is the

programme for the 1898
commencement exercises at the East Maine
Conference Seminary, Bucksport:
Sunday, June 7, 7:80, pm., Ba< calaurate
Sermon.
Monday and Tuesday a. m., June 8 and 9,
Examination of Classes.
Monday, 8:00, p. m., Annual Exhibition of
the Department of Elocution.
Tuesday, 1:80, p. m., Annual Meeting of
Literary Societies.
Annual Address by
Tuesday, 8:00. p. m
ltev. S F. I’pham, D. D of Drew Theological Seminary, Madison, N V.
Tuesday, 8:00, p. m Annual Concert bytin- Department of Music.
Wednesday, June 10, 9:00, a. m., Com-

are

Factories.

HARTFORD, CONN.

of Board of Trustees.
Address and Commencement Exercises
will be held in Emery Hall.
Free tickets
can be obtained on application to any member of the Faculty.

EVERY KIND
OF

HUMOR
FROM

appointed to
adjourned

4*
Watches,
Clocks,
Sterling Silver,

Silver Plated
Flat Ware.
Paul E. Wirt
Fountain Pen,

Belts,

Shirt Waist Sets.
AND CLOCK PEPAIRING
WATCH
yy
PROriPTLY DONE.

H. J. Locke &
Belfast National Bank

SCROFULA
Speedily cured by Cuticura Resolvent,
greatest of humor cures, assisted externally
by warm baths with Cuticura Soap, and
gentle applications of Cuticura (ointment),
the great skin cure, when all else fails.
50c.;
throughout the world. Price, Cuticura,
25c.
Resolvent, sue. and $1. Potter Drug
Cbem. Corf., Sole Props., Boston, U. S. A.
W" How to Cure Every Humor," mailed free.

Sold
Soap,

both

Son,

Building, P. (>. Square.

!

out

Oculis

s

prepared
of re-

all errors

fraction. I have modern ins ruments, use modern no tboils atid
have a room especially fitted for
the work.

J®=*EXAMINATION

FREE.

GEO. R. POOR.
-^Jeweler and Optician.^Belfast, May 28, 1896.—tf22

AUCTION.
Dana

UPHOLSTERY GOODS

and

goods just received,

AND THEY \HE HEAT "TIES.
At times wlu-n tbi< line nf
nuls are
you can fee! assureed that you will he t.
served and that you will receive HIM I R
ITY. and prices will he lower than an
parties will giv e you by calling on

VIDFOTAklNTi
A IT U l\ 1 i~\ 1\ I A VI.

v

>

SON, 70 & 72 Main Street, Bella

R, H. COOMBS &

the. paper hy Mr*. Downs,
e

:

To stimulate tin* wall papi

Sarsaparilla Co. Property.

Will be sold at public auction on Tuesday, June
Oth, at eleven o’clock A. M., at the ntlice ol Joseph
Williamson, in Belfast, the real estate of the
l>aua Sarsaparilla Company, in said Belfast, having a frontage of about twelve rods on Front
The
street and extending to low water mark.
premises have railroad connection, and contain
wharves, a large four story building, in good repair, and other facilities tor manufacturing or
commercial business.
Belfast, May 27, 1896.—2w22

offer the
I

to

I In-

duty of every citiGrange and without its

boys of tin- bright to-day.
they were when our country called that

marched to the front awa\.
who >aw their homes m- more, hat fought
and died, yet wmi.
they who live with broken health were hoys

Who

sixty

are

Proud is the home that treasures a sword or a
rusty gun,
An old blue‘coat, a tarnished star, as legacies to
its son.
Not that we nourish carnage, not that we thirst
for strife;
No; they are freemen’s tokens of an honest nation’s life.
the kin of soldiers and shall it then be
said.
That the boys of a newer era have forgotten their
soldier dead?
Alone and unescorted shall the “Old lfovs’* strive
The

are

to
sao

Lot P.mb issed Pdfs, ~i patient*,
to 1\£ rents.

brave step as they falter down
their comrades sleep?”

to

Room

Mouldimjs,

to

For the war long since has ended.
And Peace, with her snowy hand,
Has the North and South united
In friendship’s holiest baud.
Then deck the graves of our soldiers,
For each fragrant blossom and spray
Speaks of peace and love eternal
When it comes Memorial Day.

<

eeni «*.

The above papers are all first-class goods
all have matched borders.

au«i

<‘en(s.

I'ann/ and Plain Curtain Poles,
P.rtension

CARLE
•<21

Main

Hods, Curtain l

'sash

&

.JONES,

Street,

Belfast,

-*

Mai

PEOPLES NATIONAL BA
L

A

KNOWLTON, President.
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FRANK R. WIGGIN, C

Solicited

Deposits

1MHVIIM AL

1

July 21.
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I
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of thr Currrury, U'os/i hiyton,
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I
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1 M*r>.
July II, lmj.'i.
May T, 1^9').
S o. 5 ^
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!sm».:r2r.‘-o
*1 Mi,I 17
1 fiesr pyurrM are* tak^ti from our str-tm stutrmmt* '■>
March
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In

tlotrn.

DKPOS1TS in the l\ I’KKKSl’ DKB.Ul I'Ml-N 1
v
ary 1st ami .Inly 1st. Deposits (luring the first three oa\~
of that month. This department oilers ,n./.-h ;/•
nnieli as e\erv ih-p>.sit is a/oo/W/(//o
'■■■•-!•■
an I •».
amount ot our < apital Stock.
This Bank heiiiL' tile latest est ihli-.|ic i B i:.k in W ii !
ments in Fire ami Burglar l’i >of u-o,k. t !i *rc
V m
bank in liis count \.
W'e still have a few *5.0(1 HIKK IM-TDSir »B\KS
\
locks, so they may be taken to ami from the Bank it ilcsire
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EVERY
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VALUABLE

IMPROVEMENT'--

CLARION
Id

O

RANGES and STOVES

,

z
id

stand for the best that

X
Id
Q.

possible

X

everv
way—in
workmanship an

in

id

material,

u.

all around ns..fulness.
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CAN YOU DOUBT

(D
X
<
id
>
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■

the verdict. or the thousands
who are usine them ?

1

/

I! umr dealer doe.'
write to the manufacturers.

every One Warranted.
not have

them,

WOOD & BISHOP GO., Bangor, Maine
I---ALL COMBINED---—-.-

Belfast National Bank, Spring and Sun j
Bel last,

Maine.

CAPITAL, $151,000
SURPLUS, $33,000
Open

from 9 to 12 A. M.
1

to

DEPOSITS

Milliner
^
We have just returned
and varied stook

From

4 P. M.
SOI. ICITED.

Lawn

Mowers,

Grass

Hooks,

Utf

.

^
n

u

!»•

iu:

Millin-M-y

LATEST NOVEL'
and will have

a

-.mil

5

assortment

Trimmed and Untrimme.
iton

Grass Shears.

Hats and B

hand all

through the season, w!m
('leased to show at any tim

Please call and examine before

J.H.&J.W.JOHES.

where

Then lei us with our children
< lather the fairest blossoms.
The sweet pink blooms of May;
And cover the graves of our soldiers
When it comes Memorial Day.

nv

IT* to IS cent e/ootfs

1 Lot, IO patterns, S cent Papers, red lie d to «>
■‘{,0(10 Holts act nt Ptipt rs,

keep

e

trade, this week

reijular

one.

the nation's soldiers, who are the nation’s stay,
Who if the drum and bugle rang would guard our
homes to-day?
Who but the grandest army the world can nmhilize
The patriot boys of ninety-six, born under freedom's skits.

We

r

following bargains:

1 Lot (Jiffs, i> patterns, lOand Vi cent Papers, reduc'd to T

be the

j

of the best

in Boston I am

glasses for

-—^

DRAPERIES
Now

whole
land, and receives the
admiration and honor <>f the civilized
world. Let us rejoice that one of the principles of our order declares that past differences are forever buried, that in our united
agricultural brotherhood, we have no North,
no South, uo East and no West, but we
labor for the present and for the future. On
this liberal platform the farmers of this
country united thirty years ago and they
have been true to their declaration, and it is
the high purpose of this organization “to
labor for our order, our country uni mankind.” The order of Patrons of Husbandry
has been the means, in the hands of Providence, of doing as much as any one agency
to reconcile past national differences and to
forever unite discordant sections a'* one j
people by the strong bonds of charity, benevolence and brotherly fraternity. Our country is made up of homes. Home is the nucleus around which our dearest associations
cluster. Here the first impressions, which
are the most lasting, are received, and from
here go out, very largely, those influences
which are tv> prove a blessing or a curse to
the world.
Let us remember that the general int-oiligence, morality and refinement
of a community cannot rise above the standard of its individual homes. From these
homes go out the sons and daughters, who
so so'm are to care for the w-udd ami its
mighty interests, then,patrons,let us strive,
not only
oy precept but by
ample, to
teadi them to honor their country's Mag,
purchased by the blood of brave men. Let I
t hem not forget,

in

to fit

A full stock of

our

They

Having studied with

Suits

*

See our SOLID OAK, HKiH BACK, CANE SI
band.
on
DIN? Mi CH AIRS, with stretchers, they are hear! ics.
jM>e

all

us

same

••

one

o

SIDEBOARDS, EXTENSION TABLES, DINING CHAD

continually increasing m number. Let
rejoice that it now inspires the
enthusiasm and
respect through-

are

I

Wini

PIMPLES

and

j

;

Silver j Gold

Chamber

*

very

one

now

in the
gates, to pause for a moment amid the buss
cares of life and ask themselves this question:
Do we realize the saeredness w.tli
which Memorial Day should be observed?
The one day of all the year set apart as a
day consecrated to the memory of the brave
men who left t heii families and homes to die
if need be m their country?* cause, and to
keep the old Hag unsullied. To me social
games and dances on that day are sacrilege,
and that is why to-day 1 ask the question.
Have we done our itutj toward tin* younger
generation m the past hy teaching them
the saeredness of the day, the honor due
their country’s flag and the feeling of respect that should till every heart when they
look upon tie lew remaining veterans that
pay honor to their comrades that have gone
on but a little before them'.
In speaking of
the Grange to our hoys and girls, do we tell
them that our order came into existence
immediately after an attempt to divide our
country, and following the most letter eontest. for national supremacy that has ever
convulsed a civilized nation ? This contest
fortunately ended m a united country, and
the Hag of our nation, which had been the
delight of the whole country for nearly a
century, after four years of war was
a: d
is
now
honored
again recognized
hy the enthusiastic love of a united,
loyal people. The causes of the war,
and
the
principles which actuated both
sections,
undoubtedly had a primary
in
the
different kinds of education,
origin
habits and interests which made up and
moulded the peculiar character and motives
of tin representative men of the two seeturns,
he northern
citizen
lias always
loved the dag, and now loves it still more,
for its stripes appear broader and its stars

And

Wednesday, Meeting

an

Among the many non-alcoholic summer
drinks there is none more pleasing to the
taste than the California Orange Cider, manufactured in this city l»y a company of which
Mr. H. N. Woodcock is manager. Mr. Woodcock was for some years with a large concern
on the Pacific coast which manufactured
soda water, etc.,.and aside from the experience thus gained he is well qualified for his
present business. The laboratory of the California Orange Cider Co. is on Beaver street,
and their product will be furnished to the
trade and dispensed to the public from the
neat cart seen on our streets last season.

POPE MFG. CO.

mem-ement.

en-

Co. held

business.

How’s

the

start.

make the lease and report at
meeting next Saturday.

prised that he did not know how many
masts she had.

seems to me

zen,

"l

1

is

alu*\

MONEY

With !:m* size, FRENCH PLATE BEVELED MIRRORS wi.
TAlso the same suit, witli !<-n^ CONCl
will soil ho
FRENCH PLATE MIRRORS foi 5^*^ i 7o. 'Hies.- are tinCome early foi
est bargains ever offered in chamber furniture.
A line stock of
stock is limited on them.

citizens, doing our duty hy our children as
we ought? Are we teaching them M honor
their country 's Hag and its brave defenders?

j

2w22

>

Oak

*

«

in Hardware.

General Office and

Solid

have

to

<

at_>•

Remember this for we will SAVE V<)l
Have just received a few

and ^ist-.-r Patrons of Waldo Po'jiiou:! : 1 !<■<
ki enly to-il iy
u
tin- subject
my ineompeten.-s to write
is so m ;«r it
Memorial D
given me. As
iias been given m a.- the subject of my writing. Ut late this qtfestiou hase<mie t< m
with added beer; Are w.
as parents and

j
j

J H. & J, W, JONES. 60 Main Si.

1896

voted

is

Worthy Master, Brother

—

-AT-

Kverything

was

of any and every kind,

R. H. COOMBS & SON’S,

printed m the two
county papers. The next meeting will lie
with Seaside Grange. Belfast, June
1.
with the following program:
Opening xereises ; address of welcome by Ln!u Mns-.m
response by T Durham; rep-it ,»f Granges;
conferring fifth degree: remarks I. r g«.t. 1 ,.f
the order; appointment of commue,-;
cess: music: topic, What, is the matter with
the farmers, is it extravagam e? to i.
opened by Howard Murph\
t«•:>i<•. li the wornare allowed the right of suffrage -b
uid they
pay a poll tax ? to b. open, d by ?>i i. Jenna
i'umisnLevett; remaimler •; prog am t.
ed by Seaside < 1 range.

|
j

you

It

Cheapest:: Place

*

& I FURNITURE

j

slightly higher

\v Inter iCiciiC*,

The committee

program for next meet-

Say ward, Harding, Ayer, Levanseller, Gordon and
Brother Ayer.
Harvest Moon
Grange furnished the following program:
j Music by the choir; paper by Mrs I. E.
j Downs; recitation by Jenum Cox: music
song by Belle Gordon Cl sby ; reading by
Amy Clark: rer., Mrs. Sarah McManus;
music by Myra Cates: r*
Belle Gordon

|

indignation: and the Cape Ann seph Freschl Post, G. A. 1,\, at West during the voyage, to know or cave whether
he was on a canal-boat or an ocean
Advertise! well says that “it is time that Manchester, \. II., was Mr. Frank II.
grey"'■me-meat. Washington had some backGulley, formerly of Belfast, tun lie ac- hound, the reporter left him. On inquiry on
board The vessel it was learned that the man
bone.
Amei can fishing vessels have a quitted himself so admirably that the Post
shipped in New York as an able seaman, but
right to lisli in Canadian waters anywhere elected him to honorary membership,
hardly knew which end of the vessel ought :
B•
*111
the
Manchester
outside of tin three-mile limit,
the
Mirror
in the j
papers,
to go ahead, and the captain was not sur-

ness

A

and

The

ham and Ginn. The noon recess was then
taken. The meeting being again called to
order, the choir gave some music, and the
topic, Which is the best for our tanners
special or mixed farming? was discussed by
Albert Ward, P. W. Ayer, Orrin Learned
and J. G. Harding.
The topic, What
woman's share of the profits received from
the farm? was discussed by Sisters M. A

to it, so long
it continues to be

best,

time, place

'’"Belfast'"1’1"

A. P. Hansfield,

ing was as follows: C. A. Levanseller, H.
Murphy, Orrin Learned and Sisters Cunning- |

Liver Ills: easy to
take, easy to operate. 25c.

sticking

|

good

at

Pills

Consists ir selecting the
Best Brand and then

—

hand

$1; six for $5.

FLOUR

|

j

case

Learned and E. Merriam.
on

run-

I

At 5 Cents Per Pair

(4. C. Levanseller;
Steward, E. Merriam;
Flora, Mrs. A. L. Mudgett. The address of
welcome was given by Lulu Ward and the
response bv Myra Brown, and were both
The following Granges were
very nice.
represented: Northern Light, Harvest Moon
Sandy Stream, Honesty, Sebasticook, l)irigo, South Branch, Equity, Seaside, Ritchit^
Hillside and Sunlight. A class uf 17 were
instructed in the fifth degree. Remarks for
the good of the order were made by N. E.
Murray, A. A. Ginn, II. Murphy, Orrin

the blood,
and 1 He blood reaches every nook and
Thus all
co
e, of the human system.
iv; nerves, mut e It-s, bones and tissues
come under the beneficent influence of

Tin* One True Wood Purifier.

Wizox Ironi li l« 7

er,

diseases because
purifier. It acts

ot

biov.d

a

ut°o?d Children’s Hose.

interesting meeting
held. Worthy Master Ginn came part
way the day before and
was on hand in time to
open the meeting.
Tue vacant offices were rilled as follows
Chaplain, Mrs. James Cunningham; Lectur-

|

j

df.r

ower a

TO CLOSED

j

was

Itself

to

wide range

a

its i

fession

Evening Express, “It is no disparagement
to the other able men who have filled the

Waldo County Pomona
Grange met May
with Harvest Moon
Grange, Thorndike.
It was quite foggy in the
morning and after
we were aboard the train
the rain began to
fall and not many were
present from a distance with teams; hut a
goodly number
came by train and with those
living nearby
made a very respectable number and a very

directly and positively upon

at Elm

class of citizens against another, their repoit was unanimously adopted.
a brand new meat wag
1'iic j-latf.ur.;, which will be given in full at Augusta a short time ag
ouiov News well
It is titled up
says:
j
I
next week, voices Republican sentiment j in iirst class style inside, lean ami near, and
V\ e iepcat again tliat such ideas are
pi rtown.
A Ion the taiilY and euriency questions; de- j shelves and hooks display the best possi(biers we should unite for the welfare dares in favoi of a firm and
patriotic I ble selections of meat and fowls. On the
ai d }i«»pcritv of tin-entile
municipality. foil ign polity; for the restriction of im- | outside is the proprietor’s name in attracTl
individual who attempts to array one
tive letters large enough that ali who run
section against
another should he de- j migration: for discriminating duties in
or walk may read them, and the announce"mu
d as tlie eomnioLi enemy of the j favor of Ameiican shipping; for unswevvment that he will sell right down to the
v hoie toun.
I iug loyalty to Thomas B. Reed as the lowest cash price, which lie is ible to do as
he deais extensively and buys
is w holesome truth.
of
Ill
We condemn
| strongest man in tire country to serve as the stock he trades in. Having largely
erected a
t
\ narcl.ists who have stirred up strife
the
standard
of
hearer
the
on
his
great
Republilarge
refrigerator
premises,
everyj
and caused idoodshed iu the large cities: can
is kept cool, fresh and pure. His inparty in the approaching presidential thing
creasing business demanded this, and he is
1
tiie.se aie for the most part foreigners
election; and pledges faithful and loyal now better able than ever before t » serve
igmua it of our language, im-aj.able of ap- support to lion.
Genial and gentlemanly in his
Llewellyn Rowers “tlie the public.
dealings lie has won the esteem and respect
1 it elating utir free institutions, creatures standard bearei of our
party and to be of all who ilea! with him, and his summer
in tin guise of men bred in the slums of the next Governor of
business especially is very large.
Maine.”
the Old World, whose early teachings and
Mr. Rowers, who had been notified of
He Shipped as an “Able Seaman.”
surroundings incite to crime. .‘Surely, con- his nomination, was then presented to the
demnation should be dealt out in severer
convention, and the Whig and Courier
A Journal reporter in search of ship news
measure to the native-born of New
Eng- sajs: “He was given an ovation the like asked a man who had just lauded from a
hti d who seek to pi op agate
and
w
of
hich
lias
not
been witnessed here in a
ill-feeling
vessel’s boat if lie belonged aboard the
s-mV in peaceful communities.
As a
long time. It was an enthusiastic scene, three-master which lay just out of sight, be<*
w
are
nte. dependent.
1‘ ’I’ 1
No com- and it was some time before tlie candidate laud the buildings on the wharf.
“No,”
>'
‘uiiy an prosper in which faction is could proceed with his address. lie was said the man, “I belong aboard the twomaster.
“What, vessel V” asked the reportairiyed against faction. We must pull i frequently interrupted by loud
applause
together, bear w tli each others foibles, ! and was heard with the deepest interest er. “Schooner Hattie McG. Buck, Capt.
from New York with coal,” said the
and work togothei for the eonimon end
and closest attention.
He spoke nearly L«»we,
man.
Passing down the wharf and seeing
and prosperity for all.
] •
half an hour and his able effort was highm> two-master in
sight, except those known
commended.
He
was
ly
eloquent and to have been in the harbor before, the reto
have been the unwar- forcible, and the statement of
appears
principles porter asked the man where his vessel was.
seizure 01 an Ameriean fisherman had the true
ring. He was given another After scanning the •harbor the man said,
wiiii hei trip of mackerel on the
“Bv thunder, she is a three-master, and I
Cape ! ovation when he closed."
Siion
the schooner Frederick
came from New York in her!”
Gerring
Thinking he
The Memorial day orator of (.'apt. Jo- had been a passenger who was too seasick
di.
of (Gloucester—has aroused a
ray

Peculiar

ever

place, who in other days was prominent in
Louis) with no second choice in our hearts the
affairs of the town. Many have called
and only that name on our lips,” were
at the cottage to see the painting and all
his closing words.
Governor Cleaves was
have pronounced it a liue picture of the old
the next speaker, and the reception given
gentleman. Mr. Leavitt has spent considerhim hardly need be described. We heartily
able time in Paris fitting himself for his pro-

quent applause from the large audience.
Near the close of his address Mr. Milliken

lege in relation to the Grand

might

Mr. William

visiting

“We go to that convention (St.

house.”

he

the County Orange.

of

2dt.li

Is what gives Hood’s Sarsaparilla its great
popularity, its constantly increasing
sales, and enables it to accomplish its
wonderful and unequalled cures. The
combination, proportion and process
us. d in
preparing Hood Sarsaparilla
are unknown lo other medicines, and
make Hood’s Sarsaparilla

dreamed
mond at Searsmont
they
of. They were knocked out by their appouents by a score of 21 to 14.

our

of the chair was a masterly one, and his
reference to Mr. Reed “brought down the

casion

by that

base ball nine of this place, called the
Northport Stars, went to East Searsmont
last Saturday to play a nine of that town.
The boys returned home fully convinced
that they saw more stars around the dia-

and done.

oc-

near

A

in-

The address of Hon. Harold
Milliken’s Memorial ad- ! M. Sewall of Bath .on assuming the duties

(

1

the

eluding the nomination for Governor by

OF HOULTON.

it

was

which attended all the

Powers

Llewellyn

September,

eloquent addresses, and the enthusiasm

FOR GOVERNOR,

lion.

in

State convention at Bangor Tuesday might
It
well have been a perfunctory affair.
proved, however, to be one of the greatest

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

polls

the

at

Pl'HLlsHKP K\ KKV Till RsDAV MOKMNIi I’V HIE

Merit

Mrs. A. E. Drinkwater lias some beautiful
black coon kittens and anyone in want of
such a pet would do well to call on her.

With but one candidate in the field, and
assurance of a sweeping victory

4, 1896.

BELLA ST, 1H U RS DA V, .Jl'XE

Meeting

NEWS.

NORTHPORT

Maine’s Next Governor.

Licpu’Jlkau journal.

Kveryth ing

in

making your selection.

MRS. B. F.

llanluaru.

Belfast, April

i*

ism;.- u*tt

Best English Pollock Bicycles to

W;Lt|
I

4j

SCi. J.H.A J. W.JONES.

t

SELLING

3 f-2c.

Per Pound.

A.A.HOWES& CO-

HO Main SI.,

lie!fast

L

BELFAST.

OF

m;\\$

THE

_.

i

held next Tuesday,

;ll he

..

|

Wednesday.

I

tpi'eaved

|
;

their

in

uui-

new

the clothing store of

:n

lock

.ig

receut-

case was

Sanborn, but bore no
Written iu
case was the
K. (jnimby, Dec. 5, 1853.

M.

:

i n g its age.
inside of the

11

The lower grades of the two Primary
schools made a trip to City point and the
Head of the Tide yesterday afternoon in

charge of their teachers, for the study
geography.

There will be a
Unity Cluh social, the last
of tlie season, at Memorial
hall to morrow,

preferred stock

John

McTaggart is taking a short vacaand Ins place as
baggage master on the
passenger train is taken by A. J. Morrison.
I. E. Patterson is in
Mr. Morrison place as
brakeman. E. L. Talbot,
fireman, is also off
duty for the week, and Harry Gordon is ill
the cab in ids place.
tion

declared by the
directors of the Belfast & Moosehead Lake
K. K. Co., payable on and after June 1st.
were

bride’s mother, Mrs. Joseph S. Tbombs*, at
corner of Church and Grove streets. The
ceremony was performed by Rev. J. M.
in the presence of a small family
the

Leighton,

was very prettily decolilacs predominating.
The
bridal couple stood on a mat of lilacs, with
the mantle behind banked with the same
fragrant, dower. At either side stood jardinieres of ferns, while overhead were fes-

t

taking
B.

his

two

Eaton

Percy

carrier

••

last year.

worn

will

Follett

It.

invited those who took
Me an’ Otis” to his rooms

;s

Morse.

Carter,

Pendleton,

Murch is

H.

follows:

as

50.46°;

for the month

: ilure

1895, 57.16 ; average for 37
The highest temperature
•'li day, and the lowest 39°
fell

days: precipita-

11

on

Tln

rain

the 31st

of

was

the law court in Augusta !
1
5lowing assignments were

■i

1896-97 : October

terms,

is

.January term, Judge
-rui, Judge Wlntehouse.
the assignment of justices

si.-r:

Is

Law terms. MidYugusta, 4th Tuesday of
t<• rs, 0. J., Foster, HasWiswell and Strout, J. J.
1896,;

■nr

Bangor,

At
t

e

Tuesday

3d

of

•)., Walton, Emand Strmit, J. J.

C.

rs,

V\ mweil
At

Portland, —i Tuesday
Peters, C. J. Walton,
Whiteiiouse, Strom, J. J.

ng.

following

are

residence

Hay

■a

:a

View

I siiuu

voted to devote one-half hour at each
meeting to drill.
was

The Girls’ Home. Another girl from the
Home has been received into a good family.
Miss Lilia M. Reed went to Skowhegau
Monday to live with Mrs. Perley Ames.
Mrs. Sarah Orne Jewett of South Berwick,
in sending a check of $20 for the Horn*-, expressed great interest in the work and her
best wishes for its prosperity.

street to the

his boat at Swan

street,
Freeman Batel.ieh.ler from
1. Use. I 'nioii street to the
B v View street C. G- HllS-

enjoyable occasion. This Band has been
organized only three mouths and lias al- Willard S. Jones of the business firm of
ready raised >.">5 towards the prospective Gordon & Jones of Brooks. That the couple
are held in high esteem was manifested
Old Ladies’ Home. Capt. MeClean of the
by
new barkeutine Josephine gave >(> to aid
j the many beautiful and valuable presents
them, and they think it worthy of note, that, received. Mr. and Mrs. Jones started iminstead of using the rummy for spiritous mediately for Boston and vicinity, where
liquors at the launemng, as is the usual they will make a short stay. A reception
was given them at Mr. Hollis M. Blackcustom on such occasions, lie gave it for tins
stone's in Bridgewater, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs.
purpose.

started out to

Lake,

Accidfats.

New Advertisements
K. lb Frost, 7s
Main street ad\ertiscs a great consignment
sale of fine clothing, hats, caps and furnish- j
ing goods. Bead the quotations of juices, !
etc., and call ami examine the goods offered. j
i -See notice of meeting of stockholders >>f
; the Belfast Hotel Co. July b at
\
xi-j
Carle & Jom s, 21 Main street, are offering
! great bargains in their wall paper depart- ;

1

.V ;rkc

street;

t

to

Kiniel

1

Tw

games of base

•egress stn
n between
J'i.t

a.

;•

re.

Tie-

.Tt.at.ois.

ail

f

were

grounds last
picked nines of
was a large at-

et

nines

were

follows; Belle; Webber, kd b.; Harry
Connell, s.
Berry, r. f.;
Fianders, c. ; Harmon, c. f.;
st b.
Camdens—Mears, c.;
lirst games

as

Andrews, r. f.; Long, 1st b.;
Conant, I’d h.
Parker, 1. f.;
Darby, e. f. For the seea
ers were as follows: Bels. s. and [k
Dickey, kd b.:
it'd 1st b.; Fred Johnson, e.
aant, lid b

Brown, s.
Deo. Darby, e. f. ami
;

Camdens—Meats,

A

ng, 1st

'a.; Parker,

Stev-

s. ;

Will

c.;

Ridi-

c;

f.; Smith,

r.

|

rre

was

sure

limited number of 'basses. She can also he
secured to give parlor or j uhlic readings.

use of buckets, hut in
that there was no smoul-

Miss Burrows has

dering

tire left, water was turned on and
the shed thoroughly wet down. The police
found a pint bottle which had contained
keroseue near the fire, and there was a
strong smell of kerosene when the tire was

in

an

public schools of Lawrence, Mass., in
the Lawrence Telegram we clip the following in regard to the school of which Mr. F.
W. Chase, is the Principal:
the

Rollins school the decora'.! ih art
worthy of special mention and reilert credit on Principal Chase and liis assistants. The hall is draped with hunting

1

flags while on the wall are portraits of
Patterson,
Washington and Lincoln. The stage is hankrr\. s. s. Herman Patterson of
ed with palms, ferns and putted plants in
1 for the Camdens in the secvariety, behind which is a stack of guns and
Hugh D Me Lei lan and W. on rise walls swords are hung. A display of
the drawing and written work of the pupils
few innings. The score by
is shown in the corridors of the building. A
as follows :
very interesting program was well rendered.
.id

i,

f.

c.

o

;

Cou-

and

Laurels

FIRST GAME.

2

II
1

0

5

0

0 2 8
112

1

0

;;

SK.IONO

7

ti

8

Total

0
0

17
11

7

Total

2

1
.1

J

r,

.S

<>

f.

1
1
4

l
0

.id
d 0

20
17

(.’apt. F 17. l)y».*r of the
P>
Palmer, which has been
Alfred Winsor
Son of Bos"f trips fmm Louisburg, a
oort, for Cnited States ports, in
i'k.ms.

ation

od
;

to her

says: “Havmy timecharter
will say, I consider Louis-

one

‘u,

trip

owners

on

poi t, easy of access, good load■; plenty of water; load
always
:*
n

•-barges low, trimming

H cents,

and

out, 22 feet, $45 00, other
There is a towboat in attend*
iired. Vessel can, however, sail

.Sell. Jonathan Cone, Capt.
arrived last week and hauled
’'■r's dock for slight repairs. She is
o load stone at Green's
Landing
V irk, and sailed Monday_The
:t

W.

Cramp, 1,448 tons net, was
it Camden, May 28th from the
1 M. Bean.
A description of the
>s
been printed in The Journal,
uer is the fifty-fifth one built
by
and is the third largest four-mastuer ever built in
Maine_Capt.
late of sell. John J. Marsh, has
y

interest in sell. J. Nickvessel,
‘trmona, which has been hauled
v-'pnrt for three years,f has been
the Barbours <>f Brewer for $100
now fittiug her for a coal
barge
i' <l in Somes’ sound for
holding
master's

's

now

in command of the

the steamer Golden

Hod,

w

hich

Southwest Harbor,
■na is a craft of 150 tons and was
sT.ol in 1848... .Sell. James Holmes
i-'lay for Sandy point to load hay
..Sch. Fannie lS: Edith was in
k the first of the week for paintis to load hay at Belfast and
>•

n

tnesvilie to

for

Boston...

.Sell. Corinna M.

Monday from llocklaud, with lime
Maine

Central 11. II. Co_Sch.
arrived Sunday from Boston to
lor Boston.
F. G. White loads the
•d named vessels.Sell. Charles
< i
arrived Sunday from Boston,
"her for Mathews Bros-Sch. Gait to Bangor
Monday to load huut'ooper & Co....The hark Olive
-1

recently bought iu
Bros, of Isles boro,

New York

by

chartered to
ne from New York to Havana at
<1 and discharged, ami has an offer
1 freight hack-Sell.
Fairy Forest
ii

uesday morning

is

fishing trip.
Omaha arrived Tuesday from Bosh com for Swan «K:
Sibley Co_
Ha I). Price, whose loss at sea is re'i another
column, was on the Belinie railway a short time
ago for
1
repairs and painting_Sell. S. G.
Richardson, from East Harbor,
;ved at Boston May 30th with loss
'^topmast.
on

miniature barkeutine

a

Belfast
an

who

Belfast Baud will rank with the best in the
State;” and that, its music was of a style
“that set the members of a local organization by the ears in jealousy.”
The excursion of the Band to attend the
field day exercises of the Patriarchs Militant,
I. O. O. F., at Rockland this week was also
largely patronized. A delegation from Canton Halifax of Waterville, accompanied by

the libel of liquors seized at the
and Plmmix Hotels May 21st was
held Monday forenoon. No one claimed the
liquors and Judge Rogers ordered that the
beer be spilled and the bard liquors turned
over to the Sheriff.Monday afternoon

our

on

Windsor

arraigned

on

two

^

war-

assault on James Aldus and for
drunkenness. Isaac Baker was arraigned
on charge
of drunkenness.
Respondents
were fined $5 and costs under each warrant.
for

Appealed.
Notes. Steamer Sedgwick, now
running on the Bar Harbor route, will be
withdrawn on June 10th, when the Cimbria,
which has been finely fitted up for the season, will take her place. The Tremont will
probably be put on about the middle of the
month, when the daily service will begin.
After the Sedgwick is taken off that popular
steamer will be prepared for the summer excursion business-June 1st the Vinalhaven & Rockland Steamboat Company entered upon its summer arrangement of two
trips daily between Vinalhaven and Rockland, landing at Hurricane and Lead'bet-

Band members aud their friends.
Brooksville.

widow

living

Mrs.

alone

in

Abbie
this

thought to have ^one away on a
neighbors noticed her curtains

Kencli,

ever

Hub

a

town, was
visit, as her
were down

and doors closed, but after two days tlie
neighbors became anxious and broke into
her house. They found her in her chamber,
where she bail been living for two days, and
how much longer they could not tell, as she
was not able to speak, having had a shock.
One side of her body was entirely paralyzed
and she could not make herself understood.

Quarterly conference at the Methodist
church Saturday evening, June bill, in the
parlor at 7.15. Will ali the official members
make an earnest effort to attend? Sunday
morning, June 7th at 11.50 a. m., Luve Feast;
at

10.45,

Holy

Island. Steamer Gov. Bodwell, Capt.
Win. R. Creed, will leave Vinalhaven for
Rockland every week day at 7 a. m. and 2
I
p. m. Returning, leave Rockland (Tillson’s
i
wharf) for Vinalhaven, at 9.30 a. m. and 4 30
p. m_June 20th steamer Frank Jones will
begin her three trips a week schedule between Rockiaud and Machiasport.
j

Bicycles.

WARRANTED IN EVERY WAY,
855.00.

Price

by the Presiding Elder.

sermon

communion at the

close of

sermon.

A

welcome to all.

FOR

CASH

OR

ON

J. H. & J. W.
Everything

INSTALMENTS.

JOKES,

in Hardware.

1

GO Main St.

BASE BALL GOODS.
SPAULDING LEAGUE BALLS,

BATS,

A1ITS,

MASKS,

ETC.

J. H. & J. W. JOKES
Everything

in

60

Main St.

Hardware.

j
j
|

Cotton

Five lots of Boys’ Strictly All
Wool Suits, ages 1? to 19,
in dark and medium colors,

You must
ate

see

these

bargains

PARTICULAR

Fitting

ATTENTION GIVEN TO

Glasses, and Diseases of
the Eye and Ear,

in

Belfast

National

Bank

$5.00.

appreci-

we

All Wool Summer*
in
light mixtures,

made to sell for 58.00, We
have marked them for this
sale at

them.

Worsteds,

$6.00.

shall offer you

This suit is

be

a

full attendance.

Services at the Universalist church next
Sunday as follows: Morning worship with
sermon, 10:45. Subject, “The Price of Success.”
Sunday school with rehearsal of
songs for Children’s Sunday, 12.
Young

People’s

consecration

meeting

at b :15.

Topic
At the morning

“How to Bear Burdens.”
service, in addition to the musical program
of,last Sunday which will be repeated, there

be sung Jones’ Yenite. Mrs. Frost will
sing Ambrose’s “Une Sweetly Sole mu
will

Thought.”
Preaching morning and' evening at the
Baptist church by the pastor. Morning subject, “The Sunday School—its mission and
it” Is. 54:18.
our duty toward
Evening
subject,

The Three

The music will be

as

Crosses”—Jno.

15:18.

MORNING.

Selection, “O,
Anthem, “Art

f<»r a closer walk,”
thou weary?”

Smith
Norris

Children’s Suits.
In this

dojiaitmeiit we can offer you
bargains a-? follows:

a

genuine bargain.

Scotch Mixed Suits, strict*
ly all wool, in plaids and
fine checks, well worth 510,
you can buy them of us for

$8.00.

some

Clay Worsted Suits, tailormade, in single and double
breasted Sacks and stylish

Wash Suits, ages 3 to 8 yrs., 50c
better quality, $1.00
frocks, only
Satinet
1.00
ages 5 to 13,
! 50
Union
ages 5 to 14,
S10.
Union
better quality, 2 25 Best Tailor Made Suits,
in
1

"

$4.50.

number of

.50

haying,

Better Cotton Pants,

.75

Best Wole-kin Pants.

$1.00

and

special bargains, Nice Cotton
Pants

Wool
1.25

...

Better Cotton and Woo!

Boys’ Light Weight Cotton
Pants,
“

Heavier

Weight Cot-

1.50

Pants,

12c.

All Wool Pants,

1.75

Pants,

25c.

Better All Wool Pants,

2.50

“

Satinet Pants,

40c.

Fine Worsted Pants.

3.00

“

Cotton & Wool Pants, 50c

“

All Wool Pants.

60c.

Pants.

95c.

ton

“

Corduroy

Boys’ Long Pants.

Men’s White Shirts.
The Best laundered white shirt
you ever saw for 50c.
Better

Boys’ Cotton Pants, ages 14
Better

open

grade,

pure linen bosom,

front, 75c.

50c.

to 19 years, at

in Garnet
and Black,

60c.

Quality,

Cotton and Wool Pants,

$1.00

Quality of same.
Best Quality of same.

1 25

Better

..Ad

61.00,
61.953

150

and

Boys' Sweaters.

I offer for sale niv dwelling house at 35 Court
House and L has 10 rooms.
street, Belfast.
Good stable on the premises. Also well of water
and cistern. The property is in good condition.

Sail am! Row Boats

a

to wit:

FOR SALE.
JOHN MOORK, 35 Court St.,
Or ( HAS. F. GINN.

Cotton Pants for

Boys’ Short Pants.

MAINE.

to

Men's Pants.

and Slate color, ages 6 to 16,

AUCTION,

Apply

$12.00.

Fine Worsted Suits, in Blue

13tf

Announcement.

shall

$3.00.

oi' Giasses and Disease.* oi
the Eye atd Ear a Specialty.

MISS GEORGIA T. BURROWS OF BOSTON,
teacher of elocution and physical culture, will organize a limited number of classes. Private pupils
received at any time. Miss Burrows can tie secured to give parlor or public readings, single
numbers, entire programs, or to direct entertainments.
For dates, terms, etc., address
MISS GEORG IE T. BURROWS,
2teow23*
4 Court Street, Belfast.

Blue, Black and Brown mixtures, sold in other stores for
51 ?, can be bought of us for

Suits,

well worth $d.OO, we
put in for this sale at

Fining

ALBERT KANE, Auctioneer.
G. J. Shaw, Attorney for L. A. Dow.
Searsport, May 20, 1896.—Iw23

Wool

Strictly All

We have

E. H. DURGIN, M. D,

23tf

follows:

$6.00, $7.00, $8.00 and $9.00.

Suits,

made

and trimmed,
worth
57.00, going
absolutely
in this sale for

Boys’ Suits in better goods, in
Fine Cassimere and Clay

Building.

I shall sell at public auction on Wednesday,
and adjourned to meet at Maple Grove
June 10, 1890, near Grinnell’s Hotel in Searscampground, Searsport, during the yearly port, all the fanning tools, implements, farm and
riding wagons, one top carriage and many other
meeting which is to be held there beginning articles
too numerous to mention, owned and used
June 18th and continuing over Sunday, by L. A. Dow on Sears Island. Sale will begin
June 21st.
Officers for the ensuing year at 10 a. m. and continue until every article is sold
—rain or shine. This will be the time of your life
will then be elected and it is hoped there to secure a bargain.
will

nicely

Suits,
to

Wool

and

Strictly

$5.00.

J. M. Fletcher, M. D.

SEARSPORT,

The Woman’s Home Missionary meeting
of the Church of God was held recently
with Mrs. Michael Andrews in Frankfort

All

Wool,

“

“

in white

The best values in

50c.

only

Sweaters, with

Sailor Collar,

$1 00

$1.75.
tow n.

Men's Hats &

Caps

of everv description, at prices
which are sure to interest vou.

EVENING.

Selection,

Chorus

Duet, “Sing, for the world rejoiceth,”

Geibel
Miss Milliken and Mrs. Pitcher.

To let by the day or hour at my landing, north side of the steamboat wharf.

O. R. WEBSTER.
Belfast, May 21, 1890.—2m21

NO HOUSEKEEPER USING A

GLENWOOD
RANGE
Will be bothered to know whether the oven
is hot enough or too hot. The THERMOMETER on the oven door tells the
exact heat, and when the oven is just right
to cook Meat, Bread,
Cakes and Pies

perfectly.

$3.00.

$3.50.

“

SOLD

Office

ner.

STeamek

ter’s

One lot of Boys’ Long Pants Cotton Worsted Suits, well
made and extra durable,usualSuits, ages 14 to 17, good
durable suits,cotton and wool,
ly sold for 54, vve shall offer
for
well worth $?, to be closed at

excellent

held in

The following delegates from Belfast are
attending the Cniversalist State Couventiou in Auburn: Rev. C. H. Wells, Mrs. li.
J. Cottrell, Mrs. S. L. Milliken, Mrs. Veizora Mitclieli, Mrs. Sarah E. Pierce, Mrs.
W. B. Rankin, Mrs. Frank O. Critchett,
Miss Lois Lothrop and Miss Sarah K. Gard-

ladies, arrived by the morning passenger
train and joiued with Canton Pallas of this
city in the excursion. The excursion was
sold his 5-year-old Knox mare to Simeon by steamer Cimbria, which brought Cantons
Webb of Rockland... .There has been a gen- from Bangor and from Aroostook county,
eral
overhauling, repainting and house and arrived here about 5 o’clock yesterday
cleaning iu the various county offices in the afternoon. The Belfast Band is to take a
Court House the past week... .The work of prominent part in the proceedings, aud apthe police in searching out unlicensed dogs pears for the first time in new uniforms. The
is producing results. The total number now suits are of white duck with gold buttons,
licensed is 175, number killed 2....Miss aud the helmets of white with gold spikes.
Lucy A. Cochran has sold her house on The helmets, trimmings, etc., are from Oak
Cedar street to Mrs. Mary J. Hoag-The Hall, Bostou; the suits were cut by H. W.
street light at the corner of High and Field
Clark, tlie pants made by M. B. Lawrence
streets, authorized by the City Council Mon- aud the coats by W. W. Cates.
The latest order received by the Baud is a
day evening, was lighted Tuesday night.
The town of
Police Court. Winthrop Lane of North- highly complimentary one.
Eden is to celebrate its centennial July 2d
port was before tlie Court last Friday on
ami 3d, and Belfast Band is engaged to furcomplaint of John J. Sbaw, for assault on
the complainant, and for drunkenness and nish music. As the affair is gotton up by
disturbance. Lane pleaded guilty and was the summer residents of Bar Harbor, ami
sentenced to a tine of $5 and costs for as- as some of the best bands in New England
sault and JO days in jail and costs for drunk- were considered in making the arrangeenness.
The costs amounted to $15.02.... A ments, this order is extremely gratifying t<>

was

FKKD ATWOOD.
Winterport, May 18, 1896.—4w21

Waldo county. A full
report will be given in our next issue.

N. S. Lord is making a foresail
for sell. Jolm C. Smith and a suit of sails for
Decrow’s new yacht-Geo. A. Bailey has

RMiinlau

Z-& Get r\y Prices Before Buying.

m

present report that it was the
largely attended and interesting con-

vention

Chat.

Michael

Belfast, and, in fact, in many
Maine, having spent a number of

m

in

were

most

steamer

Searsport; <s from Sandypoint, nd 14 from Wiuterport, The excursion paid the band a good dividend. The
Bangor papers speak highly of our Band.
The Daily News says: “The Belfast organization is a credit to the city—would be to
The Commercial says; “The
any city.”

the store of Geo. W. Burkett. The craft
a tow boat, also built by Mr. Wiley, are
in a handsome white case, draped at the
sides, with a background and sea painted
by J. H. Havener. By means of a clock
work arrangement tile bark and tug rise and
fall as on an ocean swell. The bark model
is similar to the Little Doris, exhibited
by Mr. Wiley last year, and now in Baltimore, but improved iu many respects, and
we doubt if a finer piece of work of the kind
has ever been produced. The bark is named “Ainath.”

rants,

U.

the State. Her many friends
extend congratulations. The happy couple
started at once after the marriage for Ellwood City, Pa where Mr. Lefforts has important business interests.

excursion to

Men’s Suits.

*BOYS’ SUITS.*

IMPLEMENTS,

This reliable mower with improvements will be
sold at popular prices. Full line of repairs.

attended the County Christian Endeavor
Convention at Morrill, Tuesday. Those

Band.

tlie Band: lb from

with

hearing

!.ut

public reading

Cimbria, to accommodate those who wished to attend the
Republican State Convention. The passengers numbered 177 from Belfast, including

at

GAMK.

1

Bangor Tuesday by

recently built
and rigged by Frank E. Wiley, ami before
mentioned in The Journal,- is mi exhibition
The

1

the

The Belfast Band made

■

I

for

FULL STOCK OF

n

Moxroe-Grkfr.
Elbert J. Monroe of
Belfast and Lovina M. Greer of Morrill
were united in
marriage Monday evening,
in her praise. Her address is 4 Court street,
June 1st, at the home of the bride's parents,
Belfast... .See notice of auction sale at GrinMartin V. and Mary A. Greer of Morrill.
nelFs Hotel, Searsport, beginning at 1. a. m
Rev. H. 1. Holt performed the ceremony in
June 10th of the farming tools, etc., used by j
the presence of a large company of friends
L. A. Dow on Sears Island_A part or all !
and relatives. Many beautiful
presents were
of the hall in the John Pierce block is offerreceived and refreshments were served. The
ed for rent.
Inquire at Belfast National j
couple have the best wishes of many friends.
Bank....Capt. John Moore otters for sale
his dwelling house at 2*5 Court street, BelThe Churches.
fast, a very desirable property. Inquire on
the premises or of Charles F. Ginn.
About twenty-live persons from Belfast

account, of Memorial exercises in

At, th*' John R.

given

one

Implements.

If in want now is the tin e to buy. The indications of a revival "I business in tlu* \k \ k tl tike
shown and such goods must be higher.

The parties belong in New Vork
the bride is well and favorably

LelTerts.

City.

summers

1

FROST'S,8*1

made to retail from $6.00 to
$8,00, you have your chice for

Which I WILL SELL AT VERY LOW PRICES.

here with much acceptance and those who
have heard her on othe:: occasions are warm

progress,
From

Masonic

lot of

8y

s-Roi;so.\.
Mrs. Sara Tawney
R d>son was married in Washington, D. C.,
June 1st at the residence of her brother,
Hon. Jnines A. Tawney, to Mr. John A.

kuowi

odd

physical culture, is prepared to receive j*rivate jmjiils at any time and will organize a

extinguished by the.
order to make

Mansfield,
an

E. P.

jf

U'l your address, naming this paper,
id we willseud you free a book, ’'Mrs. An
Pupkins' Thanksgiving. by one /■
of the most popular humorous /AC*

FURNISHING GOODS,«

*»

Ei Eii

places

out

Fine Clothing, Hats, Caps,

ate

Temple,

closing

for use in twenty minutes. I
ys fresh, delicious and whole- I
:.
Cleanliness and the best I
e of materials are first conrations in its manufacture. A
everywhere. Take no substitutes. M
lc. package makes two large pies. iJML

Cultivators, Harrows and Plows,

have the best wishes of their many
friends in Belfast as well as in Brooks.

Li

<*-

several

*M\7for to-day ? Don’t give it
~Aj a thought—further than to
sSl order it from your grocer. v*K
at/ Give your husband and the
Br boys a treat after their own hearts VS
U —a mince pie, fruit cake, or a W
■ fruit pudding. To have the per- ■
V fection of mince pie or fruit pud- 1

A

Jones

children’s hose
at 5 cents per pair.... Miss Georgia T. Burrows of Boston, teacher of elocution and

ment.\. P
is

started Monday night about
11 ::u o’clock iu ahorse shed attached to F.
A. Knowlton's store on Main street.
Tm*
lire was discovered by the watchman in the
shoe factory, who gave the alarm.
It was
A

stop

^^Dessert^^

Farm

1

o! Mr. ami Mrs.

to

and Waldo.

A quiet but pretty wedJonfs-Chase.
ding took place in Brooks Thursday noon,
May 28th, at the residence of Mr. M. Chase,
when his daughter, Lena E. Chase, was
married by the Rev. David Brackett to Mr.

furnished for the members and invited
friends and a social
evening passed. It was
pronounced by those present to be a very

Wyatt (.’arrow, a young son
Henry Harrow of East Belfast, had a severe and peculiar accident
Wednesday afternoon, May 27th. He was
eet to the We a bouse,
.:
work about the dooryanl, and fell on a
F. K. Thomas from Church
pitchfork which was lying on the ground.
ms house. Waldo Avenue;
Two Mies entered his right wrist, one pass\ from 1'eijve street to the
ing completely through. A portion of the
Bridge street; ,1. Albeit hom- was
split otT, ami He wound is very
A' I;.i.
A von a :■ t
No. k'J
Maine Hills, son of Dr. Isaac
j paini'u
Mm. 11 aii'.i ih Wi-slic,1 from j
Ildls, L 1! while Moulding with another bov
Piet, a •-.•’s house. Main
on th• school common Monday afternoon,
1. Haveer from the Lang J
breaking Ids left arm above the elbow.
M. ier street.

Court.

Wednesday evening, May 27th, the Help- !
ing Hand Circle of Kings Daughters met
with Mrs. L. F. Howard.
A picnic supper

Fish Facts. Augustine Colburn went to
last Thursday and caught a 3 1-2
pound salmon and a 4 3-4 pound trout iu an
hour ami a half. Saturday John Sanborn

Detriot, Mich.,

for

weeks. His many friends hope he will rewith his health greatly improved_
Capt. A. A. Ginn and wife attended the
county grange at Thorndike last week and
on the way they visited friends in Brooks

and chain set with a beautiful diamond, j
The bridegroom is one of the rising young
business men of Peoria, and is the Commercial Agent of the Santa Fe Railroad Co.
After a wedding lunch, which was served
immediately after the ceremony, the happy
couple took the train for their new home in
Peoria, where Mr. Millhouse is to erect a
fine residence. Their route will be via. Boston, New York and Niagara Falls. A large
party of friends assembled at the railway
station aud showered the departing couple
with rice and good wishes.

Brooks, whose petition in insolvency is
pending in the Insolvency Court Emery
Board man, Esq., appointed by the Judg of
the Insolvency, presided at the hearing, and
Fred W. Brown, Jr.
Esq of Brooks appeared as assignee. R. W. Rogers, Esq., appeared as attorney for Mr. Gould. The case
will he reported at the June term of Insol-

Swan Lake

re-

-3

was

among the
the city
S.
he

Bouquets of cut flowprettily arranged about the room.
The bride wore a traveling gown of mixed
novelty suiting, with trimmings of blue
broad-cloth, and a bouquet of roses and
1
lilies of the valley. Miss Anne D. Crosby
acted as bridesmaid' and Mr. Joseph E.
Tliombs, brother of the bride, as grooms- 1
The happy couple were the recipients !
man.
of a large number of handsome and valuable
presents, the bride, who is one of our most
popular and accomplished young ladies, being specially remembered by her host of
friends throughout the city. The groom’s
present to the bride was a handsome watch

of

Hand."

Saturday

GREAT CONSIGNMENT SALE

*•

turn

of evergreens.

toons

bearing of several days’ duration was
closed Tuesday in the case of William Gould

vency

parlor

white

ers were

4
7

A

The Clias. K. Harris Comedy Company
began a week's engagement at the Belfast
Opera House last Monday evening, following a very suceessful two weeks’ engagement in Rockland. The company is highly
spoken of here and elsewhere. This, Thursday, evening, the play will be “The Iron

beat this record, and succeeded
Iu one hour and twelve minutes from
the time be left the lunch ear at the corner
Main and High streets he had a salmon in

which

«,

J,

5

IS

rated,

There will be a concert
by the First Baptist Choral Association at the
Baptist church
next Friday evening.
Admission 25 cents.
The program will include
choruses, trios,
duetts and solos, and will be varied considfrom
former
erably
concerts by the Association. A number of uevv
pieces will be introduced and there will be more solos. The
concerts given both here and at
Searsport
have been highly appreciated and this is expected to be better than any before given.

At a meeting of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons
Friday evening, where
i-asantly entertained with of Veterans, Monday eveuing, Walter H.
imental music, after which Hobbs was raised from the position of Corwas served.
poral of the Guard to Chaplain, and George
k
The weather record for Shaw was elected Corporal of the Guard. It
I.

;3

Wes nee,
Col co rd,

last-

I:

is
‘>0

Decrow,
Howes,

Prof. L. H. Stevens, principal of Stevens’
Dancing Academy of Lynn, will open a
school for young people in Odd Fellows
Hall in this city in a few weeks. His advertisement, giving further particulars, will appear next week.

The

| party.

Following is a list of unclaimed letters
1 Rize Shooting.
The third cup shoot for
remaining in the Belfast Post Office for the the season of the
Belfast Gun Club was held
.[inner.M
week ending May 30, 1890:
Ladies—Miss I.
Tuesday evening with the following result:
s
have received their A. McCurdy. Gentlemen—Mr. Samuel CunScore, Points. Total.
,,
P.
11. Leonard, Esq., Mr. George C00UU>8,
v now wear helmets in-' ningham,
;;
jy
: rni caps
;i!I'Si'ii is
md Chas.

Prospect Ferry. Misses Gerrisli and
Pinkerton of the E. M. C. Seminary, Bucks
port, visited Miss Orianna Harding last Saturday and Sunday-Mrs. James Powers
has moved to Orouo-Mrs. Luther Butler
has moved from Mt. Heaganto Franklin_
The many friends of Janies Donovan will be
glad to know that lie is at home from Boston
on a vacation-Miss Grace Somes returned
to her home in Mt Desert last Saturday....
Miss Vennie Harriman is visiting relatives
in Peabody and Haverhill, Mass_Mrs.
W. O. Harding and her son Percy left for
Boston last Thursday to go a trip to sea
with Capt. Harding-George Avery left

Millhouse-Thombs. Mr. Charles Lewis
Millhouse of Peoria, III-, aud Miss Ella
Josephine Tbombs of this city, were married at noon Tuesday at the residence of the

Friday, evening.

of

The usual semi-annual dividends of three
per cent, on the preferred and $1.40 on the
non

Wedding Bells.

Sold in :il1 prominent cities and towns
throughout New England.
WADE BY WEIR STOVE COMPANY, TAUNTON, MASS.

To the Citizens of Belfast,
hereby given that fast driving is hereby prohibited on the following streets in the city
of Belfast, viz: Congress,Cedar, Court and Union
streets, and on High and Church streets from the

Boys’ Straw Hats
4 TO 45 CENTS.

Notice is

Court House
23

to

the foot of the square.
CITY MARSHAL.

To the Citizens of Belfast.
Notice is

the citizens of Btdfast
to remove all paper and other rubbish from the
sidewalk and street in front of their respective
places, and keep the same free from any obstructions or impediments which mav collect therein.
23
CITY MARSHAL.

hereby given

to

LostT at Belfast Opera House,
Saturday, May 30th, SILK UMBRELLA. Finder
please leave at 37 Cedar street and receive reward.

Iw23*

Men’s Mackintoshes,

IN GREAT VARIETY, FROM

Before

You

with

or

without capes,

$3.00, $4,00, $5.00 and $6.00.

Spend

a

Dollar

in the line of Clothing, Hats, Caps and Furnishis your duty, in justice to your pocket book,
it
Goods,
ing
to look over our stock.
Our reputation for square dealing
for the past ten years is OUR GUARANTEE OF THE

for

anything

HONEST CHARACTER OF THIS SALE.
I
EP
■

B

CPftQT
I
IT | bL

78 Main St.,

J

Second Store

Below Masonic Temple-

The Inspiration of Heroism.
Sermon Preached

ui

the North

<

sorrow the loved ones
not
the sacrifice.
And

lost, yet regretted

hurch, Memorial

triumphant—a victory

bunds}, May 24th, by Rev. («. V Mills. Published by Request.
Hebrews 11 cC-Mu. Who through faith subdued kingdoms, wrought righteousness, obtained promises, stopped the mouths of lions,
quenched the puw.-r <>1 tire, escaped the edge
ot the sword, from weakness were made
strong, waged mighty iu war, turned to

flight

God!

armies of aliens.

it that

sent

forth

our

There is very much that

North-

soldiers to endure hardship, to battle,
and perhaps to die? What was it that
impelled to such magnificent loyalty and.
costly sacrifice of blood ami treasure not
only in those v ho went but equally in
those who gave them up to go? Here
certainly was no warlike spirit outbreaking in l.ust of territory, or any greed of I
gain. It was not for the satisfaction of
the restless ambition of some monarch or
Nor was it
group of unprincipled men.
a
mere
unrecking enthusiasm evoked
through fiery appeal to slumbering sentiment.
There was nothing selfish, nothing vainglorious, nothing fanciful, nothwild
and foolish, about the uprising
ing
ti arms of the patriotic North.
Excitement played its great part of course. You
who remember those fateful days in V»1
know h-.u the hearts of men were thrilled
by maria! music and the stirring speech
<d Hie orator.
DouLitless some enlisted I
v 1
>
hardly understood what they were
do ng.
They were swept, unthinking,
heipicss, to camp and Jieid on the crest ot
the gnat wa.c of passionate patriotism
that rolled t! e length and breadth of the
N
t lirin lami.
A few- -a very lew—there
might bavr. ben: who were governed by
ijm i.m motiveof speculation, or
pliuern

|

1

d.*un in

ce.

None,

I

we are

think-

ing of in this sacred anniversary time.
You soldiers of the Grand Army of the
Republic have your vivid memories, which
glow with fresh brightness on each recurring Memorial Day. You recall the
particular battles in which you were and

Who through ui'ith."Simple fidelity
is the conception here,
it is fruit in
conduct which springs from hope, from a
belief in the unseen, from a conviction
that the ideal is the most real.
So that
in iny allusion to faith this morning you
will nut understand me to refer to that
(leej) inner experience about which the
Apostle Paul says so much in his letters,
that mystic union with Hod in Christ
which is an appropriation of the divine
eharaett r. but rather to the ruling idea in
this 11 ui chapter of Hebrews—to faith as
meaning just this, that belief which leads
to faithfulness.
u iiat was

was

borne of you have seen the famous
painting entitled “Yankee Doodle,” which
was on exhibition at our National Centennial, one of the most inspiring of all war
pictures. (And let me say right here that
if you ever have occasion to go to Marblehead, Mass., be sure to visit Abbott Hall,
where the painting now has its permanent home.)
It illustrates the spirit of
177(5. Three figures are marching in the
foreground at the head of the line. An
old drummer is the centre of the heroic
Without hat or coat, his shirt
group.
open at the neck and one sleeve rolled
back and hanging loose as if he had just
turned from his labor, his white hair
streaming in the wind, his face set in
lines of tierce determination, with drumsticks upraised to beat the martial melody, he is the personification of fearless, inspired patriotism. On his left is the fifer. a
younger man, his son perhaps, with the
same passion of feeling and grim resolve
written upon his features; while at the
right is a little drummer boy, the grandson, w e think, keeping time to the beat of
the other drum as he gazes in rapt devotion into the old man’s face.
It is a picture stirring with life and energy, thrilling witli heroism. No wonder that it
touched mightily the heart of a nation.
Hut: it represents, 1 take it, no more the
spirit oi 7<5 than it does that of ’01. Indeed, it portrays a uuiveisal spirit. The
artist has caught upon the canvas and
fixed a moment true in its idea for any
time and any land where men have found
it sweet and noble to die for their counWhat do you read in that faraway
try.
cst.it ic look but hope in the unseen, the
vision of an ideal, an undying faith in
the right, a God-like devotion to the
truth! “Who through faith subdued kingdoms and w rought lighteousness.” There
is nothing else, I tell you, that really
wins.

These words are from an eloquent summary of the experience and accomplishment of certain heroes of faith in an olden
time. The very language thrills with feeling, and we conceive the patriotic ardor of
the inspired penman, and w hat must have
been the muting power of his historic recital over the heart of the Hebrew Christian.
There is in these w ords an appeal to us
to-day. I do not know how out can read
this 111); chapter of Hebrews with the few
verses immediately following in the 12th
chapter (which indeed ought never to have
been separat'd ly such unwarranted division) without a genuine stilling of soul.
It is uot, 1 suppose, that w» have any
special sympathetic interest in the ancient
worthies who are named, not such interest surely as we entertain for great lives
that t< ueh us more closely in point of
time and nationality, but it is a tale of
suffering and tiials patiently borne, of
mighty deeds worked in righteousness,
all through a simple, unwavering trust;
and any such tale is with power.
Then
we pelceive that if the description primaiily has to do with a select race and a
particular age, yet the truth about heroic
lift which it sets forth is prophetic and
universal.
How well, for instance, these
words pi' lure 1 lie tribulation and heroism of the martyr
of the
Christian
chin, h, even in accuracy and vividness of
detail. And likewise they have their application wherever and whenever men,
obedient to the eall of. church, or home,
or
country, have endured much and
wrought valiantly in single-hearted devotion t>> duty through the power of a
great faith.

*

faith
for humanity and
it

the leaders under whom you fought.
You live again through the tierce combat;
you smell the smoke and hear the shout
and see the awful carnage.
You rereraber the display of carnage, the special
feat of valor, the narrow escape, the
amusing predicament, the good feeling of
comradery, the recklessness and abandon
and hardship of army life. A thousand
and one circumstances and
incidents
throng to your mind and you cherish them
all and you ought so to do as h-ng as you
live. And you have your sad memories
as well,
as you tlnnk ot tiie comrades
gone ami \om Iasi thinning ranks. Others
of us, too, bear in our hearts memories
precious and pathetic, borne one very
dear to us went as you went and never
returned, or came back only to die. Now
it would not be Memorial week unless we
thought of these things, and these are the
chief thing's of which to think, but yet I
shall feel that my word this morning has
been spoken amiss unless we shall remember, with ail else that we remember,
that a kingdom was subdued and righteousness was wrought aud the sovereign
purpose of Almighty God accomplished
through the power of simple faith.
It is difficult for those of us who were
born since the war, or at least whose personal memory does not go back to the
days of the great conflict, to feel about
the war and much that it suggests just as
1 say “difficult”
you do who are older.
it certainly would not be quite natural
that we should feel the same—for it seems
to me that we ought to he, in a
sense,more
alive* to the iealit\ of the thing and its
significance than we are commonly perhaps. W'c honor tin* soldier. \Y< are intensely interested in the recital of his
\Ye know mir Ameriarmy experience.
can history
well
that study is seldom
slighted in school days. And we have
read,again and again very likely, the thrilling detail of battles and the biographies
ot eminent commanders.
We are patriotic in
sentiment too, particularly on
and
more
or less at all
special occasions,
times.
But still we haven’t such genuine
glow of feeling, such burning of enthusiasm,and such strength of conviction about
certain tilings, as seem t<» possess the old
soldier. Surely it is all there, only latent,
aud would iind expression if the need
were insistent.
But 1 wonder if we of
this other generation might not come into
the constant
deeper, intenser feeling
through a clearer appreciation of just
what true heroism is. whence its spring
—

•»;•! blood to ieas..n
doubt it' heroism
evia
ib es that.
yMiiek, instantaneous
tliinki i_ w is no-, .s.siry.
The rebel shot
uni i
.fibs rail permitted no delay,
but tl.r vast
iaj ui:y knew exactly what
ih<\\ "< n- to fight for, and not.w itbstand•m
tin- beivc, wild excitement of the
hou". which was enough to turn menus
heaos and drive them mad, they marched
forth with lii m conviction and high resolve, to do, and to die many of tin m, for
the eternal light. And as the ward lagged
on and ail glamour of battle
disappeared,
and it was seen to be ;he hard,
bloody
fact, and the death
snuggle that it really
the
conviction
was
"•us,
yet unshaken,
the resolve was still as noble.
You see
simple faith was at the root of it—this
or inspiration.
belief which is known by its fruit, faith
fulness.
ou
perceive what L mean by this
r
It is not keeping
unuamentally, it was faith m an nlca. deeper intenser feeling.
In speaking as we do so often of our civil alive unpleasant memories or
fanning an
"war as a war for
principle, we may still old llame. The sooner every bit of secnot touch the heart of the matter.
It was | tioual distrust and bitterness and hate is
a war to preserve the Union of the
States; buried beyond recovery tiie better. There
it was a war t<> avenge the insult to the
ought to be no North or ,South or East or
National llag and to punish the rebellious
West, but a I'nion, as the immortal Websubject: but it was more than that, and ster said, ‘now and forever,one and insepchiefly. 1 think,something other than that. arable.” The war determined that, to be
Here was only the immediate occasion of
sure, but we have still great need of a
the coi fiict. Two great ideas were strugquickening of our National sense. Misunt«u
gling
mastery of the western conti- derstandings are yet to be removed, prejunent.
It was not merely “strict construc- dices abated and a
temper of greater fortion
and “loose construction,” applied bearance and conciliation and
mutual
to conflicting interpretations of the con- sacrilice
cultivated. Nor it is my idea that
stitution, or “state rights” and “federal we should seek a more strictly martial
rights,
political terms marking variant feeling. 1 do not believe in a war spirit
political conceptions. At bottom it was as a spirit, that is, independently of the
the old, old struggle that has
appeared in justice or righteousness of some cause
countless forms in every clime and land which concerns the welfare of
humanity at
sin e the creation of the
world—freedom, large or the real honor—not fancied mind
liberty against slavery, bondage; the peo- you—the real honor and integrity of the
ple against princes. “Man is free”—that nation. I can not but disapprove any atthe North believed, for that its soldiers
tempt to build up a navy one hit more
fought and bled. Each blue coat stood as effective and imposing than such a one as
the representative of
democracy as op- we have already. 1 think it is a mistake
posed to a slave-holding caste, for this to introduce military drill into our public
equality and freedom as the heritage of schools. War as war, and all that cultiall as against the assumption of an aristo- vates
delight in it and makes the occasion
cratic few.
Now I do not say that each of it
easy, is opposed to the true progress of
individual soldier of this greater number civilization and is
anti-Christian. I think
who were truly heroic both in motive and the soldier who has been
through battle
conduct understood this fully at the
and
knows
the
honor
of it and remembers
time,
probably most of them did not. Remem- the sorrow of it,is usually the very lirstto
ber, it is only when we look back after agree with such idea. But the need of
long years that we can formulate a defi- young America is this, rather—a love of
nite statement of the belief which was the
country which is passionate and absorbunconscious, guiding principle of be- ing, which kindles at the very thought of
haviour.
This faith or fidelity took on the heroic sacrifices of our
fathers, which
the form of a splendid outburst of love honors
every brave deed that was ever done
and loyally.
The Stars and Stripes had for God and native
land, which bows its
been trailed in the dust, the honor of the head in reverence before the
Stars and
nation had been betrayed, the existence
Stripes, not in mere sentiment, but beof the government was
imperilled. “To cause it. knows what that red, white and
arms
meant to save the Union and to blue
Hag means, what it has cost to
Hay the traitor; and mothers gave their those stars upon their azure field. keep
And
sons, and wives their husbands, and maidthen, chiefest of all—a love of country
ens their lovers, and
a
count
less
host
which
is
more than any thought or feelthese,
of men and boys, w ent forth from
city and ing about country, which is a devotion to
town and Jiamlet and farm, for the reason
her vital interests, a consecration of heart
that all hearts were fired with a
passion and hand and brain to her service in what
of devotion and a passion for
veugeance. ways will best overcome her temptation,
Rut through Ju'tth, I say, they subdued lift her out of her
weakness, and bless her
kingdoms aud wrought righteousness. ; with a truer, purer and nobler life in
Love of country without faith in
country j growth unceasing.
is impossible.
It is always from faith
J Now shall we not be helped to this more
first that the other virtues and graces dethorough-going patriotism in proportion
velop. And such sublime enthusiasm of as we get hold of the idea, not intellectulove and loyalty as possessed the heroic
ally simply, but as a living, acting convicheart of our Northern soldiery was the
tion, that whatever is of true worth in
inevitable fruit of the national consciousvaliant, courageous behavior, in all heroness of what was
and
eterism indeed, has its source or inspiration
eternally just
nally right. It was faith that roused at in faith? When we really believe in our
last the careless and unsuspecting North;
country, that is, perceive and reverence
it was faith that mustered the great
army the ideal of her life and have sure hope
of freedom and sent it marching
proudly of her unseen future, w hich belief is never
away; it was faith that endured the weary separated from trust in the God of our
marches and the exposure of the camp, fathers and the
righteous fulfillment pf
that nerved to the charge, that withstood His
will, then shall we love our country
the storm of shot and shell, that suffered with the noblest love.
We, too, through
in hospitals, that starved in prisons, that faith
may subdue kingdoms of evil and
died on the bloody field; it was faitli that
bring righteousnesto pass. And there is
buried the dead and mourned in noble so much of that work for us
to do—the
sini:r.

sat

about
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matin
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Children Cry fo» Pitcher’s Castoria.

;

j
!

;

j
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j

opportunity was never more divine tnan
it is in this present hour.
What a kindling there ought to be in
the hearts of us all, soldier and civilian,
young and old, on this coming Memorial
Day, and with each recurring anniversary
through the years! We staud by the
graves of our martyred dead and strew
them with flowers.
We think of the
great army of our heroes of faith, of
the many that are fallen asleep, of the
shattered and fast wasting remnant. Verily are we encompassed by a great cloud
of witnesses, the testimony of matchless example! You who are left in memory of your own faith aud love and
loyalty and that of your comrades
who have gone before, should still be
truest, noblest patriots, displaying in
ways of peaceful, loyal citizenship such
virtues as are won on the stirring held of

j
I strife—courage,

obedience,

Personal letters reach Mrs. Pinkham
some asking advice, and
others, like the following, telling of
what Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

has done and will ever continue to do in eradicating those fearful

female complaints

so

little understood

by physicians.
Al\

womb

Outing for June is a bicycle number,
filled with breezy stories of the wheel in
The regular departments of
many lands.
the king of sporting publications are seasonable and interesting, while the illustrations are up to the usual high standard.
The contents are as follows:—“A Friend
in Need,” by Caroline Shelley; “The Bicycle in Athens," by T. G.’Allen, Jr.;
“Troming on The North Shore,” by W.
O. Henderson; “Wheeling Thro’ Western
England,” by Alice L. Moqiie; “A
fin de Cycle Incident,” by Enda ('. Jackson;
A ale at Henley,
by W. B. Curtis;
“Wheeling Through Virginia,” by J.
lb
Carrington; “Lenz’s World Tour
Awheel;” “Military Cycling Thro’ Dakotas,
by Lieut, lb C. Cabell; “America’s
1 in 1-Transition," by Eiancis
Trevelyan;
“(ietting into Commission,” by lb B.
Burchaid; “Haveiford College ( ricket,”
by A. ('. Thomas, and the usual editorials, poems, recoids, etc.

not take
to

and in all probability will increase in
value at least 50 per cent, during tin
year.
Par value $10.00 per share." IIow man)
shares do you want if every word of this
is true? A postal card costing one cent
will bring you the proof you ask for.

Du.

of

Water

j

I>. 1*7*. I y her deed of inortfia^e <>t that date, recorded in the Waldo Ecji-m of Dec< s. Rook 1*4,
I’a^e »;<. c< nve} ed to u*. the nieiersi^neil. a eertau. parcel <1
land with the l>u blinds thereon.
1> irie in •*;»i«I town of I.incolm ille. and hounded
as follows, to wit:
northerly. i>y the Andrew MeCohh larm: easterly, by the Kendall pond; southerl}. I»y the Erohoek larm, and westerlv. by the,
Idiek traji river; and whereas the conditions of
said mortjiatre have been broken. now therefore,
by reason of the breach of the condition thereot,
! we claim a
foreclosure o' said mortgage.
Lineolnville, Ale., Mav 25. lsi'd.
.'Wv22
Iv 1’. A A. F. HAHX.
subscribers hereby jrive public notice
THE
concerned, that they’have been duly appointed
to all

and taken upon themselves the trust of Executors
of the last will and testament of
CHRISTOPHER A.

ERSKINE, late of Palermo,

in the county of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
a* the law directs; they therefore request all persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon to exhibit the same for settlement to them.
ADA A. NORTHROP.
3w22
CHRIST1A N. ERSKINE.

Make Cows Pay.

Twenty

cows

and one

Little Giant Separator
will make more butter than

twenty-five cows and
Write
cream separator
P. M. SHARPLES,
■

no

West Chester, Penn., Elgin, 111.,
Rutland, Vt.,or Omaha, Neb.

of

n

\.

>,

Arc

St

mi

Hro..,

“Our physicians in the ciSs
have spoken highly ot t
erne in their outside
practice wo.
and although we only havt

not

ment

distant when iimtlu-rs will c.utsider tin
real interest of their children, and use Castoria
iuste :d of the various quaek nostrums which

medical supplies what is known
are destroying their loved outs,
by foteiug products, yet we are tree to con;
opium, morphine, soothing syrup and. other merits of Castoria has won us t
hurtful agents down their throats, thereby
favor upon it
sending them to premature graves
United Hospital and Hi
Dr. J. F. Kincheloe,
!
Bosh
Ark.
Allen
C. Smith, Pres.
Conway,

The Centaur Company, 77 Murray Street, New York C-ty

* mi

\

Don’t Let

QTAD!
I \Jm

W

Constipation

■

You will find

Kill You

PURE, SURE CURE in

a

va& ca'ieto

Abner Coburn, J P Putnam, sailed from
New York Feb 12 for Yokahama.
A G Ropes, David Rivers, cleared from
New York March 28 for San Francisco;
spoken April 18, lat 8 N, Ion 211 W.
A J Fuller, T P Coleord, sailed from Iloilo
April 2 fur Delaware Breakwater.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed fioni Shanghae April id• lor Singapore.
Centennial, B F Coleord, sailed from New
York March 17 for San Francisco; put into
Montevideo May 22 with cargo shitted.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, arrived at New

Gandy Cathartic

from

New \ ork March 21 tor Santos.
Serrano, R G Waterhouse, at Batavia
April 15.
St. Lucie, Si nett 1, arrived at Port Natal
April 2 from New York.
Thomas A Goddard, W S Grillin, cleared
Horn
oston May 21 for
Parrshoro, N S.
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, cleared
from Portland April IS for Buenos
Ayres.
SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W K Gilkey, sailed from
April 25 lor Buenos Ayres.
George V Jordan, Fred H Park, arrived at

Portland

Buenos Ayres Mareli 2 from New York.
Hattie MeG Buck, H F
Sprowl, sailed
from Belfast May 21, Bangor for New York.
arrived

at

Cure

So

nice

Please

buy and try Cascarets to-day.

to take,

Gonstipatii

mild,

so

Ten

cents

effecti\.

so
puts

box in yo

a

They work while you sleep. If not pleased, buy no more.
Get free sample and booklet from your druggist or from us by mail for tht
Cascarets sold by all druggists, ioc. 25c, 50c. Address nearest office.
THE STERLING REMEDY CO.,
Montreal. Can.
New Yo?s
Chicago.
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that administration of the estate -1 .-aid deceased
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Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby,
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Vessels.

Falmouth, Eng.
Lose Inins, Melvin Colcord, cleared

rilKUKAS, t.oIS AlcCOIili. late .if I.ini'.ilnill**, in the Count} of Waldo, .ieeeased, in
her life time, to wit. on the loth day ot October, A.
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LoweU, Mass.
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BENJAMIN

PETIT MANAN LAND k INDUSTRIAL CO.
55 Church Street, Belfast, Halne.
Hancock Building, Devonshire St., Boston.
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C
Castoria is
I
'onimiri! it
known to sue.’’
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Probate Court held at Beltast, vvirltin and lor
\\ aldo, on the seeoml Tt
-,:a v .it
County
May. A. 1>. 1 SI Hi.
fA.MMA M Work, widow of CALVIN WORK.
Xj late of Jackson, in said County <d \\ aht,.. deceased, having presented a petition foi an allowance out ol
the persona 1 estate ot said deceased
«>rdered, Tlmt t lie said pet it ioner gi\ e not tee to
all persons interested by causing ;i ,-,v\ .,j :pjs
order to be published three weeks successive! v in
tin* Republican Journal, printed a> Bel :as;, t hat
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and for said l,.untu ui the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten oflie eloek
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
the

<

granted.
A

true

eopv.

CKO. K. JOHNSON. Judge.
Attest:—
Jekk’h I>. Parkkk, Register.

Probate Court held
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the

County of \\ ahlo,
May, A. 1>. lSPC.

at
on

Belfast, within and for
the seeoml Tuesday ot

granted.
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true

copy.
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JereTi

K

JOHNSON. Judge.

l>.

Parker, Register.
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last.
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tirst and t uai account ,.| adnnniM
estate t'oi allow.i .c
« ddered
I'hat not iee
hr
heie d
weeks sue, rssi\ e|y in tile Hr; l.h. 1
printed in Bel fast. in said e. u t y. in
interested, may attend at a ITobnt.
held at Belfast, on the second Tm
next, ami show ea ise, p
my they he
said .»»•<•«»unt shout m.; he allowed
i.Kn
I
.IoIINm
A true copy. Attest
dKUK'ii 1). I’AitKKi:.
d.

ill\

r.
late ol \ A

SS.

OI1

\ \t
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::

WALDO >s
*
fas!, on he smc,.toi Tar-day
< " IS 1>
WILSON, vdnuui'tratoi
HKM{\ N HIP IWN, hue Ml Seal'll
<'utility, deceased, having presented
final aeeomit ot admini-tration ■: sa
allowance.
Ordered, That not iee thereof In
weeks successively. n the Kep.d
printed in Belfast, in said .unity ha
interested, may attend at a ITol.air
held at Belfast, on the se« oml ! ties
next, am! show cause, if any they ha
the said account should not he allowed
<;j:o. k. Johnson
A true copy.
Attest
.1 KK». 11 L). I’A KKi'.K. I
II’ALDO SS. ill < ..lit
r L-oi!
M
fast, on the second Tuesday ■'
FKE1> ATWOOll. Ailinimst ra1
BOB MKT A \ INAL, late d W in1..
County, deceased, havinir proenpd
count of administration ot said estai<ance.

Probate Court held at Belfast, within anil for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
May, A. I>. 181ML
A certain instrument, purporting to be the last
A will and testament of A I BLI.i.v S. K1.I N.
late "f Mont v ill*-, in said County of W aldo, deceased. having been presented tot probate.
Ordered, That notice, be given to all persons interestrd by causing a copy ol this order i" be
published three weeks successively in tin* Republican Journal, printed at Beliast! tha? thev mav
appear at ji Probate Court., to be In id at B.’-llasr,
within ami lor said County, on the second Tinsday of Jum next, at ten of tin* clock be: no
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why
same should not he proved, appro-.and ali-- wed.
cl-;o. K. JOHNSON. Jcdue.
A true copy.
Attest
jEUK'll 1). I’AKKl.K. Begtster.
At

UepJil'.i. ii, do
he;, may a jef,ear .it

1

A IH>IK BOSK (. A RCKLON ol Burnham, in said
AL County of Waldo, having presented a petition that her name be changed to A1 > 1 > 1K RosK
KIMBALL.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
ali persons interested by etmsing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks siteeessivelv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Beliast, that
they may appear at tt Probate Court, to be held
at Belfast, within and lor said
county, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten ot the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any thev have,
w hy the
prayer of said petitioner should‘tm; be
A

he

\ttest

\t a

1

t
t

lie

CKO. K. .JOHNSON, Judge.
true

_JKKK

treatment!

next

or

procure

Messrs. A. McDowell & Go.,-1
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A SECURITY REDEMPTION

^er

Castoria.
“Castoria is an cvo .'.■■tit medicine f chi!
dren. Mothers!; ■•.. -epi
to'.dmeofits
good effect upon thd: e

journals from your newsdealer do
any substitute, but appiy by mail

York May 2(5 from Hong lvoug.
El Capitan, A L Carver, sailed from New
York March 27 for Shanghae.
F \\ liitney, A A Pendleton, arrived
Emily
ment is so e minion sense that it does not
adat New York May 1-1 from Hong Kong.
mit of failure, and every woman
Gov
Ruble, Niehois, at liiogo April 80 for
suffering female vealcnosu rheuu atism, lumbago, kid- New York via Hong Kong.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Now
ney or stomach.complaints. etc., does berseli
York March 1 for Melbourne.
an injustice by not
investigating it. The book
Henry 1» Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, arrivho'ds out no fait., inducements, bur
gives ed at New York April 21 trom laverpuol.
se res f plain references
Josephus, 1‘ R Gilkey. sailed from Now
in every Stale who
York Jan 27 for Shanghae; spoken, March 2,
have been eurel a'tor a it of.,- trlat
2.j S. ion 80 VY.
atm-rds
failed, it is free by mn i. up rt
Mar\ L (dishing, J N Pendleton, saiiod
application.
from Manila March 81 lor Delaware BreakAddress hit. SA.XDE.I. -Pte
B-nadwajp .lew water.
York City. ESTABLISH::!!
:::j YEARS
May Flint, E 1> J’ Nichols, arrived at
Now York Apni 21 trom Armmouth.
Puritan, A N Bianehard, sailed from I’lnladeiphia April 2 tor Hiogo.
Reaper, () C \ oiing, sailed from Honolulu
Eeh 7 tor New York.
R R 'J liunias, C G Nichols, arrived ,tt
New York; Ma\ 0 from Hiogo.
N
Sachem, H 'i Lancaster, arrived at SamuAfTcR
| DLFORc
rai.g Mareii 81 from New York via Anjer.
S D Carleton, Aiusbury, sailed from New
?3. E. C. WEST'S NERVE AND BRAI17 TREATMENT
is sold under positive written
York April 28 for
spoken Apni
guarantee, by
! 27, iat 80 N, Ion 08 18 W.
authorized agents only, to cure Weak
Memory':
Loss of Braii: and Nerve Powf r: Lost Manhood:
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at New
Quo kness: Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
York May 0 trom San Francisco.
( on tide nee: Nervousness; Lassitude; all
Drains;
State of Maine, J H Park, sailed from
Loss of 1 ower of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion. Youthful
Hiogo Feb 28 for New York: passed Anjer
or
Exeossi 7- Use of Tobacco, Opium orErrors,
April 11
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Liquor,
Tillie E Starlmek, Eben Curtis, arrived at
Insanity
ami Death. l»y mail, $1 a box: six for $5; with
Portland, O, April 7 trom New York.
written guarantee to cure i»r refund
money,
Win >1 Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Hiogo
bam pie package, containing live days’
March 2P for New York.
with lull instructions, 2a cents.
One sample
Wm H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, sailed
only sold to each person by mail.
from New York Jan 22 for Shanghae; spoken
K. II. MOODY. BELFAST.
Feb 14, lat 12 N, Ion 27 VY.
W J
Botch, Sevvaii C Lancaster, arrived
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for at V
from San
ladinostock, Siberia, May
the County of Waldo on the second Tuesday of Francisco.
May, A. I). 1896.
F. PENDLETON, Administrator of
BARKS.
the estate of PH INE AS PENDLETON late
Adam W Spies, C JS Meyers, sailed from
of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having presented a petition for license to sell, at New York April 15 for Aujer.
public or private sale, the whole of the real estate
Alice Reed, Aianson Ford, sailed from
of said deceased.
Boston April 20 for Bridgewater, N S.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
Carrie L Tyicr, Lancaster, arrived at
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
Charleston, S C, May 10 lrom New York.
order to be published three weeks successively in
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, sailed from Bal
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
they may appear at a Probate Court to he held ti in ore April .8 for Montevideo; passed Cape
at Belfast within and for said
County, on the Henry April 10.
second Tueday of June next, at ten of* the clock
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
from Colombo.
why the prayer of said petitioner should* not be
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, sailed form
granted.
Rosairo April 15 for Boston.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Harvard, Colcord, sailed from Mollendo
Jeke’h l). Pakkek, Register.
May 20 (from Newcastle, NSW,) for Astoria.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, sailed
from New York March 4 for San Jose,
Gnat;
STATE OF MAINE.
spoken April 18, lat 20 S, Ion 58 W.
A Litchfield, sailed from BrunsHenry
WALDO 88.
COIRT OF INSOLVENCY.
wick, Ga, May 12 for Colon.
In the case of EDWARD S. GOODWIN of BurnHenry Norwell, Cushman, sailed from Satilla River May 10 for New York.
ham, in the County of Waldo, Insolvent Debtor:
Iolani, McClure, sailed from New York
Vor are hereby notified that with the approval
Feb 12 for Honolulu.
I of the Judge of the Court ot Insolvency tor
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, at Hong
said County of Waldo, the Second Meeting of tlie
Kong April 22 for New York.
Creditors' of said Insolvent is appointed to be held
Mabel i Meyers, Wm Meyers, sailed from
at the Probate Court-Room in Belfast, in said
County.ot Waldo, on Wednesday, the tenth day of Buenos Ayres April 25 for Barbadoes.
June, A. I>., 1896, at two o'clock in the afternoon.
Mat an/.as, arrived at Havana Mav hi from
\ on will govern yourself accordingly.
New York.
Liven under niv hand and the order of said
Penobscot, K G Parker, sailed from New
Court this 13t-h day of Mav. A. l>
1896.
York March 50 for Adelaide.
Attest'
JERE’H D. PA KKER.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, arrived a
2w22
of
said
Insolvent
Court.
Register
Hamburg March 17 from Port an Prince via

If so there arc four things you wish
know before you part with your money.

annum

toria ii file CiiiUIren's Panacea—the Mother’s Cm

Charles Dudley Warner,in the “Editor’s
Study*’ of Harper’s Magazine for June,
discusses the question of common-school
education in the United States, reaching a
conclusion nut very complimentary to the
Warner’s
public-school system. Mr.
obvious comment upon the situation is.
“School education should be in the hands
of experts, not of politicians, not of reformers, not of men and women elected by
popular vote.”

women who arc not well, and tired of the
loi5s- nauseating taking of drugs, Dr. BanI"11 of New York wUhes to announce that
he
hits jssist issued a neat illustrated little
book
dir explaining how they can treat and cur*
themselves at homo by e: ctricity. The treat-

Money?

/Q

unable to

Mind

cures constipation and
fiat ill
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stun,
and bo we is, giving healthy ami natural sleep,

Street, New York.

10

DO YOU EVER

Over

are

prevenU vomiting Sour (
Colie.
Castoria rel.

and

teething troubles,

flowers adorn this gaily colored head
The McDowell Fashion Magazines of
the month furnish abundant illustrations of
the new fancies.
“La Mode de Paris” and “Paris Album of
Fashions” cost $3 50 per year's subscription,
or 35 cents a
copy. The “French Dressmaker” is $3.00 per annual or .'JO cents a
copy :
and “La Mode” $1.50 a year or 15 cents a
you

Castoria

Diarrhoea

cures

of

3*

The June Ladies’ Home Journal is exceptionally interesting and attractive—
both in its literary and pictorial features.
The front cover, in perfect harmony with
the fragrant sentiment of the month of
roses, is a Salon painting by M. Albert
Aublet, a celebrated French artist, in a
decorative frame of striking beauty. This
rich touch of nature is supplemented by
A. R. Frost’s characteristic drawing illustrating James Whitcomb Riley's poem,
“Cassander,” anil by groups of posies,
among which Miss Waddle’s muse sings
with charming freshness.
M. Woolf, the
famous humorist, also contributes a page
of his waifs—his first to the Journalinvesting, as he always does, the children
of the poor with humorous and patheticinterest.
Richard Ru rton writes in affectionate admiration of “Mrs. Stowe at
Eighty-five,” telling of the venerable
authoress' home, and l ow she passes the
remaining days of her busy, eventful life.
Recent portraits of Mrs. Stowe lend added interest to the timely contribution.

guarantees every share of stock forever.
Pays Quarterly Dividends

feverishness.

gear.

If
copy.
of these

a.

other narcotic substance.
11 is a harmless sub-.t i
for Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups, and Castor
It is Pleasant.
Its guarantee is thirty years’ umMillions ol Mothers. Castoria destroy s AVornis ami a

SHIPS.

fhe June Arena opens its lbth volume,
in a new dress, and being
printed by Skinner, Bartlett A Co.
It is an
unusually strong number, opening with a
brilliant paper by Rev. Samuel Barrows,
D. D., the distinguished editor of the
*’( hristian Register
<>: Boston, on ■■The!
first Pagan Critic of < hristian Faith and
His Anticipation ol Modern
Thought.
Justice Walter Claik, LI.. 1). of the
Supreme Bench of North Carolina, contributes an instructive and
delightful
paper of Mexico, and there are many
strong articles on the questions of the
day, such as the currency, government
control of the telegraph, etc.
Mr. B. (>.
Mower, the editor of The Arena, writes
in a most captivating manner of
Whittier,
considering him in the aspect of a “Poet
ol Freedom,” and
giving many of Whittier’s most stirring lines.
A line portrait
ol the (Quaker Poet forms a
frontispiece
to this number.
The Editor also discusses somew hat at
length in his editorials
the message of Whittier to men and
women of to-day, and the
proposed platform of Mr. tit. John.

—B O N D—-

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher's prescription for Ini
ami Children. It contains licit her Opium, Morphia

tailor

much in vogue. Aigretts in peacock colors,
spangled lace and every imaginable garland

Kegister

appearing

in value?
Not many investments that oiler all
these inducements, are there?
The stock of the Petit Hanan Land
& Industrial Company oilers every one
of them.

plain

is a certain combination of
grei n
blue brought out in a mixture of delicate tulle, Dresden ribbons, 131 nets or a
conventionalized flowers of blue and green.
Hats of plaited straw in bright colors are

readers.

ciate

Severely

worn.

linery,

|

getting at present?
Fourth.—Is it probable that in addition
to the regular dividends you
original investment will appre-

the

and

GOOD NEWS FOR WOMEN

art>

What is

design.

wash material are favorites of the
summer. Of all the beautiful fabrics created
fur the season the flowered muslins surpass
everything in color as well as design. Every
conceivable flower appears in harmonious
tints and artistic arrangement on these
diaphanous gowns. These dainty dresses
are usually made with a silk underskirt of
some fashionable tint.
Costumes iff black
and white have again a wide popularity.
Skirts, fancy waists, collarettes as well as
hats, carry out this charming combination.
One of the great features in summer mil-

■

First.—Are the men who will handle
your money successful, capable, honorable business men?
the investment oiler
Second.—Does
absolute security?
ill
the
Third.—W
income be more than you

in

as

well

as

gowns of

and ovarian troubles,
j irregularities, whites, bearing-down
Miss Helen Marshall North contributes | pains, displacements. ten-J-.’iicy to cani one of her admirable New England stud- I cer and tumor are cure*! permanently.
“I feel as if I owed my life to your
ies entitled “Uncle .Seth” to the New
England Magazine for June. There are Vegetable Compound. After the birth
other short stories, and there are poems,
I
my babe l was very miserable.
|
I several of them relating to Memorial Day.
had a drawing pain in the lower part
ot my bowels, no strength, and a terriThe article upon “Historic Andover,”
by Mrs. Annie lawyer Downs, in the New ble backache. Everydayl faded. My
England magazine for June, is one of the husband said if I would try a bottle of
J most important of the many articles upon your
Vegetable Compound, he would
old
New England towns which have ap- [
;
it for me. The change was won! peared iu the magazine, and it will be get
derful. After I had taken the first
j read with double interest at this anniver- half
bottle I began to have great faith
time.
It is charmingly illustrated
sary
j
the historic and academic in it. When I had taken three bottles,
jI by views inofthe
buildings
town, and by portraits of I was well and growing stout. It is a
the famous people—Philips, Park, Phelps,
pleasure for me to write this to you.
Mrs.
j
Stowe, Phillips Brooks and others— I only ask women in
any way afflicted
who have been indentified with its life.
with female troubles to try it."—Mrs.
The fiction of Harper's during the reAnna Ivor, Pittsford Mills, Rutland
I
j rnaiuder of the year w ill be noteworthy Co., Vt.
both
in
amount and in quality.
Besides
|
the short novels by John Kendrick Bangs
and Langdon Elwyn Mitchell, “Tom
Sawyer, Detective,” a two-part tale by
Mark Twain, will be given in the fail with
illustrations by A. B. Frost, aud publication of Mr. Du Maurier s novel, “The
Martian,” the manuscript of which has
arrived in this country, is expected to A
Discovery Which Cannot Be Esti.
begin in October. Short stories will also
mated in Dollars and Cents.
be contributed by Octave Thanet, Mary
: F.
Wilkins, E. A. Alexander, Julian
| Balpli, George A. Hibbard, W. E. Norris,
j and many others well-known to Magazine

to

markably varied

effects

generally

self-mastery

News and Notes.

Invest

Letter.

Gay and bright
daintiest subdued
tones appear in these fabrics. The skirts of
summer gowns are trimmed with a narrow
cluster of ruffles, puffs, tucks or lace on the
bottom. The waists are made in a very
simple fashion, with yoke or fichu effects.
Cotton materials with embroidered designs
are much iu vogue.
Sometimes the skirt
has au additional trimmiug of insertiou, or
it is plain with a beautifully embroidered
waist. Ribbons as belts and sashes are

Compound

1

I

Fashion

The wash dresses of this year are more
beautiful than ever in coloring, design and
texture.
The novelties in grass cloth,
which is extremely fashionable, are re-

by thousands;

and sacrifice.
And we who have entered
into the heritage so dearly purchased by
our sires—God pity us if we have not the
faith to subdue the kingdom of the evil
one and to work out the righteousness of
God!
j
The call to us all to-day is to be better
men.
Would that our lives might be as
pure and as fragrant as these white spring
blossoms whose bloom is both memory
and prophecy!

Literary

York

New

ANNA IVOR'S REQUEST.

a

At a Pn'hate Court lie Id af ! **■ 11 ;s •»;. wi' Inn am! t >r
the Count v ol W aldo, oti the s».ml
*.a
I
.May, A. 1>. 18S)(>.
4 certain instrument, purportii
t" oe tin last
A will a ml testament of l: EN J A M I N P.R<>WN.
late of Searsmont. in said County <•! Waul'..dr
ceased, hav ing been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested b>. causing a copy rt thisordei in Ikpublished three weeks suecessively in the Republican Journal, printed at I’.nla.-t. that tlmvmav
appear at a 1‘robate Court, to be a. 1.1 at lie! last',
within and for said County, on the seem,;
ues
day of June next, at ten .1 the clock before noon,
and show cause it any they have, why the same
should not be proved, appr -ved and allowed.
CEO E. JOHNS' IN, Judge.
A true copy. Attest
Juki: it 1). I’akkkk. Register.

Ordered, That mdne thereof he
weeks successively, in the Hep itda
printed in Belfast, in said cou.i:>. th.r
interested mav attend at a 1’iohate •
held at Belfast. on the sr„n,l Tm

.•

next, and s|n»w cause. it any they h
account should not lie allowed
'. L* >
k. doll NS< *N
A true copy.
Attest
!
.11- RKTi 11 I’Al. ix la;

said

fPIl

F. subscriber hereby ;; i\ cs |>ti hi m
1
•lieerucvl, t lial !u has beet; i;! m
taken upon Ii in si -11 the trust nt Ailn
the estate >t
l.< *R \

in the
the

a-

\

SI Ki:i.l..

It.

Count-, -it \\ al-1-- be e.,-.-.
law direeis, lie the re I oft-

•<

seat

by
n-

jin

make immediate payment, atm tin--,
any demands 11 n* *•*»: i, to exinl-ii In
settlement to Iimu.
l! \RKi,-.oN >
to

■

si
'Pillh.-r. K
i- ei tied, t hat lie iiaI
been ,and taken upon himselt the trust ot \
tor w ith the u ill annexed-d ihoe.-tatai uoi; \ I‘H i:k
,te
m

in

he Count y d \\ Ido, deeea-c. t.
the law -1 eet
he t lie re lore re. ]
who are nni-diled to said deceased'nuke immediate payment, and tho-i
any demands thereon, to exhil.it t Intlemeut to him.
FKF1>FKI< K I. h
t

■

US

sous

-.<

Boston April 21 from Jacksonville.
Horace G Morse, Harriman, sailed from
subscriber hereby _-.i\r- public in
Marblehead May 15 for Paspebiac, P (,>, and
n
hui\
concerned. ; bat slu* ha>
and taken upon hersell the trust ot
New York.
trix of the estate -u
John C Smith, Kneeland, sailed from Port
NAN< V PARK, late of St at
Spain May 5 for New York.
At a Probate Court, ltebl at Pel last, wit bin and
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, arrived at New
for the Countv of Waldo,on the second Tnesda v in the ( oiinty .-I W ablo, deceased, by ej\
as the law direeis
she therefore rc<|iic-:
York May 10 from Bangor.
of May A. 1). 18tm.
sons who are indebted to said deceased
Lucia Porter, Griudle, arrived at New
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the last I make immediate
payment, ami tin--.York May 20 from Pascagoula.
will and testament of EMMA P CTKTIS, any demands thereon to exhibit the-nr.•
O
Mary A Hall, M Veazie, sailed from Port j late of Winterport, in said County -.1 Waldo, de- tlemeut to her.
MARTHA A. I dm
ceased, having been presented lor’probate.
Loyal April 23 for Boston.
Ordered, That n.»t i(«• be given to all persons in- fPH F. subscfiber
L F Pettigrew, Morse, sailed from Bath
uues pul.lie nhereby
terested by causing a copy oi this ordei t" be
May 23 for Baltimore.
1
that he lias been duly i;
published three weeks successively in tin* Repub- and concerned,
L VV Hopkins, Hichborn, cleared from
taken upon himself the trust ol \o
lican Journal, printed at Belfast', that thev may
tor of t he estate ot
Norfolk May 14 for Cienfuegos.
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
Sallie I’On, W H West, sailed from Boston within and for said County, on the second Tues
\yiLLARl> O. TA INTER, late of Win
May 20 for Led Beach, Me, and Norfolk.
day of June next, at ten of the clock before in the County ol Waldo, deceased, by eh
and
show
if
noon,
A
S
cause,
have,
the
as
any they
the law directs; lie therefore icpie.-;Tofa,
why
Wilson, arrived at New York same should not
be proved, approved and allowed. sons who are indebted to said deceased
May 25 from Bath.
CEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
to make immediate payment, and those w
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
A true copy. Attest:
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same
New Bedford May 20 for Brunswick, Ga.
Jeke'ii I). Parker, Register.
tlemeut to him.
ELLERV Row
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Castine’s Centennial.

MSss

of Varl*

Numbers do uot count,
I n religion and moralThe right
!i1 criterion.
>yit \.
[Rabbi Pliilip-

I

i

\

}

(

the souls that preGod’s mercy will be
w ill
not yvoi k a mirh" courts temptation.

j

n

I

an.

v

»

P“Best
arsons’

1.1(■ ion.
Genuine rehand with all forms of
large-minded science is
with pure and spiritual
:• \. A
J. Canfield, Uni.... HI.

|

ui

|

[

|

are a

■-Iness man.

i

Spasmodic endeavor to
hid up the church does
it is the constant, peril
others that counts.
rd, Presbyterian, West
Many
mere

churches

are

-uable clubs or bureaus
and there is a danger
is being allowed to die
t

wright, Episcopalian.

To be

a

incidents and
rate to this great end.
:.. t>'n,
Congregationalism
are mere

Christ is the light of
is the source of all
est-uts the true, infallible
gives the true revelaumortality. Rev. (i. R.
1'rooklyn, S'. V.

The

cleat

object of the
of men.
If men
there will be good
i iws that shall he kept,
-■

one

-i

ui

t eaee an<i

happiness.

Methodist.

spirit left.

tifi e,
Man is the only
earth which has an inborn
love of the beautiful.
No other animal
can appreciate it.
When (rod made man
the lover of the beautiful lie intended that
man should be the creator of the beautiful.
Beautiful poems and paintings and
sculpture all men max not create, but they
can do beautiful deeds and acts to their
fellowincn.
{ Rev. George C Rorimer,
Baptist, Bost'-n, Mass.

lie

i

have a brass mounted
from the State Arsenal
and, genally, the ent husiastic citizens of ancient
1 entagoet will make the
old war-like place
resound once again with salvos of broadsides and let the
surrounding towns know
that Castine has a bit of the old
time

Faithfi e Fkiknie
Friendship
may tire, tics of affections be rudely
broken, but there is always one friend,
kind and true, and that is lie who sacrificed his life for you.
No years can weaken
his love for you.
lie has been with you
from the first, and he will be with you at
the end, whether we have strayed away
from him or not.
Rev. John M. Kiely,
Catholic, Brooklyn, S’. Y.

husband and

Be.u

arc

ou

Alieg-

McKsneey.
Like Diogenes of old, I
been si arching foi a man who xxil]
j■1 -simist is a freak.
(Hi.pare taxorably xvitii the great men of I
!ii 1 < 1 of a day or of a other Christian lands.
1 think I see one
‘m- great undercurrent ! xx1.!.
xvhen he reaches the age of Glad- !
'mism is abnormal. stone and Bismarck, will, perhaps, be as j
it
mind.
Rev. I). II. much respected and loved by the people'
as they.
! refer to William McKinley.
P 'ioklyi.1, V V.
!1<‘ 1- gn at. no* as the authoi of the tariff'
S- arc tlie
sharpest bid but a- a ( hristian man. [Rev.W. (.;,
-1
by 11m hand of a j W’dim.-hurst. Metliodist. I'tica. N. Y.
:i" sledge hammer on
j
I!x us.ng 11.id's Hair Remwa-:, gray, fadliguaga-: no lilies so I
>’nai p: no poison so ! ed, or discolor.-.! hair assumes the natural
of yoiuh, ;,n.l grows luxuriant and;
o.k TaImage. Preshy- e«'!
ivr

1

j

1

!

■

j

pleasing everybody.

mg,

!'. .a
Ever try y. .nr bund at writing one
u| those slo,ui.H.) prize stories’.'"
Wright.
“N
I tried to led one once, but tin* gild ;

.Wither you nor I
any one t-» accept our
hr;>i or the ]>ihle.
The
i belief
tliat is protesi'lrsbyteriauism, that is
F.
C.
Y room an,
ago. 111.

refused me.”
Dr.ve
H«-od's

—

'Cincinnati Enquirer.

impurities from your blood with !
Sarsaparilla and thus avoid that1

out

tired, languid feeling and serious illness.

>.

“Oh, dear," said the girl with the X-ray ;
glance as she looked at her bashful lover,
‘•Here’s .lark come again to-night and not
brought his backbone with him." [Har-

creeds is nearly
mature the warring sects
;■ cease their uu-Christlu-v may join hands iu
t
tiie lifting of the na■

sir

of

per

Bazar.

s

Customer—I wa .t a remedy for catarrh.
lh:iG Clerk—All right, sir.
Here’s a
<
blood
tonic that is advertised to build up
-McDougall, I'nitarian,
tli«‘ rensitution.
Customer—Young man, do you think I'm
going to dose myself with a blood tonic for
An atheist is a
man
months, just mi the chance of it, doing me
••"i.
An agnostic is one some
1 want imrnedi- 1
good? Not much
s not
deny the existence ate relief; besides, catarrh is a local alter- !
be very much in the ti"ii, and u > tonic or blood jutrilier ever 1
•u o ter. and when interro| made can cure it. Here’s oO cents. Let me
have Ely’s Cream Balm. It's the only thing i
s and goes into scion1 know of to cure an attack of catarrh.
liev. 1‘. s.
i
1

>

1

Henson,

To

!

“A Bit of Philosophy : “Well it takes all
nf people to make a world.”
“Yes,
and all sorts of other people to put up with
them."
[Chicago Record.
sorts

labor is a
prepare for it as such,
with a thoroughness
Casi-arets-Candy Cathartic, Guaranteed to
I
Cure Constipation,sold by Kiigore& Wilson. :
women, as a rule,
•;ary makeshift between
“How
do you clean house, Mrs. i
She does not tit ! Perkins'?"early
me.
“Well, 1 always try to get startwork as men d<>. for her ed before the
neighbors begin to borrow my
marriage. [Rev. E. ; stepladder.” [Chicago Record.
i'A Minneapolis, Minn. |
For Over Fifty \ears.
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
>*atistics show
that ;
Winslow'* Soothing Syrup has been used for
and a vast amount of I
over fifty years by millions of mothers for
the cruelty of man to j their childreii while
teething, with perfect
am to his fellow-man. i success.
It soothes the child, softens the
the animal to treat kind- gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
•'
will require an account is t he best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is pleastaste. Sold by Druggists in every
ip.
[Hev. 11. G. Cod- ing toof the
the world. Twenty-five cents a botpart
yalian, Syracuse, N. Y.
tle.
Its value is incalculable.
Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup, and
’aiming is evil, because it take no other kind.
lyr4G
fiom the duties God has
make it Worse. “But why do you
Miglit
I
Kven
if
it
perform.
not print a card ami deny the accusation?”
some, it should not be
inquired the politician’s wife. “Deny it?”
"lint of the effect it has ;
howled the politician, “and then have them
’he unbalanced and those
prove it? No, I will treat it with contempt.”
notional character. [Hev. [Truth.
iheran, Pittsburg, Pa.
No-To-Bac, Sold aud Guaranteed To Cure
the Tobacco-Habit, by Kilgore & Wilson.
An aristocratic life can
The. governess was giving little Tommy a |
'■ut as well as on a
throne, grammar lesson the other day. “An abstract j
u kingliness and
knightly noun,” she said, “is the name of something
serves and suffers,
that which you can think of, but not touch. Can
ml conserves the other self, you give me an example?”
“A red-hot
poker! [Tit-Bits.
y of Divine righteousness,
as iu the
person of Christ.
K.

men

y

—

■

Presbyterian, Cincinnati,
great achievements of
nod to all of us limitless
There seems to be no end
as in all that exalts and
'zed life. Science, in many
from victory to victory,
•>s the world is better be■

ik j nests.
[Hev. Henry
iiian, Worcester. Mass.

When

Baby was sfck,

When she

was a

we

gave her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.

When she became
When she had

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
Children, she gave them Castorit

0

The less we think of reChrist-like we shall be■’0*1 ness in men and womis must be fed on
good'll
be quickened by love,
1 the
of
the
knowledge
uts that make men and
my more than prisons1
w« mien better.
The fact
at does not
improve. The
• sou’s walls behaves himin res not do otherwise.
prison behaves because
•sequences.
[Hev. W. II.
1st, Gloucester, Mass.
■

An
said

ought

Unfair Advantage. “It’s real mean,”
the Amaz >11, indignantly.
“There

to be some sort of restriction to prevent such a thing in civilized warfare.”
“What do you mean?” “One of the scouts
has just come in. She reports that the enemy is making arrangements to use trained
mice!”
[ Washington Star.

You make

no

ton's

mistake when you buy

sarsaparilla and
dalton s family pills.

nerve tonic

Everybody

Dal-

aud

says so,

and “what everybody says must be true.”

Professor: “What’s the difference between
idealism and realism?”
’Varsity Girl:
“Idealism is when you contemplate matriProfessor: “Yes, and realism.”
mony."
Girl: “You get that afterwards.” [Judy.

1

I

■:

confident that
•'•'pt away from Christian
M
of false definitions of
1 hey are told to believe
in
wrong which their cou*
ondemn, and the w hole
wer of Christian life is
am

wrangle

i-

over

a

point

un-

Rev. H. L. Bowden, ConUraddock, Pa.
a

man’s creed and I’ll
We can’t have

iaracter.

1

baracters without sound,
Vou can’t be a strong
ickbone. And the creed
’ic than the
practice of

which I love is the best
best practice.
[Rev. H.
-^*•1 hodist,
Dallas, Texas.
1

>i

Character is what a man
'"hd of himself.
Backbone
'be
standing power of the

BucklenN

Arnica

Salve.

The Best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positive-

ly

cures

Piles,

or

no

pay

required.

It is

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.
How

one does change as the years glide
As one gets along in years he finds a
caned seat much more agreeable than it was
in his schoolboy days.
[Boston Transcript.

by!

Marvelous Results.

From a letter written by Rev. J. Guudleof Dimondale, Mich., we are permitted
to make this extract:
‘I have no hesitation
in recommending Dr. King’s New Discovery
as the results were almost marvelous in the
case of my wife.
While T was pastor of the
Baptist Church at Rives Junction she was
man

brought down with Pneumonia, succeeding
La Grippe. Terrible paroxysms of coughing
would last hours with little interruption
ml

it

seemed

as

if

she could not survive

its

til

The

ring glory of manhood,
positions, pursuits,

■i

has

cannon

Con veksation.
The tone of conversation is the keynote of the moral influence.
It is not necessary to be as learned as
Aristotle or sage as Diogenes to be instructive in conversation.
The wit which
handles instruction winuingly and honestly is the conversationalist admired. The
frivolous buffoonery to win a laugh only
is soon forgotten and its place void unless
covered by nettles.
[ Rev. \V. A. Colledge,
Independent, Aurora, 111.

money-making

committee

gratifying news.
They will also

human body, and the standing power of
character is its essential element.
Nobility always gets its standing place without
compromise of principle; that would be
quicksand or a floating seaweed, instead
of the solid rock of right.
[Rev. Cortland Meyers, Baptist, Brooklyn, X. Y.

business man,
You will find
vc that counts most in
p \Y. X. Xinde. MetlioA! sli.
yin

Pills

biliousness and sick headache,
Positively
liver and bowel complaints. They expel all impurities
from the blood. Delicate women find relief from
using them. Price ‘ihets.; five $1.00. Pamphlet free.
1.5. JOHNSON Sc CO.. 22 Custom House St., Boston.
cure

centennial

From far above the Grand Falls of the
Hamilton River, and from the waters of

jeai and tan- historic old Castine will do
Honor to herself and to her
residents by a
rousing good time on the above date.
If
the ninth of July will
notsuffice, the celebration will continue the
10th. Amoiithe big features of tile event
will be the
presence in Castine Bay of one or more
warships. A telegram received from Rear
Ailmira! Bunee last week
contained this

Liver Pill Made.”

■;i

|

Castine’s

I was attacked with a violent pain through
After being under
my back and kidneys.
treatment six or eight'months I was advised to
and
Liniment,
try your
by continuing to use
it for three months I was entirely cured.
H. D. K. Hutch ins, Fryeburg, Me.
The Doctor’s signature ami directions on every bottle.
Ill'st'd Pamphlet free. Sold everywhere. Price, 35cents.
Six bottles, 32.00. I. S. JOHNSON A CO., Boston, Mass.

Catholic, Scranton,

Trout and Fresh-water Salmon.

Preparations Seine Made for the EventWarships to be Present.

nearly completed arrangements fur their
celebration, which will take place on July
Jth.
They have been at work almost a

It produces an increase of vital activity in
the system, thus preventing and curing disease.

innati, Ohio.

r

Great

Because it is made from the choicest
and herbs—that’s why, too, its
and life are so much ahead of

roots

body

Ashitanipi branch in the interior of
Labrador, came the skin of a fish that
unfolds a novel and interesting story to
anglers and ichthyologists alike. In its
adipose flu the fish w'liose skin this was
wore the badge of royalty amongst fishes
—the evidence of kinship to the kingly
family of the salmon. In its shapely
beauty, and brilliancy of coloring, from
the deep bluish-green of its back, through
the various shades of its silvery sides, to
the pure white of its under surface, and
in the number and disposition of its fin
rays, it scarcely differed from a grilse of
equal size. Rut its habitat was above a
cataract having a sheer fall of 300
feet, so
that this fish could not possibly have been

The

Story

of

It

I

Puritana.

cures

from head to foot.

Puri tana

Prof. Dixi Crosby, M. D., LL. D.,

wbo for tbirty-two years was at tho
head of Dartmouth Medical College,
belonged to tho famous Crosby family
of physicians, which for several
generTrade Mark
ations has furnished more distinguished medical men than any other
family in America. Ilis father was
Dr. Asa Crosby, of Dartmouth, who
procured the charter of the State
medical society, of which lie was for
thirty years a conspicuous member;
one brother, Dr. Josiah
Crosby, invented tho invalid bed and the method
of making extensions of fractured
limbs by adhesive strips; another
brother, Dr. Thus. R. Crosby, was
chief surgeon in Columbian
College
Hospital during the war, and later
professor of animal and vegetable
physiology at Dartmouth College;
while Dr. Dixi Crosby himself was
the inventor and discoverer of various
important improvements in medicine
and surgery, including a new and
unique mode of reducing metacarpophalangeal dislocation, opening of abscess at hip-joint,
etc., etc.
At the early age of
twenty-four his
skill
and successin overextraordinary
disease
had
coming
already attracted
tile attention of medical men
throughout the world, and won for him the
highest honors. Ilis greatest achievement was tho
1
discovery of an original FordiatuMofthe Ci
otomach
method for perfecting and compoundin
ing
permanent form what has beLiver
come known as his
prize formula,”
Heart
and which, under the name of Puritana, is legally protected.
Blood
The foundation of this remarkable
medical discovery consists of
simple An,lfor
New England roots and
Weak
herbs, and tho
original family recipe for it has deStarved Nerves
scended to tlie long line of
Crosby
Brain
physicians from tlieir Puritan ancestors. Its peculiar vegetable composiTt cures after everything else has failed. Tt cures
tiuu rendered it necessary to brew it cases that have been given u as hopeless. Itcures
It cures positively. It cures permanently.
whenever needed in the
early days of pleasantly.
its history, and after the
of
scattering
Puritana is the prize formula of
the Puritan families to remote localiProf. Dixi Crosby, M. D., LL. D..
ties, where the necessary ingredients
for over 30 years at the head of
were not to be
found, many attempts
were made to
Dartmouth Medical College.
put it up in permanent
f trai, all of which failed until Dr. J)i sii
(»> t of your dniir.-i-t tl..{ri'‘iatdi.»«,ase-cr>n»juorinirdi3Crosby discovered means and methods, cowry »the
•'*• treatment, Conprice is #1 1 -r the- eon
the result of which is: Nature’s Cure Mj-twi-nfone lu.tiU-oi Puritana,
..ttle «>f Puritana
1
and one bot:!. <.f Pnritano T... .cts. all em i..-, d in
:io pa •kair. 'W'r write
compounded in the laboratory of
tie, and you will blew* the clay when
ii heart! .1 Puntuiiu.
The
X'urituuu
C'empouiid Co.,
Common Sense.

salmon from the sea.
The large number and the distinctness of the xx marks
It excels any other temperance drinks
upon its sides, the large size of the eye
and of the dark spots upon the
and is far more healthful than any alcogill-covers,
and the strength and thickness of that
holic drink.
of tire body adjoining the caudal
portion
A bottle of extract will make 5 gallon,
fin, all stamp it a ouauaniche, or freshof delicious
water salmon of non-anadromous habits.
Prior to the discovery of this fish in several of the large streams of the extreme
northern and eastern river basins of Labrador, by Mr. A. P. Low, of the Geological Survey of Canada, who brought this
skin back with him to civilization upon
his return from his overland trip of 1804-5
to Ungava Bay, the ouananiehe was popularly supposed to bepeculiarto Lake St.
John and its tributary waters.
Now its
WILLIAMS & CARLETON CO.,
MFRS.
Canadian
environment is known to inHARTFORD, CONN.
clude the whole Labrador peninsula, excepting perhaps that part of its westerly
slope drained into Hudson Bay; and the
THE
angler who would find it, and fight it
under the varying conditions in which it
Great RESTORER
may be found, must traverse a vast region
Restores perfect
of mountain and lake and forest and
health, vigor and
stream as practically unknown as the inmanhood and removes all obstaterior of Africa, save to the Montagnais
cles to marriage.
and Naseapee Indians, whose
huntingRestores tne
ground it is.
entire
nervous
/
i lie earliest spring fishing for ouanasystem and stops ail
niclic is to be had in Lake St. John.
The
vital losses.
Rerailway ride of 190 miles thither from the
noves effects of the
ins of youth and excity of Quebec carries the tourist through
esses of Liter years
one of the most fascinating regions of
Removes all effects
Northern sport, and across the entire belt
of dissipation and reof the Luurentian Mountains, which thoupairs all waste places.
sands of years before Xoah’s ark groundCoUCurd, >. IX.
Cures Insomnia and
ed upon the summit of Mount Ararat, <>r
restores refreshing
the fiat hud gone forth which first shed
sleep. Cures Imcreated light upon a world of chaos, lifted
potence and restores
full vital power.
aloft their hoary heads, white with the
Cures all wasting
snows of a thousand years.
Most of the
diseases and restores
stoppages made along the greater part of
development to all parts ot the body.
this railway line are mainly for the acNERVE-LIFE is the only' purely
commodation of fishermen belonging to
scientific treatment and affords relief from
the different clubs of sportsmen, whose
the first day's use. It removes the cause
---zr.-szwassxsasassaclub-houses are sometimes the railway
and assists nature to effect a cure. Cures
guaranteed. Special discount to physicians.
stations, and the headquarters of private
Our new treatise on Nervous Diseases,
preserves, of 200 to 400 square miles each
Manhood, its Loss and Recovery, mailed
i»i extent.
Ouunaniche have been planted
free in plain sealed wrapper for two 2 cent
in some of these preserved waters, and
Stamps. Mention this paper.
bi'iok
trout
abound everywhere.
MarSend 50c. for Trial Treatment and be Convinced.
vellous stories are told of the monster
NERVE-LIFE MEDICAL CO.,
that
inhabit
the
cold
waJoittinnl't*
KALAMAZOO. MICH.
deep
ters of the lakes and streams of the TriBecause it is offered at
that
ton. ilie L ke Edward, the Xomantum,
the Metabetehouau, and the Batiscau sys- j
Here
are
some
of
the
we offer:
terns.
Five and six pound specimens are i
nut rare in either of these, and occasional- !
SUUUKSSOK TO
lv eight-pounders are taken.
The brilWoodbury.
liancy of their coloring has drawn from Wood Seat Chairs from 25c.
Decorations—( hairman, Alfred F. AdStevens &
Kit Clarke the declaration that “God
ams; F. S.
Perkins, E. S. Perkins, John
Bedsteads from 50c.
never made a more beautiful object.”
M. Vogel, Wm, G. Sargent.
Manufacturer and Dealer in
An English magazine writer lias said of
Marine and naval display—Chairman,
from
the same fish, “Never have we seen such
Geo. A. Wheeler; G. M. Warren, J. X.
and brilliant coloring in any
gorgeous
Extension Tables from S3.50
Gardner, E. K. Crockett, Xoah Brooks.
finny creature, except perhaps in some of
Dinner—Chairman, C. Fred Jones; W.
the quaint tropical varieties from the
A. Walker, J, W. Perkins, George WesChamber Sets from
Caribbean Sea. which are shown to the
cott, Frank Hooper.
traveller by negro fishermen in Jamaica.”
Chairs at almost your own
Information Bureau—Chairman, Guy
,
in gameness this beautiful trout is exx'x
x'x
riATc,
Sargent: Clarence A. Wheeler, Alfred
celled in its Canadian home by the ouanaExtra
Soft
Mattresses from $159 upwards.
Kaftnell. Leo Herrick, Nelson Woodbury,
1
niclie alone.
From its lair beneath some
Russell Wescott, Will S. Payson.
Hair
and Wool lower than ever before.
lily-pad or under the shadow of an overhanging tree or rock, often within the
Sofas
and
Parlor Sets lower than any time
Mrs. Stowe’s Hartford Home.
margin of heavy rapids where the floods
clap their hands in frolicsome glee, the
Since we have beer? in business.
ETC.
“At the patriarchal age of eighty-live,”
leopard of the brook has had his attenwrites Richard Burton in .June Ladies’
tion directed by some peculiar motion of
FINE LINE OF
Home Journal, of Mrs. Harriet Beecher
a somewhat remarkable
fly at or near the
Stowe, “this woman, this great writer
surface of the water. At the moment the
and famed American, is quietly spendinsect makes a dart, as if to escape alike
ALSO SUCCESSOR TO
is connected with
from his observation and his reach, it is
ing the evening of her life in Hartford’s
, a
seized by him with a rush' which in veliterary corner. Jn the pleasant western
*
*
this establishment.
of Furpart cl' the town, known as the Asylum
locity excels the motion of the cast as it
Hill, the most popular section for resiis about to be withdrawn from the waUpholstering
and
niture,
*
dences of the better sort, is situated
ter. If essential to success, this mad dash
ing done in a
manner and
Forest Street, short and beautifully tree- Harness repairing in all its branches and
is not. infrequently terminated by a
leap
lined, running off south at right" angle
into mid-air and on to the
with
carriage trimining done promptly to
apparently
from the stately Farmington Avenue.
A
order at the most reasonable rates.
vanishing hook. lie is a valiant foe, a
few steps down, the third house on the
All persons having unsettled accounts with the stand-up lighter, as it were, who takes no
right is a pretty brick cottage of moderate late firm are requested to call and settle with the surface hire by stealth, not even from
14tf
size, painted gray, and attractive by rea- undersigneiWat the old stand.
below, but flings himself boldly into the
son of its
well-kept lawn, its liower-beds
C. E. STEVENS,
contest, generally exposes himself to full
and trees.
Here Mrs. Stowe has lived
view qui.e early in the tight, and never
No 51) Main Street, Belfast Me
with her two daughters for more then
yields an inch of ground, or watei, or line,
until compelled by sheer exhaustion, nor
twenty years, moving thither in 1870 from
PREPARATIONS FOR
a larger house near
is finally conquered until he has employby, which she built
and occupied until driven from it by the
ed the thousand and one devices of his
ABSOLUTELY ODORLESS
in-roads of business.
Forest Street is
plucky persistence, hold, brave battling,
true to its name, for as one
The New Success—A Perfect Dress Shield
and finny finesse.
Even when apparently
passes along
it, great trees and ample grounds with no
quite exhausted, and drawn unresistingly
Impervious
fences and a general effect of unspoiled
on his side upon the
top of the water to
to
Nature come into view.
The contiguous
the very margin of the angler’s canoe, the
Perspiration
estates of Charles Dudley Warner and his
of
the
net
SHIELDS
DRESS
sight
landing
inspires him with
new life, and he must needs be a deft and
brother, George, embrace several acres of lnese are tne
land; the picturesque houses stand far
experienced guide who is not often overonly Dress
back from the side-walk; squirrels play
Shields made
matched in the wild dash for life and
without
Rub*
boldly up and down the chestnut boles,
a new
of November 3 are already well under way.
liberty of a large trout’s final struggle at
ber or Gutta*
and the woodpecker and robin rejoice in
the apparition of the net.
This is the
percha that i
the green herbage.
are aDsoiuieThe former’s land
fontinalis of cold Northern waters, as I
ly odorless,
touches that of Mark Twain, (Samuel L.
know him and esteem him, and as thouand entirely
sands
of Canadian and American anglers
Clemens), whose large, many-gabled
to
impervious
IS TO BE ELECTED, AND THE
house faces on Farmington Avenue, just
perspiration.
know and esteem him too.
are
They
around the corner.”
Many a time these trout are taken in
lighter by half
this Lake St. John country two or three
tii a n
any
other shields.
at a cast.
I have known of two being
Turf Topics.
The June meeting at
They do not
taken at a time where only one was hookdeteriorate by
will, as always, be found in the thickest of the tight, battling vigorUnion trotting park, Pittsfield, will be
age, aud will
It was in the middle of September,
ed.
held on Saturday, the thirteenth. Entries
outwear rubously for SOUND BUSINESS PRINCIPLES, which will bring
and
1
had
struck what subsequently provber or stockinette shields; therefore are the most
will close Friday, June 5.
Half fare will
PROSPERITY TO THE NATION.
economical.
Liahter bv half th.rn others. For
ed
to
he
a very handsome female
be given on the M. C. and S. & M. rail
fish, in
sale by all firs.-class dealers. «»r *eml 2Sc. tor
condition the very pink of perfection. As
roads. The purses amount to $360. There
THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE is not only the leading
Sample pair to
0M0 MANUFA CTURING CO. 394 Canal St. New York
my rod was light, less than five ounces in
will be a bicycle race, three half mile
paper of the country, but is PRE-EMINENTLY A
Republican
and
the
fish
both
and
weight,
a
heavy
dashes, purse of $10 for the best two in
Send 2")C. to above firm fir dozen silk Twin
NATIONAL NEWSPAPER.
I had rather thoroughly exhaustThe handsomest and best.
Uress
Stays.
strong,
free
10
three,
entry,
per cent, from wined my trout before attempting to bring it
ners.
There will be races at Fairfield,
SOLD BV n. A. STARRETT.
Its campaign news and discussions will interest every Amerito net.
To provide against the success of
July 4 and 24 and August 11, and at Pittscan citizen.
a possible final
field on July 4 and 24 and August 14 and
plunge, I had gradually
conducted my quarry into a narrow open15.The first racing meet at the BreedAil the news of the day. Foreign Correspondence. Agricultural
some
distance between two
ing
running
ers’ mile track, Old Orchard, will take
Broken=down Health
Short Stories complete iu each
Market
Department,
low
of
one
of
which
ledges
rock,
upon
place July 7 to 10. Six thousand dollars
stood my guide, net in hand, ready for the
number, Comic Pictures, Fashion Plates with elaborate descripin premiums have been offered in 12
closing scene of the struggle. Then for
tions, and a variety of items of household interest, mikes up AN
classes, entries to close June 23...A meetthe first time it was seen that there were
ing of the secretaries of the various drivIDEAL FAMILY PAPER.
two trout instead of one in the little creek
ing clubs in Connecticut was held at the
or bay into which 1 had towed
We furnish “The Republican Journal” and “New York W eekly
the rooms of the Gentlemen’s Driving
my fish,
be restored if you start
may
lint only one was fast to my line.
With
Club in Hartford May 22 for the purpose
Tribune” (both papers).
a dexterous sweep of the net, the
of forming a circuit for trotting meets.
guide
right. It takes fuel to run
not
in
the
first
instance
the
fish
secured,
The proposed circuit will include Bangor,
FOR ONLY
ONE
that had taken the fly, but a handsome
an engine, and
you must burn
Me., Berlin, Hartford, New Britain,
red-bellied male, whose persistent accomADVANCE.
IN
CASH
Manchester, Windsor, Granby, Sheffield,
it right to get the power. To
paniment of the securely hooked female
Conn.The races at Knox driving park
to
orders
all
into
Address
shallow water had rendered him apJune 13th are to be trot and pace iu both
health, you must have
parently oblivious of the danger into
the 2.50 and 2.30 classes.
This might be
which
he was running. And as 1 reflected
misunderstood from the bills.
The engood food and digest it.
how much like men these fishes are, there
tries will close Juue 0th.
came into my mind these capital lines of
«| m » Atwood’s Bitters begin
the late Johu Boyle O’Keilly:
Write your name and adiress on a pe.iil card, send it to Geo. W. Best,
right here. They restore
r
An important contribution in the June
Li 11 I digestion, regulate the
‘What bait do you use,’ said a saint to the
Tribune Building, New York City, and a sa np!e copy of THE NEW YORK WEEKLY
Atlantic is The Politician and the Public
devil,
bowels, purify the blood.
TRI UNE will be mailed *o you.
School, the third paper in the series on
‘When you fish where the souls of men
The Case of the Public Schools, so ably
abound ?’
introduced in the March number by Pres‘Well, for special tastes,’ said the king of
35c. a bottle. Avoid Imitations.
evil,
ident G. Stanley Hall.
The author of
‘Gold and fame are the best I’ve found.”
this paper is Mr. L. II. Jones, Superin‘But for general use?’ asked the saint.
shall be at my office in Memorial building; Sattendent of Schools, Cleveland, Ohio. Mr.
‘Ah! then,’
m
A. >1. to 12 m., and2 to 4 p
W untilurdays from' 1018%.
Worm
PILES! PILES!
Jones used as the basis of this paper inPILES!
All persons who wish to
Said the demon, ‘I angle for man, not
January 1,
avail
of
discount
of
two per cent,
themselves
the
formation received from over sixteen
men,
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
on their taxes must pay bv January !. 18%.
hundred teachers and superintendents in Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles- It
And a thing I hate
H. F. MASON. Collector.
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, act
Is to change my bait,
all parts of the Union.
Belfast, Sept. 1, 1895.—29tf
as a poultice, gives instant relief.
Dr. Williams' So i fish with a woman the whole
year
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
round.’
Nellie—Oh, do look at those pretty lit- and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
tle cows.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by druggists, sent [From “The Ouananiche and its Canadian
mail, $1.00 per box.
Environment,” by E. T. I). Chambers, in
Maudie—They are not cows; they are by WILLIAMS
M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, 0.
calves.
Harper’s Magazine for June.
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
Jj46
Nellie—but what is the difference?
Miss Wilkins is the author of a long
Maudie—Why cows give milk and SUBSCRIBE
of better quality tliau we ever liad.
calves give jelly.
story in the June Harper’s called “EveJust received from China.
lina’s Garden.”
It is a New England
tf7
I». O. ADDRESS,
romance of two generations, and is illusMAINE.
trated by Clifford Carleton.
FREEDOM,
A. A. HOWES & CO.

It is now over a
year ago that talk of
the 100th
anniversary celebration of the
town was begun and the citizens went to
work at once.
They have raised $750 towards the expenses and when the summer visitors arrive
the committee expect. to increase this sum to $1,500 or
more.
Dr. George A. Wheeler is one of
the most enthusiastic workers.
lie governor and staff and other
dignitaries have been invited.
An unique
invitation card has been sent out to distinguished guests. They are painted by
a celebrated New York
artist.
A feature
of the cards is the ideal
picture of Baron
De Castine, the first settler of Castine.
The invitations cost a dollar each.
rl he most distinguished visitor
expected
at the celebration is Mr.
Castine, at present a member of the Australian
parliament.
He is supposed to be the only living descendant of the famous founder of
Castine.
Mr. Noah Brooks, the celebrated author, who lias written much about Castine and the Maine coast generally, is at
present living in Castine, his birthplace,
and is also one of the active workers for
the event.
Other hustling workers are
Mr. J. P. Shepherd and Mr. AY. A Walkei, rising young business men of that
place. In fact each member of the committee is working hard.
The celebration contemplates opening
at sunrise with the firing of cannon and
the ringing of bells.
There will be a
parade, literary exercises, a public dinmu, athletic games,
yacht races, etc.,
ami in the evening there will be fireworks
and a grand ball.
It is expected that
the historic and beautiful town will be
crowded on July Oth.
There will be hall'
lales on all boats.
The following committees have charge:
Tables—Chairman, Gen. 11, Witherle; j
N1 >ah Brooks, A. F. Adams.
Antmuiti.-Chairman, Frank S. Per- |
kins; AA m. II. Witherle, Thos. l*k Hale, 1
Si., ( AY. Noyes, John F. Pea, Mrs. F.
M. Perkins, Mrs. S. T. Noyes, Mrs.
1’lio‘be Woking, Geo. IF Emerson, A. I).
Bolan.
Music chairman, AY. G. Sargent: AY.
M. Lawrence, F. A. Douglass, E. E.
Phil brook, AY. A. AYaiker, Mrs. J. P.
Shepherd, Mrs. E. E. Philbrook, Mis^
Lucy Parker.
Literary exercises » hairman, Geo. II.
Witherle; A. F. Richardson. V.ah Brocks,
J. W. Dresser, Mrs. W. II. Witherle, Mrs.
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Lounges
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price.
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ETC.,
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Repairing
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Best for Children
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H. H. LAMSON,

Licensed Auctioneer.

SEARSPORT

have the contract for the cellar, and Messrs.
Black and Mosxnan are engaged to erect the

LOCALS.

Fred Gilkey of Camden spent Sunday in
town.

Grinnell began running his ice cart

W. E.

Tuesday.
Monday brought the
the

Capt.
for

first

hand organ of

season.

Whittier left by boat, Friday

H. B.

Boston.

Frank G. Nichols of Dixlield arrived by
train Friday.

building.
The Memorial exercises passed off pleasnotwithstanding the threatening
weather.
An innovation upon the usual
customs here was the holding of services in
surrounding cemeteries in the forenoon by
details from the Post. The exercises at the
Harbor were quite extensive, a large delegation of citizens taking part. At the Gor-

antly,

Centre Montyille. The Shaker lecture
ami entertainment given at the Centre was
Milton Wentworth got the
well attended.
diamond ring and Cornelius Wood the plain
gold ring_Fred Gay has obtained work in

Grovelaud, Mass_Mrs. Miriam Atkinson
has gone to Knox, where she will make her
home with Mrs. Liniken-James Ramsey
is painting Archie Morse’s house.
Mrs.
Morse’s mother is visiting her from Searsport.

|

Knox. Rev. H. I. Holt of Morrill will
preach at the church in East Knox next
Sunday, June 7th, at 2 and 7 f. m., standard
time-There will be asocial dance at MeGray’s Hall, East Knox, Thursday evening,
June 11th. Music by Townsend Bros.
Freedom. Memorial Day was observed
here as usual. At. 1* a. m. the G. A. R. and
W. R. C. with citizens marched to the cem-

If it don't

cure

you, cash the check.

Right More

It gives me great
pleasure to testify to the

merits of Dr. Swan’s

BEST Nerve and Blood Tonic. IT’S
I was completely ruu »
Qp
ALL

BLOOD
TONICS

etery and had the accustomed exercises;
then marched to the Grange Hall, as it will
accommodate more people. Rev. N. T. Dutton of Fair held delivered a tine address.
The music was excellent. The hall was appropriately and prettily decorated. In the
afternoon a number of couples went to Liberty to hear Dr. A. J. Billings’ address.
Memorial Sunday was observed at the
and the sermon by the pastor, Mr.
church,
i
all who

down and tired out.
Now. after taking
your medicine, I feel
like anew man. I have
for
s0 wel1

y°‘rsfMU
James

K.

GREAT

Your

Ejr

__

NERVE

On the Shelves ’Your Nearest Dealer

BUILDER

Bonnett,

St. Johnsbury, Vt.
Sargent yards not so many were
Monroe. Mrs. Agues Dingwell and baby
present, but the exercises, though simple, have arrived from New York to
spend the
Is a medicine which you will have to go far
Geo. Dryden of Boston is buying hay in were very impressive. The firing of salutes summer at her
father’s, A. H. Mayo’s. Her
to
at
each
town for shipment.
detachments
of
the
cadets
by
place husband will come later in the season_
equal for the cure of Diseases of the
Guard Kimball and wife l ave returned gave a military appearance to the cere- Misses Louise Mayo and Augusta Nealley
and Nerves.
The lady giving the testiin,)s
monies.
After dinner the Post members
from Washington.
are expected home from Massachusetts this
met promptly, and escorted by the Light
nial
below
the fact and was cured
recognized
week....Mrs. A. Staples is very sick. Dr.
Reading at the Cough parsonage this, Guard
Morson, was highly appreciated by
Cadets, led by the Lincolnville Band, Webb was called from
t
i
Winterport
heard
Sunday
it. The music was tine and the decoThursday, evening.
visited the Nickels and village cemeteries
to see her-Margaret White of Bangor has 1 rations very prettv_The Woman’s Club
Libkkty, Mi:, May i:. :
ACTS Swan'sVCNerve a°nd CREATES
Mrs. Carrie
Ingraham is visiting her and the soldiers' monument, where the usual
met
Dalton Co .-—Gentlemen: I have taken six bottles ofTuesday with.W. H. Say ward of Thornbeen visiting at F. Atwoods’_The Odd
HEALTH
lather, \\ T. Cochran.
decoration exercises were held. After these
of-s and
bottles of-—\s and have received more hem
dike-Mr. L II. Bellows of Chicago, 111.,
Fellows had their annual supper Friday arrived home June 1st. His many friends
two bottles of DALTON’S SARSAPARILLA & NKRVK
I
EVERY medicine in the market. AVI) REJohn Murphy left by steamer Monday to exercises the cadets gave an exhibition drill
than from all the rest combined, 1 suffered from ItHKl MAIb.
so in my case.
night, and a very pleasant time is reported. are pleased to see him... .Mr. Abner Mitch\FRVF Jt proved
in front of the post office, which was highly
AEiKfb
“lUKKS
join his vessel now at Boston.
ell of Augusta visited his parents, Dr. and
£ can heartily recom
and
had
NKl’KAMilA
I
OF
IIk
STOMA* h
through my system
....Calvin Nealley is at home for a week’s
mend it to all who are XHE
Mrs. J. W. Mitchell, a few days recently, inthe time [ commenced with Daltons and I received the greater
appreciated by the large audience present. ;
J. G. Hammons killed a hedgehog last
run down in health and
vacation from Portland, where he has a
from taking it. I shall he SI years old next month. 1 have been s
poThe address in the evening at Union Hall
cluding Memorial Day.
THE need a tonic."
w eek weighing fourteen pounds.
EVERsition in a bank
as to require aiil in dressing, but now I can dress myself and g.>
Warren Nealley has
by Miss Charlotte T. Sibley of Belfast drew
Unity. Memorial Day was observed by !
A- CAMERON
BODY
the house every day attending t.o mv household duties, for all*.
GIE8
Capt. Andrew Pendleton and wife arrived the largest audience that has been in the been stopping in Bangor the past week. C. F. 1U1 ley Post, G. A. K., as follows: Tile !
Bar Harbor. Me.
;
I CONSIDKR
MYSKLf
IM)K liTK I > TO DALTON’S
home from New York last week.
hall for many years. The address was one -Arthur Ritchie is going to Portland to Post after partaking <>f a smnptous dinner ;
fully recommend it to all afflicted as 1 was.
formed
a line
R.
C
W.
the
gotten
up
by
MI1S Jl/LI A C «
S. A. Prescott will open his ice cream of the finest ever delivered here on an oe- pursue his law studies... .The recent rains with the
Scates fledical Co., Westbrook, fie.
j and showers have started
Corps and about T>0 little, boys and j
rooii s in the G. A. K. Hall, Friday.
grass in this secgirls—the boys carrying Hags and the girls 1
casiou of this kind and was greeted witli !
tion amazingly... .Mrs. Eliza Hutchinson of
bouquets—and marched to the cemetery, J
G. J. Shaw vY Son took nineteen salmon generous applause.
where the graves were decorated.
They 1
Boston called on old friends here recently.
from their wens Saturday and Sunday.
then marched to the church, where, a tine ad- j verv r<*tigli, constantly sweeping lover the vessel
NORTH SEAR SPORT ITEMS.
not,
Liberty.
Memorial Day was observed dress was given by Kev. Mr. Gaskin of ami tinaily loosening ilie iasienings to the deck(i
E. Marks is loading sell. Elizabeth
Capt. Otis Colson is dangerously ill.
here in the usual manner. In the forenoon Waterville. A quartette, composed of Mr. I load oi lumber and sweeping the greater portion
of it into the sea. The jib and mainsail were
Foster with brick for the Boston market.
and Mrs. Rollins, Mrs. Carney and Dm
FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS.
J. K. Marden, who has been very ill for the several
blown away and the schooner's yaw) boat, the
squads detailed for that purpose Chase
sang very acceptably, and Cookson's
Mrs. Lidias
Niohois
will occupy the the past two weeks, is
improving.
decorated with Hags and flowers the graves Orchestra furnished some fine music. Tie* only means of escape for the crew, was smashed
to pieces.
Phmeas Pendleton homestead for the sum“The vessel also began to leak badly, and to add
Joseph Harriman of Brewer visited rela- in all the cemeteries within our limits, pulpit was tastefully draped in the Nation;.1
mer.
and potted plants and flowers were i to oiiv danger the steering gear became disabled
colors,
tives in town last week.
which comprises the towns of
Liberty, Mont- in profusion.... Mr. .1. L. Ames is looking and the vessel would not. answer to her helm,
Mrs. C. E. Whitcomb and daughter Minour condition had iudeeu become desperate: we
Mr. and Mrs. C. O. Fernald and Miss Mae ville, Searsuiont and Palermo—a total of two
It is ahoy!... Mrs.
very happy just now.
nie arrived lmme by
steamer Wednesday
hundred and forty graves. At 2 p. m. com- II. B- Rice is suffering with erysipelas in manned the pumps in an effort to free tin* vessel
Fernald attended the Memorial exercises a
from water,bur despite our efforts the water gainher
face...
.Clias.
Bartlett
is
rades fell into line and marched to the vilvery busy planted rapidly on us, and we feared every moment
morning.
Monroe May noth.
ing corn for the farmers with his corn-planter that the vessel would capsize.
Fred W. Gray, who is located iu Alhambra
lage church, where the following exercises ami has all he can do....Mrs. Mary Park“We endeavored to reach Portsmouth harbor,
Charles Nickerson, the youngest son o
when the steering gear broke we were at the
Californja, was called home by the illness of Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Nickerson, is sick with were held: Reading of general order by the hurst of Dexter is visiting at C. F.. Mitelieil’s. but
mercy of the wind and waves. About 11 a. m., a
Lottie
win.
was so badly bitThompson,
his father.
b g ocean
inflammation of the bowels. He is attended Adjutant; singing national hymn by the ten by a
tugboat was seen approaching, and we All Wool Suits,
for ner price SlQ
S 6.00,
dog, is
along quite well.
immediately set our colors union down as a signal
o
Liberty choir; prayer, Comrade Rev. John Frank Ames of getting
Edwin Staples, who is attending the E. M.
by I)r. Johnson of Belfast.
“
“
“
Skowhegan is in town, the for assistance. The tug headed directly for
“
“
us,
Howard of Washington ; response,Nearer
8.00,
guest of Mrs. H. C. Chandler. Mr. Ames and about noon came alongside
C. Seminary at Bucksport, spent Memorial i
my
12,0
Charles George has taken unto himself a
“
“
“
••It proved to be the Samson, Capt. Rood, bound
God to Thee, by choir; reading Roll of Honor taught the winter school here and was liked
“
“
10.00,
Day at home.
much. It is hoped he will teach the from Portland for Boston. A hawser was bent
partner for life in the person of Miss Mary
14.0
by Adjutant; singing by choir, Four hun- very
“
“
and an effort made to tow her into Portsmouth,
“
“
fall term.The wet weather of the
“
Wo notice with pleasure that the side- Lanplier of Stockton Springs. Their friends
12.00,
it impossible to reach Boston, owing to
finding
dred thousand men have died for
16,0
last
week
started the grass and crops, the condition of the vessel.
you and
“
“
wish them happiness and prosperity.
walks in the village are undergoing much
“
which now look finely.Workmen
Worsteds,
8.00,
me; address by Comrade Dr. A. J.
“Before the tug started with the schooner we
10.0
Billings
are relaying the water pipes at Windermere
needed repairs.
“
“
“
were taken aboard the tug, and Capt. Hood
“
“
of Freedom.
The services concluded with
put
10.00,
Park. They were not deep enough to be out two of his own crew aboard the schooner to work
13,0
Communion service will be held at the
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
“
“
singing Long Wave Old Glory, by the choir. of the way of the frost_Milk is brought to the puiups. Shortly before 5 a. m the two men
“
“
“
12.00,
16.0
the Crystal Creamery from the adjoining on the schooner fearing she would capsize, re
The address was one of the
Congregational church next Sunday aftervery best ever
“
“
“
“
“
quested to he taken aboard the tug, which was
towns of Troy ami Burnham. The butter
15.00,
noon at 3.30 o’clock.
Montville. George Hall’s hay press is listened to here. It was in every sense a
done. About 5 o'clock we bad reached the Isle of
18,0
made is of extra quality.. Dr. J. W. Mitchell
“
“
“
Shoals, when the hawser parted, and the schooner
“
in this vicinity pressing hay_Mr. and memorial address such as the old comrades
Frank and Herbert Kneelaud and Geo.
of Freedom has a number of patients in our rolled over in the sea
15.00,
Covert,
so
that her keel
18,0
“
“
“
“
Hammons arrived by train Friday, return- Mrs. Eddie Johnson are visiting at Geo. like to listen to, and no Post makes any mis- village, and among them is the Pillsbury could be seen. She afterwards floated with her
Overcoats,
7.00,
starboard side out of the water, and in this conwho is gaining rapidly-Mrs. Lina
10,0
hoy,
take
when
Hall's-The Misses Sunie Bragdon and
the3* secure the services of Dr.
“
“
ing Monday by boat.
“
“
“
Mathews of Waterville is visiting her fath- dition we left her, finding it. impossible to tow
8.00,
her further or save any more of our effects
12.0
Bertie Moody were guests of Mrs. Fred Billings. ..At a Republican caucus held here er, Mr. H. Damon.
John B. Black reports finding a pair of
“
“
“
“The exact position of the vessel when wfe left
“
“
12.00,
Plummer, May 27-Fred Preble of the Thursday, A. A. Brown and G. H. Cargill
15,0
Troy. Sunday, May 31st, the rain poured her was five miles off the Isles of Shoals. The
eye-glasses, which will be returned to the
“
“
“
“
“
Pine Tree Stock farm, Farmingdale, was in were chosen delegates to the State convendown all day, and the May drouth was tug at once conri, tied on her way to Boston and
owner upon application.
14.00,
18,0
were landed at Central wharf about 1) a. m."
broken at the close of the month. Every- weThe
town over Sunday, the guest of A. F. tion in Bangor.
“
“
Anna I>. Price was a small, two masted
“
“
Gen. F. S. Nickerson has been retained as
in nature now wears a smiling face,
Mackintoshes,
8.00,
thing
12,1
ami
was
built
at
schooner,
L.
1
in
Plummer-C. O. Howes is at work for E.
Brooks. Last Saturday was a red letter ami the farmers are also smiling, for rain 1807. She was (55 feet long, Patchogue,
“
“
“
“
“
22 feet breadth of
council for the administrator of the John
10 00,
S. Batchelder.... Albert Proctor of Water130
was what they wanted_David L. Smith,
(5
beam
and
feet
of
hold.
was
depth
Site
owned
in
the
life of the G. A. R., boys of this
day
Stetson estate of Boston.
“
“
“
Mr. Davis or Is.esboro, who has little if any
“
“
'll le was in town, May
29.Augustus town. Arrangements had been made for a an old ofresident of Troy, died Friday at the by
15.00,
20.0
insurance an the vessel. The vessel is value* at
home
George Fernald. The funeral ser- less
Quit-e a number from here took advantage Moody and Jonathan Moody of Branch
“
“
“
than $1000. The cargo consisted of (57,oOO
“
“
vices were on Sunday. Mr. Smith fell and
nice set of Memorial Day exerneat,
clean,
5.00,
8.1
feet of lumber, consigned to Stetson, Cutler A
f the Belfast Baud excursion to
Bangor Mills were guests of Bertie Moody, May cises and the intention
broke bis Lip some weeks since, and was Co. of
“
“
was successfully carBoston, and was valued at about $500. ; Stiff
30 and 31.
Hats,
when death relieved him of his suffer- The cargo is fully covered by insurance.
.75,
Tuesday and had a pleasant trip.
2,0
glad
ried out.
The general attendance was the
“
“
he men saved part of their effects, minding
“
“
ings. He leaves one granddaughter, Mrs.
Kev. K. G. Harbutt, with a delegation of
1 OO,
Morrill. A good sized audience assem3,0
etc.
largest, the procession the longest, and the Jessie White of Dixmont_The G. A. R. bedding, clothing,
“
a
a
Endeavorers, attended the Y. P. S. C. E. bled at the Grange Hall last Wednesday general spirit of the occasion the
services at North Dixmont were well atCapt. Nash and crew were furnished free trans- Soft
.50,
best that tended
convention at Morrill last Tuesday.
The Troy portation home on the steamer
by people from Troy.
evening and listened to a thrilling lecture was ever seen here on Memorial
it
H
City of Bangor.
;
The
hand
made
its
Day.
iirst appearance professional- The
.25,
schooner was picked up Monday by steamer Shirts,
El den Harriman has begun work in the on the Spanish Inquisition by Rev. H. I. Monroe
Baud furnished excellent music ly at that place, and it is said they made a
it
it
John
Wise
and
towed
into
Cove.
Mass.
Hose,
Pigeon
.15,
Bog Hill quarries on a contract to furnish Holt. His memorial sermon the Sunday and at the close of the day’s work they good record, comparing favorably with older organizations
of the kind_Mrs. Lu
previous was a good one, in which he paid a marched to the residence of John H.
building stone to New York parties.
Gordon, Whiting has returned from Baltimore, where
a
tell 11' NKYVS.
deserved tribute to all the veterans of our where
low
they were hospitably received and she passed the winter.... Mr. Benniah HardCapt. Geo McClure, who has been underlate war, as well as to the wives and mothers treated to ice cream and
cake. Tin* proces- ing spent last week in Pittsliehl and Detroit.
going an operation for cataract at Boston,
W(‘ 'vvsilit t<> ?s«*ll t!i<‘ ijoods ;»t
Mrs. Mildred Piper, who was so severely
of veterans, who so bravely sent their loved sion consisted of
POUT OK BELFAST.
]
some two hundred people,
returned home Sunday much improved.
burned at the Dixmont lire, is able to he out !
ARRIVED.
ones away to tight and die for their
country. including the Knights <>f Pythias, who came of doors-Mrs. William Barker, who has
Capt. I’. Pendleton is spending u few days -Kobie Gray has moved into the house out to the number of thirty strong, and were been sick a
May 27. Seh. Jonathan Cone, Roierson, Boston.
long time, is failing. Mrs.
May 20. Soli. Janies Holmes. Byan. Boston.
assigned to do escort duty; the members of
in town wh
his ship, the Henry B. Hyde,
May 31. Sehs. Fannie and Leith. Bvder. Bosrecently vacated by F. W. Banan_Rolne tlie G. A. R. Post, the Ladies Relief Corps: Alice Weymouth and Mrs. Ada Rand are
also on the list of invalids-Dr. M. T.
is loading at New York for San Francisco.
ton; .Marcellus. Welch, do; Charles McDonald,
Mears returned last week from California.... 1 the school children, led by their teachers
CHARLES O’CONNELL, Propric
do.
attended
the meeting of the Maine
Dec.row,
Dodge
under the direction of Superintendent EvSoh. Banner, Capt. Ansel Auspiaud, ar- Barak Hatch is
June 1. Sell. Corinna M Quinn. Boekiand.
visiting his children in Pros- erett
Medical Association in Portland, June Jnd.
the citizens under the lead of
Foss;
June 2. Seh. Omaha. Dorr, Boston.
riv'd Thursday from Bangor with lumber
.....Mr.
Charles
H.
Forbes
of
Brooks
was
in
pect and Stockton... .Elisha Merriam and! Deputy Sheriff Leathers; and the whole
s A 1 LED.
town Monday-There were no services at
: u tie Masonic and Odd Fellow’s
building. wife attended the County Grange at Thorn- j under charge of John 11. Gordou as mar- the church
Su:: lay on account of the severe
Mnv 27. Seh. Miantonomah. Byan, Bost.-n.
shal.
Tlie procession marched to each of
20. Seh. P. M. Bonnie, Burge--, YinalTlir
lunthh contribution will in- called dike last week....C. W. Acliorn recently the
storm.
Rev. Mr. Burrill, the new minister,
May
two public cemeteries in the
village, is well liked. The Sunday school at the haven.
It broke out of the pen and ran where the exercises
.‘••I at 11
t uigregate-ii.il church next Still- i’"d a hog.
June 1. Sell.-. Jonathan Cone. Boler.-ou, Green's
consisted of prayer by
}
Corner, aided by the Center school, is !
the
for
the
Post
where
it
is
•!a\
James Holmes, Byan. Sand'
A
iibrra!
it
was
the
collection is depom.i,
children
morning.
Chaplain, singing by
supposed
making preparations for a very inter- Lauding;
Corrinna M., Quinn, Bangor; Gazelle, i 'a -on, |,.. |
drowned. .Several cases of German measles under the direction of Mrs. J. 0. Lane, and
sired.
concert to he given Sunday evenesting
June
2.
Sehs. Fairy Forest. Smith, li.-hing
decorating the graves oi the soldiers. Avery
ing, J11lie L’lst-Mr. Valentine Nutt of Charles McDonald, In crow, Caimlen.
G. P. Carter has secured a hrst-rlass baker in town lately.
noticeable
in the condition
don and

Dr. Swan’s Nerve

B|<M)(J

and Blood Tonic.
Kt^hMspr”*

—

Daltons

Family Pills Please Everybody and do

....

•..

We

Full Line of

Carry

Sr-

Furnishings

....

The White Store, 81 Main H

,<•

■

'""in Boston and

Tuesday,

route

that

our

citizens

bake cart on the
it is hoped and expected

piared

Ins

will encourage

Mr.

Carter

with their patronage.
Thr National Hotel at East. St. Louis, in
Sullivan was employed as
cierk, was wrecked in the recent cyclone at
that putce.
Fears were entertained for his
safety until a telegram announced that he
which Robert

injured.

not

was

granite basr of the soldiers’

The

ment, which

monu-

Halldalk. Mr. S. S. Emery of Lowell
visited friends here last week.... Mrs. W.
E. Poland, who has been in Medford, Mass
for several months past, arrived home last
Friday, accompanied by her little grand.The road machine was used in
daughter
this vicinity last week, and as a consequence
we have had very muddy roads since the
rain... .Mr. T. B. Stevenson returned to his
home in Lowell, Mass., May 24th.... E. ,J.
Stevens began buying eggs again last week.
He ships to Lynn, Mass... .There was no
meeting at the Yose school house last Sun-

quarried at Bog Hill, was
brought in Wednesday. The stone weigh- day afternoon, as was announced,
ed about eight tons, requiring three pair of of the rain.
.Charles Stevenson
was

horses and three yoke of

oxen

to

transport

it.

on

account

work
Windermere on the G. A. R. building_
Mr. G. W. Poland of New Harbor
passed
through here last week with a load of smoked ale wives-Mrs. Elias B. Hall, after a
is at

at

fully attended caucus held at the
t iwn hall Wednesday evening,
May 27th,
the following delegates were chosen to attend the Republican State convention at
few weeks illness, passed peacefully
away,
Bangor June 2: J. W. Black, C. E. Adams, May 30th. Her funeral was from the BapI). Y
Mitchell.
They went on steamer tist church in Knox Monday afternoon,
Cimbria, lea\ing here at 8.30 a. m., returning Rev. H. Small officiating.
same evening.
W interport. The Memorial
At

a

exercises

Miss

Sibley

came

accident

serious

on

near

meeting with

a

her return home after

address here Satdelivering
urday evening. The team in which she was
riding met and collided with another near
the

Hurd’s house

Memorial

on

the. shore road.

The carri-

badly wrecked, but Miss Sibley
caped without injury.
age

was

es-

amusing incident, occurred during the
cadets' drill Memorial Day. A herd of cows
being driven from pasture became somewhat
demoralized by the crowd on both sides
An

carried out iu the usual satisfactory
manner. Tht procession,
consisting of the S.
of V., G. A. R., W. K. C., school children and
citizens, led by the Cornet Band, marched to
Oak Hill Cemetery, which was beautifully
decorated, where they performed the customary services for our honored dead, after
which they returned to Union Hall where
the following interesting program was given :
were

Selection, by quartette, F. W. Haley, Miss
M. E. Chase, Mrs. C. C. Moody, F. Woodman; Miss L. M. Hardy, pianist; reading of
address by Commander; reading of
of the street, and would no doubt have orders;
Roll of Honor jsalute to the dead ; prayer; adundertaken to break through the line liad
dress of welcome by a comrade; rec.,‘‘What
not the commander taken in the situation,
the Old Flag Says,” Gertrude Folk; selecabout faced bis company, and brought them
tions by quartette; recitation by Miss
May
to the charge bayonets.
It was hard to tell
Memorial address, Rev. J. P. Siwhich was more surprised, the boys when Lesan;
monton; singing America; benediction. The
they turned, or the cows.
hall was very tastefully decorated and the
The concert given by the Baptist Choral address is very highly spoken of_A
lively
Association of Belfast at the Congl. church runaway of a horse driven
by Mrs. I. Ranlast Thursday evening did not receive the kin caused some excitement, but fortunatepatronage that it deserved. Evidently our ly no harm was done. .Ellery Bowden, Esq.,
people are not musically inclined. The chorus had his leg quite badly hurt by his horse
singing especially was line and showed starting as he was about to get into his carricareful traiuiug by their leader, Mr. E. S. age, and is about on crutches at present_
Pitcher’s solo also deserves
special mention. After the concert the
members of the chorus and their friends to
Pitcher.

Mrs.

the number "f

thirty-six

took supper at

the

ISear.sport House.
Comrades will remember our County Association meets with Winterport friends today. This Waldo County Veteran AssociaWaldo
organization
county without any by-laws, who meet once
a mouth in different localities for social enjoyment, and the discussion of matters pertaining to their mutual welfare. All that is
required for a veteran to become a member
of the association (whether he belongs to
the G. A. It. or not) is to appear at the place
of meeting with a basket of cooked rations,
accompanied by his wife, if possible—
though lie will be admitted without.
tion is

an

of veterans of

During the past winter the Masonic and
Odd Fellows lodges have been discussing
the advisability of erecting a society buildfor their mutual occupancy. Tlie arrangements have been perfected and ground
was broken Thursday, May 28th, for the excavation of the cellar on tlie memorial lot.
The soldier’s monument will be placed in
front of the building and a memorial room
will be reserved on the lower floor for the
use of the G. A. R.
Mortland and Carleton
ing

Mrs. Fannie Maddocks

Bticksport Friday to attend the funeral of her
mother, Mrs. Leonard Snow, who died at
the home of her sister, Mrs. Gray.
Mrs.
Maddocks expresses great gratitude to her
uncle, Capt. Mark Gray, for his kindness,
both to her mother and to herself_One of
the pleasantest social events of the season
was the celebration by Mr. and Mrs. James
Freeman of the lOtli anniversary of their
marriage last Monday evening. A large
number of guests were present and a pleaswas

called to

ing program of music and recitations wras
given. An original poem sent by an absent
read.

Delicious refreshments
were served and a pleasant social time enjoyed by all. Mr. and Mrs. Freeman were
the recipients of many beautiful gifts_
friend

was

Winterport,
an

with its

w

has

cemeteries has been observable during the [)ast few years and for this, if for no
ot her reason. Memorial Day has been a
great
benefit to the place. The exercises at tlie
church consisted of prayer, singing by the
choir, reading the roll of honor by Adjutant
Win. C. Rowe, singing by a
company of girls
dressed in white, and an address by Norman
W ardwell, Esq., of Belfast.
Flowers and
Hags and clean, well-dressed people tilled
our streets, and the whole affair was as sober
ami orderly as any church
gathering.... Willard S. Junes and Miss Lena E. Chase were
married last Thursday afternoon at the residence of the bride’s father, Mr. Mi chad
Chase of this town. They will he absent
until about June 20th on their
wedding tour,
after which they w 11 he at Ik one here in
Brooks-Charles Shaw and wife have been
visiting Mrs. Shaw’s father, John H. GorGordon ami little sou of
Waterville have also made a short visit in
Brooks.... Rev. H. Small and wife of Bowdoinham have been in town this week....
C. E. Lane, T. I. Huxford and I. G.
Reynolds attended the
Republican convention
at Bangor Tuesday... .Hiram Pattee ami
wife have gone to Massachusetts for the
summer... .Mrs. T. A. Elliott, who has been
very sick, is somewhat better, but is still
confined to her room-Will Randall, who
for some time has been a,town charge, is now
very sick at the house of William Briggs....
Some of our people will attend the Free

don....Harry

Baptist Quarterly meeting at the Thorndike
Centre church next Sunday_Milo Colson
has bought the Miranda Roberts bouse and
moved in there. It will make him a
good
borne and is quite handy to his business_

B. Huff has moved into the Deacon
Small bouse, so-called, now owned by C. E.
Lane, where he will live until begets his
new house
ready for occupancy_A. B.
Stantial is at work on his farm when not
employed with the Great Eastern Fertilizer
Co. as their general agent_Mrs. Esther
Roberts has returned from a visit to her sons
Edna and Elseu in Reading and Quincy,
Mass-Ira W. Bowden, who has been at
work the past year in the Jones blacksmith
shop, f.nds plenty of business to do. There
is a large country around here that
brings into
this place a good deal of work of thatsort_
Mr. Ho lgliton, who spent the winter with
his daughter, Mrs. T. A. Elliott, has been
quite ill, but is now able to walk out iu
pleasant weather-John M. Dow, the well
known West Brooks farmer, has been in poor
health this season and unable to do much
work.
He wishes to sell some horses and
other stock, and will close his house this
winter and go to live with his son... .John
Ford of Jackson spent last week with W. a.
Fenlasou here. He is in poor health....
Emerson Davis, who was a frequent visitor
to this village, died last. Sunday night at his
home iu Jackson.... Road Commissioner C.
E. Bowen started the road machine Tuesday and there is plenty to do to keep it
A.

busy

until

July.

It seems as if the roads
were never worse at this time of year. Road
Commissioner Ellis is at work in the southern
part of the town... .Mr. Dow has a nice line
of the latest style walking shoes and they
are going fast-Herbert F. Roberts drives
a meat cart about town two
days in the
week-Alton Pilley of Unity, a native of
this town, lias been visiting friends here....
Charles E. Peavey lias sold bis gray truck
horse to Mr. Nickerson of Stockton Springs.
This was one of the very best business horses
in Brooks.... Mr. Edwin Walker, who was
in poor health all of last winter, is
driving
about this summer quite smart and hopes to
entirely recover-Mrs. B. F. Stantial, our
leading dressmaker, who occupies the Rose
building formerly used as an office by Dr. A.
E. Kilgore, has lately added a full line of the
latest and best dry and fancy goods, dress
trimmings, etc., which slie is selling at very

low prices.

Lawrence, Mass.,

was

in

town

last week. !

furnishing
spring water, is
It

open port the year around, is near
railroad anil offers excellent facilities
for manufacturing. The taxation, including
water rental, will be about 12 mil <, on a
moderate valuation. Iu 1805 it was 10 1-2
mills. It has fine streets and public buildings, a free library and good markets. Winterport courts investigation_Miss Emma
Vinal was in towrn Wednesday and left by
Boston steamer on her way to Chicago.

Highest of all

in

AMERICAN

bought a nice, driving horse of I. M.
New York, .May 2d. Ar,
Knowles, Esq which he took home with
Burges-. Brun.-w iek. Ga.;
him.... Mr. John E. Pierce, who has a situa- j l'ord, Fernamlina; «. arrie
turn m Gloucester, Mass.. likes there very j sound; Ldward Stewart.
much. His wife, M rs. Emma Pierce, is manag- 27. ar. sen-. Lizzie 1J.
James A.
He

eon IS.

sell.-. F.
l’emilcou.
Florence I.clumi. Sj-oiL. Pickering. Somes'
Krai, Bagged island;
Wblev, Bivers, hak's
Gailijld, Tiinidad. Ibaiie P
ing the farm and proves herself a hustler. ; ls-and;
Simpson, Baroadoes, 2S, ar, seh. J• 1:n « Smith.
With the aid of Charlie Williston as farm
Trinidad; 20. eld, hark Edward May, Honolulu;
hand she is getting on finely.. .Miss Isabelle
sell.-. Mabei .Jordan, Hiehborn. Tenerill'*-; HumaVickery has set up house-keeping in the old loek. Yeazie. Kingston. ,la., ar, brig Harry rtn.it h.
Vickery homestead at the Corner. Dr. Craig, Port Spain. Triuidai., -eh-. Celia V.. BanDodge, who occupied the place, has moved dell, .Jacksonville; lzetta. Bangor; 30, ar, sell.
Melissa A. Willey, Charleston; 31, ar. sell.-. Levi
into the Watson stand which has been niceHart, Brunswick; Charles L. Raymond, Pendlely repaired and much improved_Mr. and ton,
Yinalliaven; bark Ifetin Norwell. Satiila
Mrs. George Estes have leased the Town
River; Juno 1. ar. sell. Lizzie. Lane, Bangor.
Farm for a year and have closed their own
Boston. May 27. Sld. brig H. B. Hussey. Charresidence-Mr. Frank Seavey is at home leston, S.
seh. Eliza J. Pendleton, Kennebec
from Auburn.... Some of the farmers have and Baltimore; 28, ar, -eh. Winslow Morse, Winclosed out their stock of potatoes at low terport ; 20. ar, soli. Charily, Magee, Portland ;
3o, ar, sell. S. G. Haskell. Richardson, East Harprices to parties in Waterville.
bor, T. 1.; sld, sehs. Viola Beppard, Brunswick.
Ga.; Mary A. Hall, coal poit, 31, ar, sells. Jacob
Yachts and Boats.
M. Haskell, Herriman, Brunsvviek, Ga. Yale, Baltimore.
Philadelphia, May 27. Ar, seh. Penobscot.
Capt. John S. Blake of Cape Rozier came Dodge, Port de Paix 28, ar, seh. Isaac Oberton,
Trim. Bangor; 30. ar. seh. Carrie E. Pickering.
to Belfast Tuesday in his sloop Ruth E.
Haskell, Mt. Desert.
Cumnock.
Bath, May 28. Ar, sells. Young Brothers, Boston «J. Manchester Haynes, do.
The Idlewild was out the rirst of the week
Bangor, May 28. Sld. seh Mark Pendleton,
for a trial trip. She has a new suit of triple- Collins, New York Electa Bailey, Thurston, do.;
20, ar, seh. Susie P Oliver, Snare. New York;
bighted sails and looks as line as a fiddle.
sld, sells. Annie B. Lewis, < ohb. New York; Hattie MeG. Buck. Lowe. do.; 30, sld. seh. Kabboni,
I. W. Parker lias shipped his cat boat
Lord, New York.
Sparrow to her new owner in Augusta. She
Washington. D. (
May 20. Ar, barks Doris,
will be used on Lake Cobbosserwutee.
We Port Spain, I'hos. J. Stewart, Blake. Roekport,
Me.
expect to bear from her in the regattas j
Providence, May 20. Ar, seh. Gen. Adelbert
Ames, Charleston.
there.
Savannah, May 20. Sld from Ty bee, seh Mary
The steam yacht Princess, having com- L. Crosby, Trim, New York.
Norfolk, May 20. Sld, seh. D. H. Rivers, Colpleted repairs to her machinery at Rockland, cord, Richmond.
Perth Amboy, May 28. Shi, seh. Win. H. Sumleft that port Friday with her owner, Edner, Pendleton, Savannah.
ward Morey of Boston, and a party of friends
Red Beach, Me., May 20. Ar, seh. Sallie l’On,
West, Boston, to load for Norfolk.
for Castine, where Mr. Morey has a summer
Charleston, S. C., May 20. Ar, seh. Flora Rogresidence. She visited this port Monday for ers, Warren, Boston.
Salem, May 20. Ar, sell. Daylight, Georgetown.
the first time this season.
Jacksonville, Fla., June 1. Ar, seh. Hattie 11.
The iron keel for the new Decrow yacht Barbour, Erskine, New York.

j

J

..

|

FOREIGN PORTS.

arrived last week from Bangor. It weighs
is a nice casting.
Friday
John Sanborn with two pairs of horses hauled the yacht from the Decrow place on Bayview street to the shore below the steamboat wharf and Monday the iron keel was
bolted on. The yacht has been named Glide.

Buenos Ayres. May 27. Ar. bark John S. Emery
Wooster, Portland.
Black River, May 14. Oil, sell. D. J. Sawver,
Kelley, Flushing, L. 1.
Santos, May 27. Sld, hark Rose Innis, Barba-

3,G‘J0 pounds and

does.
Port an Prince, May 7. In port, sell Nimbus,
Green, from New York, discharged.
Parrsbor.i, N-. S., May 2d. Ar, bark Thomas A.
Goddard. Boston.
Montevideo, April 20. In port, bark Mannie
Swan, Higgins, for New York.
Rosario, April 27
Ar, sell. George V. Jordan,
Buenos Ayres.
Bridgewater, N. S., May 2d. Od, bark Alice
Bead, Ford, Buenos Avres.
Shanghai. June 1. Ar, ship Win. 11. Conner,
New York.
Havana, May 28. Sld, bark Matanzas, l’liiladel-

The sloop yacht Isis, recently bought by
$. Jones of Reading, Pa., was in port
Monday. She is m command of Capt. C. F.
Pendleton of Islesboro. who went to New
F.

York

to

bring

her

on.

Her

owner

is

a sum-

resident at Hughes’ Point, Islesboro.
C ipt. Pendleton has been sailing master for
Mr. Jones for two seasons in the yacht Lillian and Helen. The Isis is *J*J tons net,
feet over all, and was built at Brooklyn, N
mer

Y.,

MARINE MISCELLANY.

in 1884.

proceeds.
Rookport, Me., May 28. A cablegram to S. E. Y
Shepherd to-nig lit says that the bark John
Haisley, Capt. 1 I*. Shepherd, is ashore and abannet

Leavening Power.— Latest

U. S. Gov’t

Report

Our

OP1I I H ALMIC OPTICIAN,
Office in Johnson Block. Hiiih St.. Belfast
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BORIS.
Closson.

absolutely pure

in

Henry Closson,

j

Bluehill, May 24,
a

Administrator's Sale of Rt
t«>

Mr. ami Mrs.

son.

Closson. In Sedgwick, May 13, to Mr.amt Mrs.
Albert I. Closson, a son. Albert Parker.
(iuini>al. In Sedgwick. May 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lowed Grindal, a son.
Gray. In Deer Isle. May 17. to Mr. am! Mrs.
Arthur H Gray, a son
Grant
In Deer Isle, May 7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S. Grant, a daughter.'
Knowlion. In Belfast. May 27, to M: and Mrs
Marshall O. Knowlton, a son.
1.1 m
In Treinont, May 24, to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles P. Luut, a daughter.
In Tremont. May 15, to Mr and Mrs. EdLi ni
ward A I .tint, a.son.
Simmons. In West Warren, May l'.i, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Simmons, a -on.
Small
In Deer Isle, May 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph W. Small, a son.
Smith.
In Deer Isle. May 22, t
Mr. and Mrs.
Frank F. Smith, a son
>

MARRIED.
In Wiley's Corner, St. George,
Ga\ Kelloch.
May 2, Albert A. Gay of Thomaston ami Gertrude
Kelloch of St George.
In Stockton Spring-. MayGeorge Lanfher.
22, bv George S. B. Merrirhew, Es<i-, William
George of Prospect and Miss Amanda Lanpher of
Stockton Springs.
Hall McLeod, In Boston. May 22. at Warren
Avenue Baptist Church, Arthur S Hall and Alberta McLeod.
Joneh-Ciiase. In Brooks, May 2S, by Rev D.
Brackett, Willard S. Jones and Miss Lena E.
Chase, both of Brooks.
In Belfast, June 2, by
M11.1.not sv. Tin‘Mies.
Rev J. M. Leighton, Charles Lewis MiHlmm-e of
Peoira, III., and Miss Ella .Josephine Tbombs of
Belfast.
Monrok-Greek. In Morrill, June 1. by Rev.
ILL Holt, Elbert J. Monroe of Belfast and Bosnia
M. Greer of Morrill.

1 ursi: :mt. to a
Probate, for the

public .me; ’• 11,
duly, A. 1» is**;.

jj

H. I..
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ense
oumx
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from *1
of \Y.

luesday. 11.«•

.»t ten o'clock it. t:
the promises, a!i the right, fit1
which KoBLKT A YINAL. late
said comity, deceased, had in ami ?
described real estate, viz: tin- n
called, of said deceased, situate
a
port, and bounded and descrih*
Begintiing at the corner of lam t
hy Francis D. Shaw and Beniamin
westerly to lantl of said Shaw
to l.ebat'on road, so called ; -1.• ?.
said road to land of said Down-.,
ly, to place of beginning, excep:
above, not to exceed one ami a h.
house lot to B. A. Yinal, so long aami occupy a house thereon. Also,
cel of land*, with the buildings sta:
situate in said \\ interport, hog
Lebanon road at the southwest
Downs' land, running westerly to
M. Yina! ; theme n itherlx. h\ iai.
M Yinal to land formerlx oocnjun
ford and .Mrs. Stoke 11 tlienee east,
ner of land of Miss Croxford and
thence northerly b\ said ( roxt.c,
land to land of ,J. H. H. Davis thei
said Davis' land to land formerly
thence southerly, to place ol heginn
as deeded to said Hubert hy Lot V
ol April u, 1883, recorded m AVahio
338, Pagekg; subject to mo tgag»
Said farm cuts about 30 tons of 1ms
location, and estimated 300 to 4o»t
thereon. Terms cash
3w33
FKLD
Administrator estate of lb
■

■

The stockholders of
COMPANY are hereby

“Crosin

Inn annex

the

BL!

1

meuied

1

.In

Moiltia),
3 o'clock I*. M., '"I the pui |.o-e
reject ing anx proposals t hat max
of
the propertx or to
purchase
as may be neeessarx
to di>p>.
\..\ HOW F.s
legal manner.
on

■

DIED.
Brooks. In York, Mr

•.

May 28, Julia

K.

Brooks,

A:test
Ai.mx |i.
Belfast. dime 1, IX.m;

ii.xm
BWJH

Hall to Rei
aged

02

vears,

7

niontlis ami

24 'lavs.
2*, Manner

kv. In Belfast, May
aged 39 years.

Him
vev,

C

Hei

Belfast, dime 4.

HocHoi-kins. In Yiualhaven. May 21,
I doned near Fanslian, on the coast of China. The kins, aged 31 years.
Haisley was hound from Singapore to Hong Kong,
ill Waldoboro. May 23, II.'ll. s,i inuel
probably lumber laden. Her principal owner was W Jackson, a native ol Jefferson, aged 83 years,
Jackson,
Capt. Shepherd. The amount of insurance is not
known. The Haisley was dbb.78. tons net. She 0 months ami 12 days.
M it.LKtt. In Cushing, May 24, \\ ilium. H Miller,
was built at Milford, Del., in 1880, and hailed
aged 8fc years and 11 months.
from Philadelphia, Pa.
Mi'Rcii In West Hampden, May 2S. Addie \
New York, May 27.
Capt. Brown and three
March, aged 57 years.
set men of sell. Sheepscot of Wiscasset, Maine,
Mriu’ti. In Ellsworth. May 30, Henry 1. March,
which was abandoned at sea on April bth, arrived
09 vears and 10 months.
this morning by the steamer Schiedam from Ams- formerly ot Belfast, aged
In Penobscot, May 22, Samuel H.
Perkins.
terdam. As before reported, the Sheepscot was
and 3 -lays.
4
months
bound from Green’s Landing, Maine, for New Perkins, aged 09 vears,
Snow. In Bueksport May 28, Betsey Snow, aged
York with a cargo of paving stones. On April 3d,
j
when two days out, she encountered a succession 73 years.
Turner. In Malden, Mass., May 22, Levi \'
of heavy westerly gales with high seas, which
caused her to spring aleak. The vessel was put Turner, a native of Lineoluville.
before tlie gale, which lasted nearly seven days.
On the bth, 180 miles Cast of Cape Henlopen, the
British steamer County of York bore down to her
subscribers hereby give public notice to all
and rescued the crew ot four men and landed
concerned, that they have been duly appointed
them at Lilian.
and taken upon themselves the trust of AdminCharters.
Ship State of Maine, to arrive) istrators, with
the will annexed, of the estate of
55.000 cases refined oil, New York toShanghae, 21
cents.
Sell John I Snow, Wilmington, N. ('., to
NEWELL MANSFIELD, late of Belfast,
Poit-au-Platte, lumber, 87 and port charges. Bark
Megunticook,Trinidad to New York or Baltimore, in the Countv of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
all
asphalt, $2 and discharged, Washington 2o cents as the law directs; they therefore request
extra.
Sell. Charlotte T. Sibley, Jack-onville to persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate
New York, lumber, $4.b0. Sell. Sallie POn, Red to make immediate payment, and those who have
Beach, Me., to Norfolk, plaster, $1. Sell. Jos. any demands thereon, to exhibit the same lor setEaton, Vlnalbaven to New York, paving blocks, tlement to them.
HARRIET M MANSFIELD.
$12.50. Soli. Penobscot, Jacksonville to New
AUGUSTINE P. MANSFIELD,
Bark ManYork, lumber, $5, 40 M. feet per day.
ELEANOR C. NUTTING.
3w23
uie Swan, Montevideo to New York, hides, $2,400.
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R. H. SMALL,

with the salvors of the cargo for half its value
when recovered, payment to be made out of the

—

Three shipwrecked mariners were landed at
Boston last .Sunday night, and theit vessel is prodably now drilling bottom up. somewhere oil' ( ;;p<*
Ann. The men are ('apt. L. 1.. Nash, Mate Fred
Hatch of Islesboro, Me ami Seaman John Smedberg of Watervihe, Me., and the vessel was the
53 ton schooner Anna 1 > Price of Islesboro. Me.
Captain Nasli makes this report of the disaster:
“We sailed from Bangor last Wednesday and had
good weather down the Penobsc >t river and as far
A light fog bad
as the island of Monhegan.
prevailed, which became very dense when the above
island was reached. We felt our way cautiously
along and at ('» a. m. yesterday, had reached a
point about 10 miles to the eastward of Thatcher's Island, when the wind vtered to the southeast
and blew a heavy gale
“The gale increased rapidly and the sea became

;

Spoken. Hark Edward L. .May berry, Hinds, from
New York for Rosario, May 5, lav. 1 \., Ion. 2b \V.
London, May 2d. Ship < liarles H. Flint, Nic.
wliirh drifted ashore 12 miles from Ceara, Brazil,
lias been condemned. Arrangements can be made

Sch. Anna L). Price Abandoned at Sea.

ater works

abundant supply of pure
most desirable place of residence.

now a

improvement

of the

..

lielfast
l'"KHi:erEU

Price

XV K KK

Print net Market.
70«
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X
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uri
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Prir,’ l
lla\. p
Hides. P
1 S5 <t 2 < m i: Lamb, p !'
Beaus, pea,
medium, 1 00.//1 75 Lamb Skh
vel'u eye.- I 4",, | fn > Mutton,
!«'■•/ 2'» «».,ts. p l.
Butter, j * lb,
Beef. F it*.
5,/7 Potatoes.
5(0/ 55 Round I
Barle\ |' bu,
Bull |Straw, \
Cheese, |» it.
12//14 Turkey. (
Chicken, (1 lb,
Call Skins.
<><>//so I Tallow.
o // o
Duck, | lb.
P I!
M I Wool. uuu
Km*’ ftloz,
10// 12 Wood. 11 a
Foul, |> |b.
o // 0 Wood, soi
CSeese, F lb,

Apples, |> bn.
dried, | > it
••

I O0
4 w 5

••

|Veal,
|

Petiti7 Prior.
Beef, corned. F lb. 7 " S I .ime. | I
Butter, salt, 1 4 lb l»a*r. 1 «s Oat Meal.
45 minus, i
t'orn. F bu,
< racked Corn, F bu,
4.* ul,keros.
( oru Meal, F l»u,
45 I’olloek, |
12«« 14 Pork, p !i
Cheese, F I*',
Cottoti Seed, F '’Wt,
25 Plaster. |
t ’odfish, dry. |' lb
5 a d Rye Meal
Cranberries, F «]t.tM> «oo Shorts. 1
Clover Seed, F tt>, 11 /» 1 2 Sugar, p I'
Flour, F bid, 5 75// 4 75 Salt, T. 1
H 4 i.Seed, bu, 2 15 // 2 25. Sweet Pot.i
Sa 101 Wheat Me
Lard |> lb,
■

